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Abstract

Spin electronics or “spintronics” is identified as one of the potential technologies to replace the cur-

rently prevailing metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) technology for informa-

tion processing. For realization of spintronic devices like spin-valves in which spin currents are injected

and detected, a large combination of ferromagnet-semiconductor (fm-sc) interfaces are being investi-

gated. To replace the current MOSFET technology with the spin-transistors, high spin-injection effi-

ciency is necessary which is not yet reported. Therefore, understanding the structural state of these

fm-sc interfaces is essential for fabricating highly efficient future spintronic devices.

This dissertation describes the investigation of structural properties of Fe/III-V semiconductor inter-

faces. This work also encompasses the correlation of the observed structural state to the measured spin-

injection across the interface. These investigations are performed on three material systems, namely Fe

on moderately doped GaAs (001), Fe on InGaAs/InAs quantum wells and Fe on MgO/GaAs surfaces.

Spin injection across the first two material systems is successfully measured by using an all electrical

non-local spin-valve setup. In this work the emphasis is on the structural studies conducted on Fe layers

under the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic strain.

Structural investigations are performed on Fe/GaAs interfaces that are grown as a function of Fe

layer deposition temperature and subjected to post growth annealing cycles. These investigations are

performed by utilizing various X-ray scattering geometries available at both laboratory and third gen-

eration synchrotron facilities. The Fe layers in this system are found to be compressively strained and

this strain state is observed to be influenced by post-growth annealing at 200◦C. In addition, grazing

incidence diffraction measurements reveal the existence of a Fe3GaAs phase at the interface which is

also observed to be influenced by post-growth annealing. In correspondence, the spin-injection effi-

ciency across the interface is also affected by the post-growth annealing which was non-existent before

annealing. But, after first annealing cycle, it increased to a value of 5.5%. However, after a second

annealing cycle, the spin-injection efficiency is reduced to 2.6%.

The structural investigations were also performed on Fe/InGaAs/InAs quantum wells material sys-

tem to study the local crystallinity of InxAl1−xAs buffer layers on which the active layers containing

quantum well are deposited. The structural information of these buffer layers is essential, because the

strain relaxation leads to local tilt of lattice planes and composition variation resulting in cross-hatches

at the surface of the heterostructure. These cross-hatches in turn determine the non-planar nature of

the quantum well. Therefore, the local structural integrity of these layers is probed by using scanning

diffractive imaging which revealed two networks of defects that vary as function of Indium content.

The spin-injection measurements performed on InGaAs/InAs quantum wells reveal that spin-

transport occurs in the semi-ballistic regime in this system. However, the obtained spin-injection results

also indicate that a ballistic model proposed for calculating the spin-injection efficiency is inadequate

as it does not take the crystallographic anisotropy of Spin-orbit interaction.
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The last system that is investigated in this thesis is the Fe/MgO/GaAs interface. Unlike the other

two material systems, the Fe/MgO/GaAs interface is characterized on an atomic scale by high reso-

lution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM )to reveal the influence of the MgO thickness and

its deposition conditions on the morphology and magnetic characteristics of Fe layers. The structural

studies including energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) analy-

sis are also performed to study the relevance of intermixing at the interface. The magneto-optic Kerr

effect (MOKE) investigations reveal that in-plane cubic and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy coexist in

Fe/MgO/GaAs samples. The strength of cubic and uniaxial anisotropy contributions are found to vary

with the deposition conditions of MgO and Fe.



Kurzfassung

Der Spin-Elektronik oder Spintronik wird großes Potential für die Ablösung der derzeitigen, auf Feld-

effekttransistoren (MOSFETs) basierenden Datenverarbeitungstechnologie zugeschrieben. Für die Re-

alisierung von Spintronik-Bauelementen, die Spinströme im Halbleiter generieren oder detektieren

können, sogenannte Ferromagnet-Halbleiter (FH)-Spinventile, werden derzeit eine ganze Reihe von

möglichen Kombinationen unterschiedlicher Materialien untersucht. Zwingend notwendig für die Ablö-

sung der MOSFET-Technologie durch Spintransistoren ist eine hohe Spininjektionseffizienz, von der

die bisher an Ferromagnet-Halbleitergrenzflächen nachgewiesenen Effizienzen noch weit entfernt sind.

Essentiell für die Entwicklung neuer, hoch effizienter Spintronik-Bauelemente ist folglich ein grundle-

gendes Verständnis des strukturellen Aufbaus der FH-Grenzflächen.

In dieser Dissertation werden die strukturellen Eigenschaften von Grenzflächen zwischen einem

Eisenfilm (Fe) und verschiedenen III-V Halbleitern untersucht. Außerdem wurden die Auswirkun-

gen der beobachteten strukturellen Eigenschaften auf die Spininjektion betrachtet. Insgesamt wurden

drei Materialsysteme studiert: Fe auf epitaktischem, moderat dotiertem (001) GaAs, Fe auf InGaAs/I-

nAs Quantentöpfen und Fe auf (001)-GaAs mit einer Zwischenschicht aus MgO. Die Spininjektion in

den beiden erstgenannten Materialsystemen wurde erfolgreich in elektrischen Transportexperimenten

nachgewiesen. Hierzu wurden sogenannte nichtlokale Spinventil-Anordnungen verwendet. Den Schw-

erpunkt dieser Arbeit bilden aber die strukturellen Studien der Eisenschichten unter Einwirkung interner

und externer Verspannung.

Im Detail erfolgte an Fe/GaAs Grenzflächen eine Variation der Fe-Film-Depositionstemperatur

sowie die nachträgliche Behandlung in einem Temperprozess. Entsprechende strukturelle Untersuchun-

gen wurden mit verschiedenen Röntgenmethoden sowohl im Labordiffraktometer als auch in Synchro-

tonlaboren durchgeführt. Die Resultate zeigen, dass die Fe-Schichten kompressiv verspannt sind und

dass die Verspannung durch einen Temperprozess bei 200◦C nach dem Wachstum beeinflusst wird.

Darüber hinaus weisen Röntgenbeugungsexperimente unter streifendem Einfall auf die Existenz einer

Fe3GaAs Phase an der Grenzfläche hin, die ebenfalls durch den Temperprozess bei 200◦C beeinflusst

wird. Zudem ergibt sich durch den Temperprozess eine signifikante Änderung der Spininjektionsef-

fizienz. Während zunächst an den Grenzflächen keine Spininjektion nachgewiesen werden konnte,

wurde nach einem ersten Temperprozess eine Spininjektionseffizienz von 5,5% gemessen. Nach einem

zweiten Temperprozess war die Effizienz mit 2,6% jedoch wieder reduziert.

Darüber hinaus wurden strukturelle Studien an einem InGaAs/InAs Quantentopf eingebettet in In-

AlAs durchgeführt. Ein Gesichtspunkt war dabei die lokale Kristallinität der metamorphen InxAl1−xAs

Pufferschicht, auf der der elektronisch aktive Quantentopf deponiert wird. Informationen über die struk-

turellen Eigenschaften sind hier essentiell weil die Relaxation der Verspannung zu einer lokalen Verkip-

pung der Kristallebenen und Veränderung der Komposition des Films führt, die sich global in einem

sogenannten Cross-Hatch Muster auf der Kristalloberfläche niederschlagen. Dieses Muster wiederum
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führt zu einer Nichtplanarität des Quantentopfes, welche sich auf die Tranporteigenschaften auswirken

kann. Die lokale strukturelle Beschaffenheit dieser Filme wurde daher mit scanning diffractive imaging

untersucht, wobei zwei vom Indiumgehalt abhängige Netzwerke von Defekten gefunden wurden.

Spininjektionsexperimente an entsprechenden InGaAs/InAs Quantentöpfen zeigen, dass der Spin-

transport in diesen Systemen semiballistisch ist. Die aus den Tranportexperimenten ermittelten Re-

sultate für die Spininjektionseffizienz zeigen weiterhin, dass das hierfür verwendete, ballistische Mod-

ell nicht ausreicht. Eine Ursache dafür wird darin vermutet, dass die in unserem System vorliegende

Anisotropie der Spinbahn-Wechselwirkung in dem Modell nicht berücksichtigt wurde.

Im dritten und letzten System, das in dieser Arbeit untersucht wurde, befindet sich ein dünner

MgO Film zwischen der Fe-Elektrode und dem GaAs Substrat. Im Gegensatz zu den anderen bei-

den Systemen wurden hier die Fe/MgO/GaAs Grenzflächen mittels hochaufgelöster Transmissions-

Elektronenmikroskopie auf atomarer Skala untersucht, um den Einfluss von Filmdicke und Deposi-

tionsbedingungen des MgO auf die Morphologie und die magnetischen Eigenschaften des Fe-Films

aufzuzeigen. Die strukturellen Studien beinhalten insbesondere auch ortsaufgelöste, energiedisper-

sive Elementuntersuchungen (EDS-mapping) und Röntgenreflektrometrie-Messungen, um die Durch

mischung der Filmzusammensetzung an der Grenzfläche aufzuklären. Messungen des magneto-

optischen Kerreffekts (MOKE) zeigen eine zur Schichtebene parallele Magnetisierung des Fe-Films

der Fe/MgO/GaAs Strukturen sowie eine Koexistenz von uniaxialer und kubischer Anisotropie. Bei

unterschiedlichen Depositionsbedingungen variiert dabei die Art der dominierenden Anisotropie.

Neben den oben aufgeführten, strukturellen Untersuchungen und Spininjektionsexperimenten wurde

im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine in-situ Technik entwickelt, um den Effekt eines externen Drucks auf

den Verspannungszustand in Spintronik-Bauelementen zu untersuchen. Diese Technik umfasst die In-

tegration eines Rasterkraftmikroskops in Diffraktometern an Synchrotronexperimenten für Röntgen-

mikroskopie und ermöglicht so den gleichzeitigen Zugang zum reellen und reziproken Raum unter

externem Druck. Diese Entwicklung erlaubt Abbildung und Ausrichtung von Mikrostrukturen sowie

deren Untersuchung bei gleichzeitiger Manipulation.
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1 Introduction

Conventional MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semicondcutor Field-effect Transistor) technology uses the

charge of the electron to perform information processing. A gate voltage controls the change in a

channel between the source and drain contacts to obtain the “on” and “off” states in the transistors. This

technology is the backbone of our current computational power and the advancement in this technology

is largely related to miniaturization of the MOSFET feature sizes to increase the total number of tran-

sistors on the chip. This strategy of increasing the density of transistors per unit area has been hugely

successful up till now and this has been predicted by Intel co-founder Gordon E. Moore and famously

referred as Moore’s law. However, MOSFET devices will eventually reach a physical limit where fur-

ther miniaturization of the device will be fundamentally impossible. Also, the power dissipation from

leakage currents is observed to pose a challenging problem with decreasing feature size of these transis-

tors. So it became apparent in semiconductor community that a new technology is required to continue

the rapid progress made in the semiconductor industry.

Spin transport electronics or commonly called as spintronics is identified as one of the several technolo-

gies that has the potential to replace current MOSFET technology by simultaneously utilizing both the

charge and the spin degree of freedom of electron for information processing. The proposed field not

only has the potential to advance transistor technology beyond Moore’s law but can also add additional

functionalities like non-volatile data storage to the current technology.

The electron spin exists as two quantum states (spin up and spin down) in reference to an external mag-

netic field and therefore it can be used efficiently for both data processing and storage than compared

to property like charge. The other advantages of using spintronics is that it offers decreased power con-

sumption and increased processing speeds.1–3 But there are many challenges that are yet to be solved

for the proposed spintronic devices to out-perform both the current and future MOSFET technology

capabilities.4 The main focus of current research community in spintronics is understanding the spin

transport phenomenon and improving the efficiency of the spintronic devices.

In principle, every spintronic device should be able to inject/detect, transport, and control/manipulate

the spin polarized carriers inside a non-magnetic medium such as a semiconductor, insulator, or a metal.

Based on these three processes, spintronic devices can be loosely classified into two types; passive and

active spintronic devices. The former category of devices are based on magnetoresistive effects like

Gaint Magneto Resistance (GMR) for sensing and storing data.5 Passive spintronic devices are already

available in the market in the form of GMR read heads for hard disk storage, non-volatile magnetic
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random-access memory (MRAM) devices,6 and programmable spintronic logic devices based on mag-

netic tunnel junction elements.7 All these passive spintronic devices are based on working principle

of sensing how a spin-polarized electric current behaves when it is injected across a ferromagnet-non

ferromagnet (for example paramagnet) interface.5 On the other hand, the active spintronic devices in-

corporate a semiconducting material at the interface of ferromagnet in order to better control the spin

manipulation. These active spintronic devices with a ferromagnetic/semiconductor (FM/SC) interface

offer much advanced applications like spin LED (light emitting diode),8 spin FET (Field Effect Tran-

sistor)9 and a potential application of achieving spin based quantum computing.10

In all the devices mentioned above, the injection and detection of spin polarized carriers is achieved

either by adopting optical or electrical means. During the first few studies of spin injection in FM/SC

interfaces, the spin polarized currents were injected by passing a electrical current through a serial

FM/SC heterojunction.11, 12 In these studies, the detection of spins is measured optically by measuring

the magneto-optical Kerr effects due to coupling of spin polarized carriers to the light. In the following

studies, injection and detection of spin polarized currents by means of all-electrical setup is preferred as

this configuration can be integrated into current device technologies. Even though there are many studies

on all-electrical spin injection in FM/SC heterostructures, the mechanisms governing the transfer of spin

polarized currents into a semiconductor are not well understood.13, 14 This thesis is aimed to understand

and study few of these mechanisms, especially the influence of the structural characteristics of FM/SC

interface on the efficiency of spin injection.

Three different FM/SC interfaces are structurally characterized with the aim of studying the intrinsic

strain present at different interfaces of FM/SC heterojunctions. The extensive strain investigations are

motivated by the reported influence of the interface properties on the spin injection efficiency15–17 in few

FM/SC material systems. The results obtained during this thesis regarding the strain state of interfaces

could be used in evaluating both theoretical and experimental understanding of spin injection in FM/SC

heterostructures. In addition, all-electrical spin injection measurements are carried out in two FM/SC

material systems by using lateral non-local spin-valve structures. These spin injection measurements

have been performed in collaboration with Dr. Lennart Liefeith. The three FM/SC interfaces and their

structural and spin-injection results are discussed individually in three separate chapters 3, 5 and 6.

First, Fe/GaAs interface is studied due to its ease of fabrication by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) due

to small lattice mismatch of Fe and GaAs unit cells. Moreover, the Fe/GaAs system with n-doped GaAs

channel is reported to show large spin-diffusion lengths of about 5 µm18 rendering fabrication of spin-

valve devices with rather larger dimensions than compared to other semiconductor systems like InAs.

This property of large spin-diffusion lengths makes this system a attractive option for fundamental study

of spin-injection phenomenon. However, the spin-injection in Fe/GaAs heterostructures is observed to

be significantly affected by post-growth annealing.19–21 So we performed both spin injection measure-

ments and structural investigations hand in hand to expose the role of the interface on the resultant

spin-injection efficiency. The crystallinity of Fe layers and strain at the interface of Fe/GaAs as a func-
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tion of growth parameters like deposition temperature and post-growth annealing are investigated and

are discussed in chapter 3. The structural properties in this system are probed by using different high

resolution X-ray diffraction techniques available either in laboratory or various synchrotron facilities.

In framework of this thesis, the strain at Fe/GaAs interface due to external applied stress is also studied

with help of an in-situ technique developed as a part of this doctoral work. This particular study is

motivated to investigate the effect of both intrinsic (strain due to lattice mismatch) and extrinsic (due

to external applied pressure) strain on the transport properties in Fe/GaAs interfaces. This study also

inevitably led to additional investigation of strain at reduced dimensions of Fe/GaAs interfaces due to

the adopted sample design. The technical details of developed in-situ technique and results of the study

are discussed in chapter 4.

The second interface that is investigated is the Fe/InxAl1−xAs heterostructure with underlying InAs

quantum well. In principle, this semiconductor system is adopted due to reported enhanced electron

mobilities22 and large Spin-orbit interaction23 in this system which can be used to study spin injection in

ballistic conduction regime.24 Recently, spin-injection studies in ballistic transport regime has become

a topic of major interest due to reported surprisingly high values of spin injection efficiency.14 However,

the spin-injection efficiency in the work of Oltscher14 is estimated by using diffusive transport model

which led to observation of non-physical spin-injection efficiency values. This led to the development

of a new model proposed by Chen et al. for calculation of spin-injection in ballistic regime.25 This

model introduces a new parameter called spin dephasing length which in turn depends inversely on

spin-orbit coupling interaction as a key parameter for spin transport in ballistic regime. So we aim to

study the spin-injection in ballistic limit in presence of reported large Spin-orbit coupling interaction in

InAlAs/InAs quantum well system26–28 as compared to GaAs material used in ref 13.

This material system is also unique in regard that the metamorphic buffer used in the sample design

results in a rough cross hatch pattern at the surface of semiconductor. These cross-hatches result in

morphological undulation of quantum well which in turn could lead to change in energetic position

of sub-bands in the quantum well as evident in few other material systems.29, 30 So we intended to

structurally characterize the cross-hatch morphology in detail to identify the magnitude of these cross-

hatches in buried InAs quantum well. The measured spin-injection properties and structural characteri-

zation of the cross-hatch morphology are discussed in chapter 5.

One of the key issues of FM/SC heterostructures that are used for spin-injection studies is the inevitable

occurrence of so-called conductivity mismatch that manifests due to different conductivities of FM and

SC.31 However, the Schottky barriers formed at the Fe/n-GaAs interface are shown to act as tunnel

barriers which can be tuned by varying the doping in GaAs.32 An alternate way to introduce tunable

tunneling barriers at the FM/SC interface is to deposit thin MgO barriers with varying thicknesses.

These MgO layers are two-fold advantageous as they can also act as diffusion barriers.33, 34 So we have

studied the Fe/MgO/GaAs system as the third and last interface of investigation. However the MgO lay-

ers are reported to form pin-holes35, 36 and vacancy defects37 in thin thickness ranges. These structural
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in-homogeneities will indeed affect the resultant magnetic and electrical properties. So the intermixing

between the layers and the resulting magnetic properties should be characterized before realizing spin

injection by using MgO tunnel barriers. We therefore performed extensive structural characterization

and magnetic investigations on MgO interface by using electron microscopy and MOKE magnetometer

respectively. These results are discussed in chapter 6.

Finally the conclusions are drawn in chapter 7 by summarizing the main results and giving an outlook

of few selected aspects for future developments and investigations.



2 Theory and experimental techniques

This chapter introduces few essential topics related to this thesis. First, some relevant concepts re-

garding lateral spin-valve devices will be discussed. Secondly a selection of the relevant theory and

experimental details of magnetic characterization will be given, followed by the sample preparation

techniques. Finally principles of experimental techniques used here for structural characterization will

be discussed.

2.1 Lateral spin valve device and non-local spin detection

The spin-injection studies performed in this thesis are entirely done on all-electrical lateral spin-valve

devices in non-local geometry. The basics to understand the spin-transport phenomena are described in

this section along with non-local measurement setup used to measure the spin injection efficiency. In

addition, the model of spin-injection in diffusive regime is also briefly discussed.

2.1.1 Spin polarization of ferromagnets

For successful spin-injection into semiconductors, a spin reservoir is required which can supply a cur-

rent of spin polarized carriers and generally a ferromagnetic metal is used for this purpose. Ferromag-

netic materials are generally transition metals which exhibit spontaneous magnetization. This effect of

magnetization without the influence of external magnetic field happens because of a delicate balance

between the exchange interaction and the atomic hybridization. In ferromagnetic transition metals the

itinerant exchange interaction between the conduction band electrons is prominent. This exchange in-

teraction tends to aligns the spins while the hybridization tends to reduce the spin polarization and these

two interactions are described by Heisenberg exchange interaction which is given by Eq 2.1.

Eex = −2jexSiSj = −2jexSiSj cos θ (2.1)

where jex is known as the exchange integral and θ is the angle between the spins Si and Sj .38 The

energy gain from aligning the spins arises from the Pauli exclusion principle which keeps the electrons

with the same spin orientation further apart, on average, resulting in lowering the Coulomb repulsion

between electrons.39 In metals, the electron states are described using band theory.40 Therefore, the
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band structure is determined by the competing exchange energy, which favors parallel spins, and the

increased kinetic energy needed to fill electrons into one spin band.

In ferromagnets like Fe, Ni and Co the energy gain from the exchange interaction is strong enough to

cause a splitting of the d-bands leading to reshuffling of spin-polarized 3d bands. This split results in an

imbalance of the concentrations of spin-up and spin-down electrons which leads to ferromagnetism.39

These favorable conditions leading to ferromagnetism are described by Stoner criterion which is given

by Eq 2.2

UN(EF ) > 1 (2.2)

The Eq 2.2 is also expressed as jex(EF )N(EF ) > 1, whereN(EF ) is the density of states (DOS) at the

Fermi level EF and U is the Stoner parameter, a material dependent measure of the energy reduction

in the system. From the Stoner criterion, it is evident that ferromagnetism will arise in materials which

have a strong exchange integral and a large DOS at the Fermi level. The DOS of ferromagnetic metal is

shown in Fig 2.1 illustrating the splitting of 3d band. By convention the larger amount of spin-polarized

carriers are called majority carriers (N↑(EF )) and the smaller amount as minority carriers (N↓(EF )).

This asymmetry in the DOS at the Fermi level can be defined as polarization of ferromagnet and is

expressed in Eq 2.3.

Density of states D(E)

EF

E

4s Electrons

3d Electrons

Figure 2.1: A simplified band structure of a ferromagnetic metal showing splitting of 3d band and net

density of states at Fermi level between spin-up and spin-down states. The arrows indicate the spin

direction of the carriers.

P =
N↑(EF )−N↓(EF )

N↑(EF ) +N↓(EF )
(2.3)

When current is injected from a ferromagnetic into a semiconductor, the spin polarization of conduction

band electrons in ferromagnet leads to the generation of spin-polarized carriers . In this entire thesis, Fe

is used as ferromagnetic electrode for spin injection experiments and Fe is experimentally observed to

show a spin polarization as high as ≈45%.41 A more detailed description of origin of ferromagnetism
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and spin polarized currents are discussed in the following textbooks: (B. D. Cullity & C. D. Graham,

2008),39 (N. W. Ashcroft and N. D. Mermin,1976).40

2.1.2 Electrochemical potential

To understand the concept of spin-injection across a FM/SC interface it is necessary to comprehend

the subject of chemical and electrochemical potentials and the difference between them. Chemical

potential (µch) is generally defined as the energy required to add an atom to the a system. So if a system

is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the surroundings, then it will have a constant chemical potential.

If two systems with different chemical potentials are placed in contact, then the chemical potential

difference leads to a driving force of electron/hole transport. By convention, the chemical potential of

electrons at the Fermi surface is often set to zero. But any deviation from equilibrium (∆µ << EF ),

the chemical potential is related to the excess particle density (n) via the density of states at the Fermi

energy N(EF ) which is expressed by Eq 2.4.

µch =
n

N(EF )
(2.4)

In addition to the kinetic energy the electrons also have a potential energy. So if a system kept at a con-

stant electrostatic potential difference (V), then the relevant quantity in describing the thermodynamic

equilibrium will be the electrochemical potential (µ) and is expressed as;

µ = µch − eV ±
1

2
gµBB (2.5)

The term ±1
2gµBB is the conventional Zeeman energy and is introduced to replace electrostatic poten-

tial by potential energy to include interactions in magnetic field. Where g is the gyromagnetic ratio, e

the electronic charge, µB the Bohr magneton and B is the applied field. The electrochemical potential

is linearly related to the electron density. Therefore, a gradient in the electrochemical potential provides

the driving force that leads to electron transport induced by both applied field and diffusion of electrons

due to spatially varying particle density.

2.1.3 Spin dependent conductivity

When a voltage is applied across a non-ferromagnetic material, the rate of charge flow can described by

carrier drift and diffusion of non-equilibrium carriers which is expressed in Eq 2.6.

~j = σE + eD∇δn (2.6)

where~j is the current density, σ the conductivity, E the applied electric field, D the diffusion constant

and ∇n is the change in carrier density from equilibrium. But, however, the model represented in
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Eq 2.6 cannot be applied to spin-transport as it does not take into account the different spin population.

In ferromagnets, the transport equation can be split into two spin dependent channels as represented in

Eq 2.7.

~j↑(↓) = σ↑(↓)E + eD↑(↓)∇δn↑(↓) (2.7)

The notations of the physical quantities are same as used in Eq 2.6 but are spin dependent as repre-

sented by the subscript arrows ↑ (↓). This concept of spin dependent conduction channels is called

as two-current model and was introduced by Sir Neville Mott to explain the decrease in resistivity of

ferromagents as they are cooled through the Curie point.42 Later this model is extended by Campbell et

al.43 and Fert et al.44 to explain the Magnetoresistive effects like GMR (Gaint magnetoresistance). This

idea can also be extended to the chemical potential separation given by Eq 2.8 which ultimately leads

to the formation of two spin channels.

µ↑(↓) =
n↑(↓)

N(EF )↑(↓)
(2.8)

where N(EF )↑(↓)are the spin dependent density of states at the Fermi energy and n↑(↓) is the excess

particle density. It is evident from Eq 2.8 that if the spins in a non-magnetic material like III-V semi-

conductors are driven out of equilibrium, it will result in a change in electrochemical potential. This

shift is used to detect spin imbalance and is exploited in non-local configuration used for spin-injection

measurements which will be discussed later (subsection 2.1.5).

2.1.4 Spin transport across FM/SC interface

Prior to interest of spin transport across FM/SC interfaces, the transport of spin polarized currents

across FM and non-ferromagnetic metals has been a topic of interest due to discovery of GMR.45, 46

But shortly after the proposal of the Datta-Das transistor,3 the research on spin transport across FM/SC

has gained momentum. Early work on spin transport across FM/SC has been performed by Valet and

Fert,47 and they derived the one dimensional spin diffusion model from Boltzmann transport equation

by using suitable approximations. But it was soon discovered that the spin-injection and spin-detection

across a FM/SC interface suffered from a fundamental problem called conductivity mismatch.48 This

issue is schematically explained in Fig 2.2, which represents a simplistic ferromagnet-semiconductor

heterostructure.

As depicted in Fig 2.2.(a), a significant current spin polarization is achieved at the interface of a fer-

romagnetic metal and a non-magnetic metal. However, when current is injected from a ferromagnet

into a semiconductor, the achieved spin injection is relatively small. This stems from the large differ-

ence in the conductivities of the ferromagnetic metal and the semiconductor. When the current flows
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from the ferromagnetic metal into semiconductor, a spin accumulation is created at the proximity of

interface as shown in Fig 2.2.(c). This spin accumulation decays with a characteristic length called the

spin-diffusion length (λdiff ) which represents the mean distance between two spin-flip scatterers.

Ferromagnet/non-magnetic metal

Ferromagnet/semiconductor

Current spin
polarization =

(J - J )/(J + J )

Ferromagnet Semiconductor

Spin accumulationµ

µ

a)

b)

c)

Δμ

Figure 2.2: (a) Comparison of spin polarization between the ferromagnetic/non-magnetic metal and

ferromagnetic/semiconductor interface indicating significant current spin polarization achieved for in-

jection into non-magnetic metals but the spin injection is severely reduced in non-magnetic semicon-

ductors. Where J↑ and J↓ are the current densities for majority and minority electrons respectively. (b)

cartoon depicting the FM/SC interface. (c) schematic depicting spin accumulation in semiconductor

where the dashed lines represent the average chemical potential. µ↑ and µ↓ are the are the electrochemi-

cal potentials for majority and minority electrons respectively. The shown schematics are inspired from

the work of Fert et al.47

Interestingly, the transport regime depends on the scale of spin-diffusion lengths. In the limit of diffusive

transport, the distance at which the spin-polarization is randomized scales with the spin-diffusion length

that in-turn depends on the mean spin-flip time (τs) and the diffusion constant D.
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Their relation is given by:

λdiff =
√
Dτs (2.9)

Whereas in the ballistic limit, the distance in which the spin-orientation is randomized is called spin-

dephasing length (λ) which in turn depends only on the spin-orbit coupling in the structure due to the

absence of scatterers. The spin-dephasing length is relatively a new parameter and is used only during

discussion of spin transport in ballistic regime and it is inversely proportional to the spin-orbit coupling

parameter implying that a strong spin-obit coupling necessarily leads to a short spin-dephasing.25 The

knowledge of spin-diffusion length parameter is important prior to fabrication of spin-valve devices as

this sets the needed separation between the ferromagnetic electrodes in non-local configuration. The

center-to-center separation (L) between the ferromagnetic contacts should be in the order of the spin

diffusion length for successful spin injection.

As seen in Fig 2.2, a significant current spin polarization can be achieved at the interface of a ferromag-

netic metal and a non-magnetic metal. But due to the large conductivity of the ferromagnetic metal,

spin injection achieved is very small. As seen in Fig 2.2, when current flows from a ferromagnetic

metal into a non-magnetic material, a spin accumulation decays with spin diffusion length and must re-

main unchanged across the interface. The current spin polarization must also remain unchanged across

the interface. Due to the large conductivity of the ferromagnetic metal, a small spin accumulation can

lead to a large current spin polarization, however, a small spin accumulation can only support a small

current spin polarization in the semiconductor. A consistent solution is achieved only for a very small

spin-injection and current spin polarization at the interface. This effect is discussed in detail by Schmidt

et al.48 Later it was shown by Rashba that by using a suitable spin dependent interface resistance the

problem of conductivity mismatch can be solved.49

The interface resistivity decouples the ferromagnet from the semiconductor and leads to a discontinuity

of the electrochemical potentials µ↑(↓) at the interface which is shown in Fig 2.2.(c). By applying the

spin diffusion model, Fert et al.50 showed that the interface resistance must be well tuned to lie in

an optimum range in order to observe a significant spin-injection into semiconductors which in other

words is referred to as spin injection efficiency (η). In principle the spin-injection efficiency is defined

as the degree of spin-polarization which is transferred from the ferromagnet into the semiconductor and

is given by Eq 2.10

η =
J↑ − J↓
J

(2.10)

By applying the spin diffusion model and considering the spin dependent interface resistance proposed

by Rasbha,49 the spin injection efficiency shown in Eq 2.10 is modified and is represented in Eq 2.11.
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η =
βrfm + γρc
rfm + rsc + ρc

(2.11)

where β is the spin-polarization of the injected current through the ferromagnet, rfm and rsc correspond

to characteristic resistances of ferromagnet and semiconductor respectively which are in turn given by

the product of material resistivities (ρsc,fm) and the corresponding spin diffusion lengths λdiff,sc,fm.

The indices fm and sc refer to the ferromagnet and semiconductor respectively. While γ is the material

dependent spin-asymmetry coefficient49, 50 which can be increased by inserting a tunneling barrier like

MgO between the ferromagnet and semiconductor. MgO layers are proposed to have spin filtering

characteristics which can enhance the spin-splitting of the electrochemical potentials ∆µ.51 ρc is contact

resistivity between the ferromagnet and semiconductor.

2.1.5 All electrical spin-injection in non-local spin-valve setup

In this thesis, spin injection in different materials system is studied by using so-called spin-valves adopt-

ing a four-terminal configuration called the non-local spin valve setup (NLSV). This technique of spin

injection/detection was first proposed by Robert Silsbee and Mark Robinson52 and was initially applied

to all-metallic spin valve devices.52–54 Later the non-local configuration was also used as a tool for

studying spin transport in ferromagnet/semiconductor systems.55 Side and top views of the non-local

setup are schematically shown in Fig 2.3 (a) & (b) respectively. This setup mainly consists of two fer-

romagnetic electrodes with varying widths (W1 & W2) in contact with doped semiconducting channel

and two outer non-magnetic reference contacts. The ferromagnetic contacts are separated from each

other by a length L that is in the order of spin-diffusion length. While the outer reference electrodes

are present at distances several times larger compared to spin-diffusion length, in order to isolate the

reference electrodes from spin-polarization induced effects. The setup is designed and run in such a

way that the spin and charge currents are separated. As shown in Fig 2.3, the left ferromagnetic contact

FM1 (injector electrode) carries a current, which leads to the generation of a spin accumulation in the

semiconducting channel. On the left-hand side, where the charge current flows, the spin accumulation

is subject to both drift and diffusion. To the right of the spin generating contact, however, the spin

transport is purely diffusive, and the spin accumulation decays exponentially with distance from the

spin generating contact. The spin accumulation is detected by the open circuit on the right-hand side

due to the Johnson-Silsbee spin-charge coupling52 which induces measurable potential drops across the

right ferromagnetic contact FM2 (detector electrode).

The working principle of spin injection/detection in the non-local spin valve can be explained in terms of

the simplified band structure diagram as shown in Fig 2.4. As discussed before, the density of states in

the ferromagnetic metals like FM1 and FM2 contacts is spin-dependent. So when an electrical bias Vinj

is applied across the FM1/SC junction, it inevitably leads to injection of spin polarized currents. This
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External magnetic
field direction

Semiconductor Channel

FM1 FM2

FM2FM1
Ref Ref

V

V

External magnetic
field direction

Ref Ref

a) b)

W1 W2

Figure 2.3: (a) side view and (b) top view schematic of non-local spin valve device. Left circuit is the

current-flow loop for electrical generation of spin accumulation. The right circuit is a current-free loop

for electrical detection of spin-accumulation.

in turn leads to spin splitting ∆µ of electrochemical potentials causing spin-accumulation in the semi-

conducting channel which is indicated by the higher filling of the spin-up band in SC in Fig 2.4. It should

be noted that the schematics shown in Fig 2.4 assumes FM as fully spin- polarized material and the

spin-relaxation is neglected for the sake of the simplified explanation. But as the spin carriers diffuses

towards the FM2, the spin accumulation forces the electrochemical potential of the FM2 to adjust in

order to maintain the steady prerequisite state of no charge flow into FM2. This mechanism results in

the appearance of a spin-induced non-local voltage. In other words, the detector electrode (FM2) is

sensitive to those spins that have the same polarization orientation as the detector magnetization and

this phenomenon will be referred as “sensitivity” of the detector electrode.

In principle, the operation of a non-local spin-valve device is based on measuring the voltage between

the FM2 and semiconductor channel while switching the magnetizations of FM1 and FM2 from parallel

to the anti-parallel configuration with an external magnetic field applied along the easy-axis directions of

the electrodes. In this way the differential measurement of the voltage between FM2 and semiconductor

channel provides the non-local voltage signal. In other words, the spin valve measurement makes

use of a magnetic field applied along the easy axis of magnetization of the ferromagnetic contacts

so that a switching between a parallel and antiparallel magnetization configuration results in the change

in the non-local voltage. The magnetizations of the electrodes are forced in-plane by the magnetic

shape anisotropy of the thin ferromagnetic films and their coercive fields are accordingly controlled by

different widths of Fe electrodes maintained at equal length. The principles of in-plane crystallographic

and shape anisotropy are discussed in detail in the next subsection 2.2.

The evolution of a non-local signal as a function of external magnetic field is schematically depicted in
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Density of states D(E)

E

FM1

Density of states D(E) Density of states D(E)

E

Density of states D(E)

E

Vinj
Δµ

ΔUnl

SC FM2, parallel FM2, antiparallel

Figure 2.4: Pictorial representation of the density of states for the injector contact (FM1), semicon-

ducting channel (SC), and for the detector contact (FM2) in parallel and antiparallel magnetic orienta-

tion with respect to (FM1) contact. A voltage Vinj is applied to FM1 leading to spin injection which in

turn leads to a spin splitting ∆µ of electrochemical potentials causing spin-accumulation in the semi-

conducting channel. This spin accumulation is detected at FM2 due to Johnson-Silsbee spin-charge

coupling52 and results in change of a non-local voltage ∆Unl upon magnetization reversal. The de-

picted schematics are inspired from the work of Mark Johnson.56

Fig 2.5, which shows orientations of electrodes in the top row. The “sensitivity” of detector electrode

and evolution of non-local signal is shown in the middle and bottom row, respectively. The magnetiza-

tion orientations of injector and detector electrodes are indicated by the arrows. While the “sensitivity”

of the detector electrode is indicated by the green dot beneath. The magnetization orientation directions

and corresponding electrochemical potentials are colored similarly.

At large negative magnetic fields, both electrode (FM1 and FM2) magnetizations are oriented in the

same direction. The sign of injected and detected carriers is same leading to detection of non-local

voltage Unl that reflects the spin-up electrochemical potential. As the external field is further ramped

up to opposite magnetic orientation, the electrode magnetization with the smaller contribution from the

shape anisotropy switches first at lower magnetic field. This establishes an antiparallel state of both

electrode magnetizations and at this present condition, the majority of injected carriers has polarization

with opposite sign compared to the detection electrode. This in turn results in a change in the Unl signal

which reflects the difference between the spin-up and spin-down electrochemical potentials. When

the magnetic field is further increased, the second electrode magnetization also switches to opposite

magnetic orientation which causes the non-local voltage Unl to jump back to the initial value. The jumps

in non-local voltage due to change in electrode magnetization from parallel to antiparallel direction will

be referred as ∆Unl in the further text.

From the diffusion model (Eq 2.11), it is evident that the magnitude of ∆Unl increases with the magni-

tude of current. Hence, a new parameter, of ∆Rnl is introduced that normalizes of ∆Unl to the driven

current I. Takahashi et al.57 proposed a model to calculate the efficiency of the spin-injection (η) based

on the approach developed by Valet, Fert50 and van Son.58 This model is developed to consider the
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V V V

Figure 2.5: Top row: schematic depiction of magnetization orientation in FM1, FM2 electrodes. Mid-

dle row: “sensitivity” of the detector electrode (represented by a green dot) as a function of external

magnetic field. Bottom row: corresponding evolution of non-local signal as a function of external

magnetic field.

geometric factors of non-local setup and to relate the two parameters ∆Rnl and η and is given by:

∆Rnl =
∆Unl
I

= RSCe
− L
λdiff,sc

2∏
i=1

(
η RC
RSC

1− η2
+
βRFMRSC

1− β2

)

×
( 2∏

i=1

(
1 +

η RC
RSC

1− η2
+
βRFMRSC

1− β2

)
− e
− 2L
λdiff,sc

)−1

(2.12)

Where the index i = 1, 2 represents the injector and detector electrode. The RSC and RFM represent

the resistances of FM and SC with cross-sections Afm and Asc and spin-diffusion lengths diff, sc/Asc
and diff, fm/Afm respectively. The relation between all three parameters is given by:

RSC = ρscλdiff,sc/Asc RFM = ρfmλdiff,fm/Afm (2.13)

RC in Eq 2.12 is the total interface resistance. Some quantities like λ, η and L used in Eq 2.12 are

already introduced in subsection 2.1.4. It is evident from Eq 2.12 that the non-local resistance ∆Rnl

is dependent on contact resistance. For example, ∆Rnl increases with contact resistance and saturates

when the contact resistance is much larger then the sheet resistance leading to decoupling of ferromagnet

and semiconductor. In this case, the Eq 2.12 is simplified into Eq 2.14 where the both spin-injection

efficiencies into injector and detector are assumed to be equal:
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∆Rnl =
∆Unl
I

=
η2ρscλdiff,sc

Asc
.e
− L
λdiff,sc (2.14)

The equation 2.14 is widely used for evaluation of spin-injection efficiency in the diffusive limit. The

parameter λdiff,sc used in the equation is experimentally measured using a three-terminal technique

called Hanle measurement. The technique is based on Hanle effect which describes the precession of

in-plane polarized spins in a semiconductor induced by an out-of-plane magnetic field. This technique

is not described in detail here as the results from Hanle measurements are not discussed in this thesis.

The details of Hanle measurements performed on Fe/GaAs interface are mentioned in the thesis of col-

laborator.59 The non-local measurements are performed at liquid Helium temperatures using a 300 mK

cryostat and details of this setup are explained in detail in the thesis of Lennart Liefeith.59

2.2 Magnetism of ferromagnetic thin films

Fe layers are exclusively used as the ferromagnetic material in the FM/SC heterojunctions that are

studied in this thesis. The Fe layer thickness in all fabricated samples is fairly kept constant around

the values of 4-5 nm. This section introduces few fundamental concepts and terms that are required to

understand the process of magnetization reversal of Fe layers at the mentioned thicknesses. In particular,

only important topics are discussed to explain the magnetic anisotropy observed in the Fe electrodes of

fabricated spin-valve devices. The description of magnetic terms is kept short to keep the thesis concise.

For a detailed discussion, the readers are referred to specialized literature.60–62

2.2.1 Magnetic anisotropy

The direction of magnetization in ferromagnetic metals is classically described by using Stoner-

Wohlfarth model.63 This model defines that the magnetization is aligned in the local minimum of

energy density E, which is defined as:

E = − ~H. ~M +
∑
i

Ei (2.15)

Where the term − ~H. ~M is called the Zeeman term. But the land scape of energy density is influ-

enced by several contributions called anisotropy contributions (Ei) and the combination of all of these

contributions will in-turn dictates the direction of magnetization. It should be pointed out that the

Stoner-Wohlfarth model is valid for coherent rotation of magnetization which implies that the film is

considered to have a mono-domain state and the magnitude of magnetization vector is constant. In prin-

ciple, anisotropy can be defined as the tendency of magnetic moments to align in a preferred direction.

In isotropic media, for the minimum of E, the magnetization ~M is parallel to the external magnetic field
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~H . Meanwhile in anisotropic media, the anisotropy contributions come into play changing the energy

landscape which results in the fact that different direction of ~M may be favored over the direction of ~H .

The main anisotropy contributions for ferromagnetic thin films are classified into following types:

magneto-crystalline anisotropy, shape anisotropy, growth induced uniaxial anisotropy, interface

anisotropy, and exchange bias. The two most important anisotropies required for describing the mag-

netic phenomenon in thin epitaxial layers are the magneto-crystalline and shape anisotropy which are

briefly discussed below.

Magneto-crystalline anisotropy

Magneto-crystalline anisotropy stems from the effect of spin-orbit interaction. The periodic arrange-

ment of atoms in crystalline material results in a periodic potential. This potential efficiently fixes

the electrons orbital angular momentum to the lattice leading to negligible orbital contribution to the

magnetic moment. While the spin-orbit interaction couples the spin angular momentum and orbital

angular momentum of the electron leading to preferred orientation of spins. If a ferromagnetic mate-

rial has no other anisotropy contributions, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy makes the magnetization

align along a preferred direction with respect to the crystal structure. This inevitably leads to formation

of preferred and non-preferred axis of magnetization in the crystal structure. The magneto-crystalline

anisotropy is defined with various material dependent constants and coefficients. For example, the

magneto-crystalline anisotropy for cubic crystal structures is given by:

Ecub = K1(α2
1α

2
2 + α2

2α
2
3 + α2

3α
2
1) +K2α

2
1α

2
2α

2
3 (2.16)

Where, K1 and K2 are material and temperature dependent ansitropy coefficients while α1, α2, and α3

are the direction cosines with respect to the edges of cubic structure. In crystalline bcc lattice of Fe, the

magnetization ~M aligns along energetically favored [100] crystal direction, while in fcc lattice of Ni,

the favored ~M direction is along [111]. It is also worth noting that the observed anisotropy can be two or

four-fold depending on the thickness of the ferromagnetic layers. The preferred axis of magnetization

is typically referred as the easy axis while non-preferred direction is called hard axis of magnetization.

However, the magnetization lies along the direction defined by magnetocrystalline anisotropy only if

other anisotropy contributions are absent. For example, thin layers of Fe deposited on GaAs show pre-

ferred magnetization along in-plane [1-10] direction and this is due to the dominant interface anisotropy

contribution arising from As-dimers present on the reconstructed GaAs substrates.64

As mentioned earlier, 4-5 nm of Fe layer is exclusively used as ferromagnetic electrode material in the

spin-valve devices fabricated and discussed in this thesis. The Fe layers at these thicknesses are re-

ported to show uniaxial in-plane magnetic anisotropy with easy axis of magnetization varying with the

underneath semiconductor material. For example, Fe layers are reported to have easy axis of magneti-
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zation along [1-10] when deposited on GaAs,64 while this easy axis is shifted to [110] direction when

the underneath material is InAlAs.65

Shape anisotropy

It is widely observed that devices with ferromagnetic layers structured into elongated structures prefer

to be magnetized along the largest spatial expansion. This phenomenon is observed due to anisotropy

contribution called shape anisotropy. This anisotropy contribution arises due to long-range magneto-

static interactions. In thin ferromagnetic elongated bars, magnetic dipoles at the surface are uncompen-

sated and result in formation of demagnetization field ~Bdemag at the surface of the sample. The shape

anisotropy contribution to the energy density is given as:

Edemag = −
∫

~Bdemagd ~M (2.17)

Where in an ellipsoidal solid ~Bdemag can be defined as

~Bdemag = −µ0ℵ̂ ~M (2.18)

µ0 is the vacuum permeability and ℵ̂ is the demagnetization tensor. The integral in Eq 2.17 is solved

by using Edemag = −
∫
~Bdemagd ~M⊥ as the out of plane magnetization component ~M⊥ is decisive in

thin films. ~M⊥ can be expressed as saturation magnetization MS , which gives the relation between

the magnitude of the magnetization vector ( ~M ) and the angle (ϑ⊥) between the ~M and the normal of

sample surface. The resultant relation that denotes the shape anisotropy contribution term is given by

Eq 2.19:

Edemag =
1

2
µ0M

2
S cos2 ϑ⊥ (2.19)

It is evident from Eq 2.19 that the shape anisotropy contribution is maximum when ϑ⊥ = 0◦ and it is

minimum when ϑ⊥ = 90◦. Therefore the magnetization ~M is preferred in-plane due to shape anisotropy

in absence of other anisotropy contributions.

In all the spin-valve devices studied in this thesis, the Fe electrodes are designed to have same length

and thickness but with varied widths. This variation is intended to exploit the shape anisotropy for

achieving different coercivity values in Fe electrodes with different dimensions. The shape of electrodes

determines the magnetic dipolar energies which in turn control the coercivity of the electrode. So

by using long electrodes with different width, the parallel and antiparallel states of magnetization are

achieved in the spin-valve devices at different external magnetic fields. So the elongated direction of Fe

electrodes in spin-valve devices is chosen such that the easy axis of the magneto crystalline anisotropy

is coincides with the direction of the shape anisotropy.
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2.3 Experimental techniques

This section contains description of methods used for fabrication of heterojunctions as well as the in-

situ and ex-situ techniques used to study the morphology of the deposited layers. It also includes few

techniques used to study the residual strain in the fabricated heterostructures.

2.3.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is the widely accepted method of choice used for epitaxial growth

of metal-semiconductor heterojunctions. In principle, MBE involves a beam of molecules or atoms

impinging on a crystalline substrate held at elevated temperatures leading to formation of a crystal

consisting species of the impinging beam. This deposition technique allows controlled growth of layers

within the regime of monolayers with the help of mechanical shutters that open and close the effusion

cells. The other advantage of this technique is the ability to control of the deposition parameters to

achieve sharp composition and doping profiles with high precision.

As mentioned earlier in the introduction, three material systems are fabricated as a part of this the-

sis work. All these three systems are fabricated in the MBE-cluster containing different chambers as

shown in Fig 2.6.(a). The chambers exclusively used for this thesis are marked in red color. The cham-

ber marked as Riber C21 is used for deposition of all III-V semiconducting layers. This chamber is

maintained at a base pressure in the range of 10−11 mbar with the help of a cryogenic pump. The C21

chamber is also equipped with a outer liquid cryogenic shroud to freeze out the impurity atoms and

reduce the residual gas pressure. A separate metal MBE chamber is used for deposition of Fe and Au

layers. This chamber is maintained at a base pressure close to the value of 5×10−10 mbar with com-

bination of an a ion-getter pump and Ti sublimation pump. Both C21 and metal-MBE chamber have

RHEED setups to monitor the growth speed and to observe the surface reconstructions. In both cham-

ber, the materials are evaporated from effusion cells equipped with individual thermocouples which are

controlled by power limiting PDI controllers. In both the C21 and the metal chamber, the samples are

rotated during deposition to enable homogeneous growth of the layers.

A MgO chamber is exclusively used for the deposition of MgO tunnel barrier layers. This chamber

differs from the other two chambers in the sense that the MgO layers are deposited by electron-beam

evaporation of MgO powder which is compressed in an copper crucible as highlighted in Fig 2.6.(b).

This chamber is maintained at a base pressure of 9×10−9 mbar with a combination of scroll and turbo

pump. The growth rate in this chamber is monitored by using a water cooled oscillating crystal con-

trolled by SQM 160 Multi-channel quartz crystal monitor.

In this thesis, all samples are grown on GaAs (001) 2-inch wafers that are 450 µm in thickness.

These wafers are mounted on molybdenum wafer holders with the help of tantalum wires as shown

in Fig 2.6.(c). While deposition of metal and MgO layers, the molybdenum holders are prevented from

contamination with deposited material by use of a mask which is mounted few centimeters away from
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Figure 2.6: (a) Layout of MBE cluster. The chambers used during this thesis work are highlighted in

red. (b) Inside of MgO chamber showing the MgO powder crucible, substrate heater and Al mask. (c)

Molyblock with pristine 2 inch GaAs(001) wafer. (d) GaAs wafer after metal growth revealing localized

deposition due to mask highlighted by dashed red circle.

the substrate holder as shown in Fig 2.6.(d). Deposition parameters like growth rate and deposition

temperatures are varied across various sample designs and are discussed in the detail in their respective

chapters.

2.3.2 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) is widely used as an in-situ technique to monitor

the growth processes in MBE based deposition methods. Structural parameters like smoothness of layers

and surface reconstruction are obtained from the RHEED data. In a typical RHEED setup, electrons are

accelerated at a high voltage of several kV (here 15 kV) and are made to impinge on the surface of the

sample at a grazing angle. The diffracted electrons are detected on a florescent screen and the resultant

diffraction pattern is recorded by a camera connected to the computer. A more detailed description of
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working principle is discussed in the literature.66 In a well calibrated setup, the RHEED data can also

be used to access in-plane and out of plane lattice parameters.

The electron beam samples only few top layers of the sample due to the small grazing angle as a result

of small penetration lengths of electrons. Therefore, the sampled two dimensional array of surface

atoms transform into vertical one dimensional rods called truncation rods in reciprocal space. A typical

RHEED frame consists of ordered spots of intensity maxima called reflexes. These reflexes are formed

when the truncation rods intersect the Ewald sphere as shown in the Fig 2.7, where Ewald sphere is

a geometrical construct based on the elastic scattering of electrons during surface diffraction and its

radius is given by:

| ~k0 |=
1

~
.

(
2m0E +

E2

C2

) 1
2

(2.20)

Where m0 is the electron rest mass, E is energy of the accelerated electron beam and C is the speed of

light. The recorded electron diffraction patterns are used to identify the surface reconstructions of the

substrate and the deposited layers. The oscillation of the specular beam during the growth of layers is

used to calibrate the growth speed of deposited layers. In addition, the distance between the RHEED

reflexes can be used to the calculate the lattice parameters of the deposited layers. This calculation is

based on prior knowledge about the lattice constant of substrate. The lattice constant of film is calculated

by using the Eq 2.21

afilm = asubstrate ×
sin(arctan(xsubstrateL ))

sin(arctan(
xfilm
L ))

(2.21)

Where L is given as

L =
xsubstrate

tan(arcsin( nλ
2asubstrate

))
(2.22)

xsubstrate and xfilm are the distances between the (0,0) reflex and its immediate neighbor reflex as for

substrate and film, respectively, as shown in Fig 2.8.(a). The RHEED frame is integrated towards the

sample horizon (indicated by red line in 2.8.(c) ) to obtain a line profile. The separation distances

between the reflexes are obtained from this line profile. asubstrate is the lattice constant of the substrate,

λ is the wavelength of the electron which is defined by the accelerating voltage and is given as λ = 2π
k0

.

By the using the Eq 2.20 and accelerating voltage of 15 kV, the λ is calculated to be 0.9 × 10−11m. L

is the distance between the sample and RHEED screen and n is the order of diffraction which is taken

as n = 1. This technique is also extended to extract more information regarding the orientation of the

deposited layers. For this purpose, RHEED frames collected as a function of sample rotation and line

profiles from each frame are used to construct a polar plot that reveals an entire plane of reciprocal
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space that is parallel to the sample surface. During this thesis, this technique is used to study the lattice

parameter of thin layers of MgO deposited on GaAs.

Ewald sphere

Reciprocal rods

sample
Rheed frame

Electron beam

x

(0,0) (0,1)

Figure 2.7: Simplified schematic showing the RHEED diffraction geometry

This technique is also referred as azimuthal RHEED scan in literature and is developed to allow the

assessment of the entire accessible reciprocal space which is not possible in stationary configuration as

only a small fraction of reciprocal space is accessible.67 In this setup, RHEED frames are obtained at

every possible azimuths. The basic diffraction geometry of RHEED setup in both side and top view is

shown in Fig 2.8.(a) and b) respectively which point out that both k0 and kf should lie on the Ewald

sphere for the diffraction to occur. If this condition is satisfied, the diffraction spots appear on the

RHEED screen as shown in Fig 2.8.(c). The angle θ between the incident and exit beam and this value

is chosen to be as small as possible to increase the sensitivity of surface diffraction.

The schematic of reciprocal space mapping by RHEED is shown in Fig 2.8.(d). As the sample is

rotated, the reciprocal lattice revolves around the (00) rod, while the Ewald sphere stays fixed. RHEED

frames are simultaneously recorded to observe the changes in diffraction patterns due to movement of

Ewald sphere. Therefore the other reciprocal rods intersects Ewald sphere that are accessible while

rotation of sample. The movement of reciprocal rods across the Ewald sphere due to rotation is shown

in Fig 2.8.(b). After one complete sample rotation, the collected frames contain sufficient information

to construct an entire plane of reciprocal space that is parallel to the surface. But in practice, only a

plane of reciprocal space close to the specular spot is constructed into polar plot (highlighted in red box

in Fig 2.8.(c) ).

The RHEED frame shown in Fig 2.8.(c) is a single frame obtained on bare GaAs(001) sample terminated

with 2×4 reconstruction. The reason for choosing a small part of reciprocal plane close to the specular

spot is that, it is the only plane that continuously shows (00) reflex across all the frames during one

rotation. The intensity from each frame is integrated in the direction towards the shadow edge of the

frame to obtain line profiles. The resultant line profiles of all frames in one rotation are used to construct

a complete plain of reciprocal space called the RHEED polar plot. An example of a RHEED polar plot

obtained on bare GaAs 2× 4 reconstructed surface is shown in Fig.2.8.(e) which reveals the underlying

1 × 1 mesh of surface reciprocal lattice highlighted by the red square. The shown rectangle is slightly
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mismatched with the reflexes due to the wobble of the sample rotation during measurement of RHEED

images. A more detailed description of this technique and clear polar plots of GaAs are presented in the

works of Satapathy et al.68 and Braun et al.67

constructed plane 
of 

reciprocal space

Ewald sphere

Sample rotation axis
Reciprocal rods

sample

d) (00)

a) b) c)

e)

movement of Bragg peaks across Ewalds sphere

Reciprocal rods

θ

K0

Kf

(00)

(00)(10)

(11) (01)

(00)

(00)

Ewald sphere

Figure 2.8: (a) Side view showing intersection of Ewald sphere with the truncation rods. (b) Top view

of reciprocal space showing the movement of reciprocal lattice rods across Ewald sphere due to rotation

of sample. The (0,0) reflex represents the specular spot and rotation axis is along this reflex. (c) RHEED

frame obtained on bare GaAs(001) sample terminated with 2×4 reconstruction. The red rectangle

highlights the chosen plane close to specular spot used for constructing the polar plot. (d) 3-dimensional

schematic showing the geometry of truncation rods, axis of rotation of sample, reconstructed plane of

reciprocal space and the Ewald sphere. (e) RHEED polar plot obtained on GaAs(001) sample terminated

with 2×4 reconstruction.

X-ray Scattering Techniques

The morphology and the strain state of deposited epitaxial layers in all three sample designs are

studied by using various X-ray scattering methods. The techniques like XRR (X-ray Reflectivity),

HRXRD (High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction) and GID (Grazing Incidence Diffraction) are consis-

tently used in this thesis to study the structural state of epitaxial layers across various sample designs.
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These measurements are performed by using both lab-based X-ray sources and synchrotron radiation.

But, most of the structural investigations discussed in this thesis are performed at synchrotron radiation

facilities like PETRA-III, DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron), Germany and ESRF (European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility), France.

2.3.3 Principle of X-ray Diffraction

Before discussing either the XRR, HRXRD or GID techniques, first principles of X-rays diffraction have

to be understood as all the X-ray scattering techniques are based on this principle. Periodically ordered

crystalline structures lead to interference of X-rays resulting in formation of characteristic diffraction

patterns. These diffraction patterns are unique for different crystalline structures and depend on the

atomic distance between the lattice planes of the material. This unique property of the X-rays is used to

study the strain state of materials by measuring the inter-planar distances (d).

The working principle of X-ray diffraction is well explained in the terms of Bragg law which was

proposed by William Lawrence Bragg and his father William Henry Bragg in 1913. This law called the

Bragg condition is expressed as:

nλ = 2d sin θ (2.23)

2.3.4 Out-of-plane X-ray Diffraction

It should be noted that the Bragg condition is applied to two dimensions, however Bragg condition can

be extended to three dimensions by using Laue conditions which in simplified form is given by:

kf − ki = ~G (2.24)

Where ki is the wavevector of the incoming (incident) beam, and kf is the wavevector of the outgoing

(diffracted) beam. Then the vector ~q =|kf | − |ki| is called the scattering vector and it denotes the

change in momentum. ~G is called the reciprocal lattice vector and these terms are generally introduced

while defining the reciprocal space. In diffraction measurements, the crystal lattice is often addressed

in terms of reciprocal lattice as it describes the periodicity of the lattice planes. A reciprocal lattice

is generated by performing Fourier transform on the real lattice. A lattice in real space with primitive

vectors ~a,~b and ~c can be converted into reciprocal space with corresponding reciprocal primitive lattice

vectors denoted as ~a∗, ~b∗ and ~c∗ which are given by:

~a∗ =
2π

VUC
(~b× ~c), ~b∗ =

2π

VUC
(~c× ~a), ~c∗ =

2π

VUC
(~a×~b) (2.25)
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Where VUC = ~a.(~b×~c) is the volume of the unit cell in real space. Subsequently, a linear combination

of all three primitive vectors are used to express any reciprocal lattice vector ~G = h~a∗ + k~b∗ + l ~c∗. By

using both Eq 2.24 and 2.25, the Laue conditions in three dimensions are expressed as:

~q.~a = 2πh, ~q.~b = 2πk, and ~q.~c = 2πl (2.26)

The scattering vector (~q) must satisfy all three conditions for the constructive interference to occur and

these three conditions in Eq 2.26 are famously referred as Laue conditions. The terms h, k, and l are

integer numbers and are called miller indices. The reciprocal lattice points where Laue conditions are

fulfilled are called Bragg peaks and are observed as intense spots in diffraction patterns.

The pictorial distinction between the real and reciprocal space is shown in Fig 2.9.(a), where the lattice

planes of simple cubic crystal are represented by blue dots while the corresponding reciprocal lattice

points are represented by green dots. While the Fig 2.9.(b) shows the diffraction geometry in reciprocal

space.

The reciprocal lattice points are generally probed in two different geometries called specular and non-

specular configurations. In the former case, the incidence angle with respect to the lattice plane (ω) is

same as the exit angle (θ). In this configuration, the value of ω is always equal to 2θ, where 2θ is the

angle between the incident and diffracted X-ray beam. This geometry is mainly used to probe the lattice

planes that are parallel to the sample surface because the scattering vector is always normal to the lattice

planes in this configuration. The specular geometry is also referred as symmetrical scan geometry in

some parts of this thesis.

While the non-specular geometry represents a condition where the incoming and outgoing X-ray beams

are at a different angle with respect to the surface normal. This configuration is used to observe diffrac-

tion from lattice planes that are tilted with respect to sample surface. In another words, all Bragg peaks

on the [001] axis are called symmetrical (since ω = θ) and the other peaks are called asymmetrical.

The specular and non-specular scans are schematically depicted in Fig 2.9.(a) where incident (ki) and

diffracted (kf ) wave-vectors are shown.

Throughout this thesis, the movement of X-ray source (incident angle) and detectors (diffracted beam

angle) during measurements are defined with respect to the scattering geometry in reciprocal space. An

example of scattering geometry is shown in Fig 2.9.(b) where the (ki), (kf ) and ~q represent the incident,

diffracted and scattering wave-vectors respectively. The subscripts kispec and kfnon− spec represent

the wave-vectors in specular and non-specular geometry respectively.

The movement of either the source or detector or combination of both distinguishes measurement by

using different scan direction through reciprocal space. For example, the diffraction signal along scat-

tering vector is measured by varying the incoming inclination and exit angles simultaneously and this

measurement will be referred as ω−2θ scan or radial scan in further text. The scan perpendicular to the

scattering vector is referred as ω-scan and it is achieved by changing only the angle of incident beam
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with respect to sample. This scan is used to identify the crystallinity of the layers as a sharp peak of

a layer reflex indicates a well ordered film and vice-versa. While the scan around the Ewald sphere is

achieved by changing the angle of the detector with respect to the diffracted beam. The discussed three

scans are schematically shown in Fig 2.9.(b).
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Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic showing the scattering geometry of specular and off-specular diffraction

configurations. The out-of-plane and tilted lattice planes are shown as black and pink lines. Few selected

Bragg peaks in reciprocal space are shown as green dots. The subscripts kispec and kfnon − spec

represent the wave-vectors in specular and non-specular geometry respectively. (b) Schematic depicting

the scan directions in reciprocal space. The magnitudes of wave vectors are not to scale in both sub-

figures.

By using a combination of scans like ω − 2θ and ω scans, a cross-section of Bragg peaks in reciprocal

space can be mapped. This technique of probing the reciprocal space is called reciprocal space mapping.

The components of the scattering vector parallel and perpendicular to the sample surface are referred as

q‖ and q⊥ respectively. These two scattering components are calculated from the incident and diffracted

angles used during the measurements and are given as:

q⊥ =
2π

λ
(sin(2θ − ω) + sin(ω)) (2.27)

q‖ =
2π

λ
(cos(2θ − ω) − cos(ω)) (2.28)

The notations used in this subsection will be used further in the chapter to describe other X-ray scattering

geometries.
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2.3.5 Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction

Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction or GID technique as the name suggests adopts a configuration

where X-rays are incident at small angle to observe diffraction from lattice planes that are perpendicular

to the sample surface. The diffraction signal observed with this technique has very little contribution

from the thick substrate layers due small penetration length of X-rays at small inclination angles. The

scattering geometry of the GID technique is illustrated in Fig 2.10. It has to be noted that the incidence

angle (αi) is kept constant throughout the measurement and is independent of the scattering angle (θ).

The incidence angle is chosen in such a way that it is larger than the critical angle to avoid total reflection

from the sample and obtain highly intense GID signal.

θKi

Kf

αi

αf

in-plane bragg planes

Kr

q

z

αs

Figure 2.10: Schematic showing the side view of scattering geometry of Grazing Incidence Diffraction

highlighting the incidence (αi) and exit (αf ) angles along with the scattering angle (θ). The in-plane

lattice planes are depicted as black lines in gray area.

As shown in Fig 2.10 a X-ray beam with wave vector ki is incident on the surface with a grazing

angle (αi) and produces a specular reflected beam kr. When the sample is rotated around the surface

normal, the Bragg condition is satisfied at a particular angle θ by the planes perpendicular to the surface.

At this angle, a scattered beam with wave vector kf emerges with an angle (αf ) with respect to the

sample surface. For detailed description of the GID working principle and geometry conditions, the

readers are referred to literature69, 70

The inter-planar spacing of Fe layers is half of that of GaAs unit cell so that Bragg peaks of (004)

GaAs and (002) Fe are closly spaced in reciprocal space. In addition, the diffraction signal of GaAs

dominates in out-of-plane diffraction condition due to very thick substrate layers in comparison to the

5 nm Fe layer. Therefore, GID technique is regularly used in this thesis to study the crystalline nature

of Fe films due to enhanced signal from Fe layers at low inclination angles used in GID geometry. GID

measurements are performed at both P10, PETRA III and ID13, ESRF synchrotron facilities on uniform

films and on patterned samples with structures in dimensions of few micro-meters. The experimental
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setups of these beamlines are discussed in the detail in chapters 3 and 4.

2.3.6 X-ray Reflectivity

X-ray Reflectivity or XRR is a specular X-ray technique widely used to characterize the density, thick-

ness and the roughness of individual layers in single or multi-layer heterojunctions. When X-rays are

incident at small angles (ω > critical angle), the difference in electron density in different layers of the

heterojunction leads to reflection of X-rays at the interfaces of the layer stack. Interference of the reflec-

tions when measured as a function of incident angle results in an oscillatory pattern of reflected intensity

called Kiessig fringes. The intensity and period of the oscillations are then used to model thickness (t)

and interface roughness(r) of individual layers in the heterojunction. To obtain these parameters, the

reflectivity profile is fitted by using X’pert reflectivity program supplied by PanAlytical company which

use recursive Parratt algorithm71 for fitting the experimental profiles.

The fitting procedure used to obtain the layer properties like thickness and density is based on analysis

of reflectivity curve in terms of classical Fresnel equations similar to well-known interference in parallel

plates. It has to be noted that the roughness of individual layers has a significant influence on the mea-

sured XRR profile as roughness of layers leads to diffuse scattering. This scenario is difficult to model

as most of the reflectivity algorithms do not consider diffuse scattering in the model. Therefore we em-

ployed different XRR-models for analysis of reflectivity data and we also applied other techniques like

electron microscopy to tackle the layer roughness issue. The XRR line scans and reflectivity reciprocal

space maps presented in this thesis are exclusively measured by using X’Pert-PRO four-circle diffrac-

tometer which is also supplied by PanAlytical. The diffractometer is operated at energy of characteristic

Cu Kα radiation (E = 8048 eV) equipped with a Ge (220) 3-bounce analyzer and a homemade incident

collimator. The same instrument is used for all laboratory-source based XRR and XRD measurements

mentioned in this thesis.

The schematic of geometric conditions of XRR is shown in Fig 2.11 where a X-ray beam ki is incident

on the sample surface at small angle. At these low incidence angles, the X-rays get reflected at the

interface of the layers and this reflected intensity is recorded as XRR signal by the detector. In general,

XRR scans are performed in θ−2θ (incident-reflected angle) geometry as explained in subsection 2.3.4.

Later, the incident angle is transformed into the out of plane reciprocal scattering vector qz , with qz =

2k sin θ, where k is the X-ray wave vector. However, the magnitude of the scattering vector is small due

to much smaller ω angles used when compared to the ω angles used in diffraction configuration. So the

resultant qz is far away from Bragg peaks in reciprocal space.

2.3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission Electron Microscopy or TEM in combination with Energy Dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

is widely used to study the structural properties of thin layers on the atomic scale-limit. The working
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Figure 2.11: Schematic showing the side view of scattering geometry of X-ray reflectivity in single

layer heterojunction highlighting the incidence (ki) and reflected (kf ) wave-vectors along with the scat-

tering vector qz . The scattering vector is along the [001] direction due to the adopted specular geometry.

principle and main components in a conventional TEM are schematically shown in Fig 2.12. In prin-

ciple, a TEM setup uses a filament at high voltage to produce monochromatic electron beam which is

accelerated to high energies (300 kV in our case).73 Later several electromagnetic lenses are used as

condenser lens to focus the electron beam onto a thin sample. The electron beam scatters both elasti-

cally and in-elastically through the sample and the scattered beam is focused by an objective lens. At

this stage, the transmitted beam also consists two components: direct beam or main beam and scattered

beam. The objective lens then focuses the beam onto an intermediate lens which has the strength to

magnify the image before forming a image on a CCD camera by projector lens.

Different imaging modes are achieved in TEM by selecting the part of the beam to propagate further.

The imaging mode in TEM is selected before focusing the propagating beam on the intermediate lens.

At this stage, an aperture is introduced near the back-focal plane that allows either the direct or scattered

beam to propagate. By allowing only the main electron beam, a bright field image is obtained where the

contrast is created due diffraction in sample. The contrast also depends on the mass and thickness of the

sample. If the aperture at the back focal plane of objective lens is set to allow only the scattered beam,

then a dark-field image is created. The dark-field image essentially is a diffraction pattern corresponding

to a area of interest.

In this thesis, two TEM setups (Titan 80-300 and Osiris,FEI) are used for studying the intermixing and

crystallinity of MgO layers. The second TEM equipment (Osiris, FEI, Oregon) has Scanning Trans-

mission Electron Microscopy (STEM) capabilities and is used to observe TEM micrographs in large

view-fields. In this technique, the electron beam generated by field emission guns can be used to scan

the sample. This setup is used in combination with EDS detectors for microanalysis like elemental map-

ping of interfaces. The TEM measurements are performed at Shubnikov Institute of Crystallography,

Russia in collaboration with Professor V.E. Asadchikov. The description of TEM sample preparation
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Figure 2.12: Schematic showing the optical path of electron beams and main components in a con-

ventional TEM setup. The red arrows indicate the orientation of sample and images. The depicted

schematic is inspired from the literature.72

and instrument specifications are discussed in detail in chapter 6.

2.3.8 Magneto-optic Kerr effect Microscopy

In this thesis, Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements are performed to investigate the in-

plane magnetization reversal and magnetic anisotropies of uniform Fe films in Fe/MgO/GaAs hetero-

junctions. These measurements are performed in collaboration with Stephan Martens from the group

of professor K. Nielsch. Separate MOKE measurements are also performed on fabricated spin-valve

devices to investigate the abruptness of magnetization reversal of Fe electrodes as a part of thesis work

of Lennart Liefeith.59 This subsection gives an overview about the magneto-optic Kerr effect, the ex-

perimental MOKE setup and the adopted measurement procedures.

In principle, Magneto-optic Kerr effect is described as the change of linearly polarized light to an tilted

elliptical polarization due to reflection on a ferromagnetic metal.74 So usually, the MOKE effect is
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measured by shining a linearly polarized light which contains equally distributed left and right circu-

lar polarizations on the ferromagnetic layers and then studying the polarization of the reflected light.

The reflected light exhibits an tilted and elliptical polarization and by studying these two parameters,

the magnetic characteristics like magnetization reversal and magnetic anisotropy are investigated. The

mechanism of change of polarization of linearly polarized light is only briefly explained, and for the

detailed explanation, the readers are referred to well established literature.60–62

As the linearly polarized light is incident on the magnetic surface, it undergoes two changes. First, it

couples to the magnetization resulting in a phase shift of left and right circular polarization which is

similar to the widely observed phenomenon of Faraday effect.75 Due to the resultant phase shift of both

polarizations, the plane of polarization of the reflected light is tilted by the Kerr angle φk (which is also

referred as Kerr rotation) with respect to the plane of incidence. Second, the amplitudes of the reflected

left and right circular polarized light also changes, which results in the ellipticity (ηk) of the reflected

light. The ellipticity characterizes the change in polarization and is defined as ratio of semi-major a and

semi-minor b axis of the ellipse: ηk = arctan( ba) The parameters, ηk and φk are related by complex

Kerr amplitude (ψK) and is given by:

ψK = φk + iηk (2.29)

The technique of MOKE can be categorized into three geometries by the direction of the magnetization

vector of the sample with respect to the reflecting surface and the plane of incidence of linearly polarized

light. The three types of MOKE are named as 1) Longitudinal, 2) Transversal and 3) Polar MOKE.

However, only longitudinal and transversal types are used in the setup adopted for measurements during

this thesis. In the longitudinal MOKE setup, the magnetization vector is parallel to both the reflection

surface and the plane of incidence as shown in Fig 2.13.a). The longitudinal setup involves light reflected

at an angle (θ) from the reflection surface. In this setup, the incoming linearly polarized light becomes

elliptically polarized. The resultant change in polarization is directly proportional to the component of

magnetization that is parallel both to the reflection surface and the plane of incidence. In transversal

MOKE setup, the magnetization vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence and parallel to the

reflection surface as shown in Fig 2.13.b). In this configuration the intensity of the reflected light

changes instead of the Kerr rotation depending on the absolute value of the magnetization.

The MOKE setup used in thesis is a commercial available unit called NanoMOKE2 supplied by Durham

magneto Optics LTD. and has both longitudinal and transversal detection geometries. The schematic

of the setup is shown in Fig 2.14 which uses a laser with wavelength 630 nm and maximal output

power of 2.5 mW as a source of linear polarized light in combination with polarizer in front of the

laser. An objective lens is used to focus the laser beam on to the sample surface which is mounted on a

rotating sample stage. The stage is tilted by 45 ◦ with respect to the optical axis and moves the sample

in x and y direction while also enabling rotation around the sample normal. A quadrupole magnet is
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Figure 2.13: Different geometries of MOKE setup: a) Longitudinal setup, b) Transversal setup. The

green hatched region indicates the plane of incidence.

placed near the sample to apply in-plane magnetic fields. The maximal magnetic fields achieved by this

electromagnet is close to ±90 mT with a sweeping frequency of 7.2 Hz. The reflected beam from the

sample is focused by the receiving lens on to the beam splitter which sends 50% of the beam in both

longitudinal and transversal detectors.

The longitudinal optical axis consists of an analyzer which is used to convert the polarization of the

reflected light into an intensity signal to allow detection of Kerr signal. In addition, a quarter-wave

plate has to be removed and inserted to measure Kerr-rotation and Kerr ellipticity respectively. The

transversal optic axis consists of an attenuator which is used to prevent the saturation of the transversal

Kerr detector. In addition to the described main components, few other optical parts are also present

in the setup to image sample surface and allow proper positioning of laser spot on the sample. The

components used for laser positioning and sample imaging are: a white lamp, attenuator, diffuser,

beam-splitter, stopper, and a combination of microscope and CCD-camera.

Calibration procedure for MOKE measurement

Before each measurement, the following procedures are performed in order to allow comparison be-

tween the samples and to prevent saturation of the detectors during measurements. First, the easy axis

of the magnetization of sample is recognized which is identified by a characteristic square hysteresis

loop in longitudinal geometry and no signal in transverse geometry. In this configuration, the longitudi-

nal detector reads a maximal signal of±20 mV (specific to the detector). This signal strength is referred

as saturation signal (MS) and all the further longitudinal signals measured are normalized with respect

to this. Therefore, in all longitudinal MOKE measurements, the magnetization axis of hysteresis loops

are represented by normalized longitudinal Kerr signal (ML,N = ML/MS). However, the longitudinal

Kerr detector detects the sum of the longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals. Therefore the transversal

Kerr signal has to be subtracted from the longitudinal signal. So the normalized transversal Kerr signal

(described later) is multiplied by the DC voltage ratio between the detected and saturated longitudinal

and transversal Kerr signals and subtracted from the longitudinal Kerr signal.
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Figure 2.14: Sketch of MOKE setup and its optic components

In the second step, the magnetic field is swept in transversal MOKE geometry (plane of incidence ⊥ to

applied field). This configuration typically yields hysteresis loops with reduced intensity in both detec-

tors when compared to longitudinal geometry. In this configuration, a maximal voltage of ±2 mV is

observed in transversal detector and is used to normalize all the further transversal detector data and is

referred as normalized transversal kerr signal (MT,N = MT /MS). In this configuration, the longitudinal

detector also detects the transversal signal. To correct this, the normalized transversal detector signals

are multiplied by the DC voltage ratio between the longitudinal and transversal detector signals and

subtracted from the normalized longitudinal detector signal.
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3.1 Introduction

Thin Fe layers on bulk GaAs are widely used as a ferromagnet(FM)/Semiconductor(SC) model system

for spin injection studies using electrical and optical techniques.11, 76, 77 One advantage of this sys-

tem is the ease with which Fe layers can be epitaxially deposited on GaAs78 due to a relatively small

lattice mismatch of 1.4% between the substrate and twice the bulk Fe lattice constants. The other ad-

vantage of Fe/GaAs is the high Curie temperature exhibited by the Fe films79 which allows the study

of spin injection even at room temperature.76 The spin-injection efficiency from Fe into GaAs calcu-

lated from first-principle calculations80 by using experimental spin-diffusion lengths of 5 µm55, 81, 82is

expected to be around 99%. However, the actual spin-injection efficiency measured by using spin-light-

emitting-diodes83 and Esaki diodes84 are 10% and 75% respectively, which is considerably less than the

expected value from first-principle calculations.80 Moreover, the spin-injection values determined from

all-electrical spin-valve devices are even smaller than the values measured by using optical measure-

ments which indicates incomplete understanding of the spin-injection processes. Also, the dominating

mechanisms driving the spin-injection are not completely understood. Additionally, an unexpected bias

dependent asymmetry of spin injection is observed in the all-electrical spin-valve devices.19, 85 All

these factors point to need of further investigation on Fe/GaAs system to understand the fundamental

properties influencing the spin-injection.

In fact, Fe/GaAs interface is widely reported to be very sensitive to post-growth annealing influencing

the spin injection efficiency.19, 81, 86, 87 So several studies have attempted to correlate the influence of

post growth annealing on spin injection by analyzing the atomic structure of the FM/SC interface.15, 86, 88

Zega et al. proposed a model of ordered and coherently intermixed interface of Fe and As atoms.15

Fleet et al. reported coexistence of intermixed and abrupt interfaces86 and they also observed that

the interface becomes more abrupt89 due to annealing. On the other hand, Lebeau et al. reported an

interface consisting of Fe atoms substituting the As and Ga sites.88 The nature of interface discussed in

these studies will indeed influence the strain state of the interface as reported in the already mentioned

literature. There are also few reports which observed interdiffusion of Fe, Ga and As atoms at the

interface.15, 90 These observations prompted us to investigate the Fe/GaAs interface structural properties

to understand the interface contribution to spin-injection and also, if possible, to identify mechanisms

influencing the spin transport across the interface. So we decided to study the annealing effect on
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Fe/GaAs interfaces by adopting high resolution X-ray scattering methods. Also, the effect of different

growth temperatures on the morphology and crystallinity of Fe layer is investigated.

In addition, spin-injection measurements by means of all-electrical non-local spin-valve configuration

are performed to study the effect of structural variation on spin-injection efficiency as a function of

post-growth annealing. The structural results of Fe/GaAs interface are discussed first followed by spin-

injection measurements to draw structure-property correlation.

3.2 Structural investigations of Fe/GaAs heterojunctions

A single Fe/GaAs sample design was used for both structural and spin-transport measurements. The

Fe/GaAs heterostructures were prepared in a multi-chamber MBE system consisting of a Riber C21

III/V semiconductor chamber and a metal deposition chamber both connected via an ultra-high vacuum

channel. All the heterojunction layers were deposited on undoped GaAs (001) wafers. Before deposition

of any layers, the wafers were degassed at 400◦C for 1 hour in a degas station. Afterwards, the wafers

were transported to the semiconductor growth chamber where the native oxide was removed at 540◦C

under background As flux. The growth rate of GaAs was calibrated for every single sample using

RHEED oscillations. GaAs layers were deposited at a growth speed of 0.8 ML/sec.

Initially an undoped GaAs buffer layer of few microns thickness was deposited, followed by a 300 nm

of n-doped GaAs channel with the carrier density of 5× 1016 cm−3(n+). Later, a 30 nm transition

layer (n+ → n++) was grown and terminated with 15 nm of highly doped GaAs layer (n++, 3× 1018

cm−3). The n-doping was achieved by using silicon as dopant and the nominal doping concentration was

calibrated beforehand by using magneto-transport and capacity-voltage measurements. After deposition

of all semiconductor layers an As terminated (2× 4) reconstructed surface was observed by Reflection

High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED). Later the samples were transferring into the metal MBE

chamber in-vacuo. In the metal chamber a 5 nm Fe layer was deposited at the growth rate of 0.4 nm/min.

The structure was finalized by deposition of 15 nm Au layer with a growth rate of 0.2 nm/min which

acts as a protective cover to prevent oxidation of Fe layers underneath. Both the Fe and Au growth rates

were calibrated beforehand by deposition of Au and Fe layer separately on two different GaAs wafers

and measuring their thicknesses by XRR technique. The layout of the fabricated heterostructure with

nominal thicknesses is shown in Fig 3.1.

The growth of Fe layers was mostly performed at room-temperature except for one sample that was

grown at 200◦C. The results from this sample are discussed in the next subsection 3.2.1. For spin-

injection experiments, Fe layers were solely deposited at room-temperature. The gold layers were

always deposited at room-temperature irrespective of the Fe deposition temperature. Also, the samples

were always rotated during the growth of both metal layers unless mentioned otherwise. The samples

used for structural investigations are named as C21541 (Fe grown at room-temperature) and C21540

(Fe grown at 200◦C) and will be referred in the following text as Rt and 200◦C samples, respectively.
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Au (15 nm)

Fe (5 nm)

GaAs n++ = 3*1018 (15 nm) 

GaAs n+ = 5*1016 (300 nm) 

GaAs (001) Substrate

n+ n++(30 nm)

Figure 3.1: Sample layout of the Fe/GaAs heterostructure and the corresponding nominal thickness of

individual layers.

3.2.1 Effect of elevated growth temperatures on Fe layer crystallinity

Theoretically, abrupt crystalline interfaces of ferromagnetic/semiconductor (FM/SC) are considered as

ideal spin-filters for transmission of spin-polarized electron flux at the interface.91 So we assume that

a sharp interface is a prerequisite for successful spin-injection experiments. However, the growth tem-

perature of Fe is reported to influence the quality of Fe film as this temperature dictates the surface

migration during deposition.92, 93 Filipe et al. reported an out-diffusion of As and Ga elements at ele-

vated Fe deposition temperatures, while, Freeland et al. reported a reduced but noticeable intermixing

at room-temperature (Rt) Fe deposition.94 To resolve the effect of growth temperature on the quality

of Fe layer, we have prepared two samples in which the Fe layer was deposited at Rt and 200◦C, re-

spectively. These samples are studied by using AFM, XRR and HRXRD techniques to investigate the

morphology and crystallinity of Fe the layers. The X-ray investigations of this work are performed by

Michael Wachter as a part of his bachelors thesis work.

The 5 µm×5 µm AFM topographic scan obtained on Rt and 200◦C samples are shown in

Fig 3.2(a) & 3.2(b) respectively. The scans reveal a clear distinction in the surface morphology of

both samples. The AFM images are shown in different height scale as both samples have largely dif-

ferent surface roughness. The AFM image of the Rt sample in Fig 3.2(a) reveals the presence of small

island like features on the surface. The total volume of these islands corresponds to an equivalent Au

layer thickness of 2.2 nm with root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 2 nm. The equivalent thickness of

these islands is significantly smaller than the nominally deposited layer of 15 nm, which implies that

the whole Au layer consists of small islands on a thick continuous layer.

In contrast, the 200◦C sample has continuous dendrite like features with maximum height of 22 nm

and rms of 2.5 nm. The roughness observed in both sample by AFM is positively correlated to the

roughness calculated by XRR fitting which is discussed later in the section. Therefore we conclude that

the difference in surface morphology and roughness of both samples is caused by different morphology

adopted by underneath Fe layer. This conclusion is based on the fact that the deposition conditions of

the heterostructure are kept constant except for the Fe layer deposition temperature. So we believe that
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the Fe layer adopts an island-like morphology due to the elevated Fe growth temperature causing the

subsequent gold layer to adopt a rough morphology.
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Figure 3.2: 2 µm× 2 µm AFM topographic scans of(a) Rt sample, (b) 200◦C sample. Both figures are

shown in different height scales to improve the contrast of the observed features.

We also applied XRR mapping technique to study layer thickness and morphology of individual

layers in both samples. The XRR reciprocal space maps obtained on both sample are shown in

Fig 3.3(a) & 3.3(b). The intensity oscillations or Kiessig fringes are clearly visible in Rt sample but

are not seen in the 200◦C sample. This indicates that the Rt sample has sharp interfaces as a sharp

density change at the interface causes the reflected X-rays to constructively interfere to form intensity

oscillations. In contrast, if intermixing is present at the interfaces it leads to attenuation of X-rays caus-

ing faster decay of reflectivity signal as observed in XRR map of 200◦C sample. Therefore we conclude

that 200◦C sample has significant intermixing at the interfaces.

To further analyze the XRR data, line profiles are obtained from XRR maps by projecting the map

towards qz direction and the obtained line profile represents a ω − 2θ scan. An example of line profile

obtained from Rt sample is shown in Fig 3.4. The intensity and period of the oscillations observed

in line profile are then used to model thickness (t) and interface roughness(r) of individual layers

in the heterojunction. The fitting is performed by using recursive Parratt algorithm71 for converging

the experimental and simulated profiles. Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between experimental and

simulated reflectivity pattern of the Rt sample indicating good agreement. The inset shown in the Fig 3.4

is the model used for simulating the reflectivity profile. The best fit for Rt sample yields following

thicknesses: tFe = 4.7 ± 0.06 nm, tAu = 14.3 ± 0.04 nm for the Fe and Au layers, respectively.

The roughness of Fe layer and substrate are: rFe = 0.32 ± 0.04 nm, rsubstrate = 0.12 ± 0.02 nm.

The results obtained on Rt sample indicate that the layers are flat without considerable roughness and

measured thicknesses are close to nominal values.
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Figure 3.3: XRR reciprocal space maps obtained on (a) Rt sample, (b) 200◦C sample.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between experimental (black line) and simulated XRR line profile (red line)

of Rt sample. Lower inset: Layout used for simulation of reflectivity

In contrast, the XRR line profile of the 200◦C sample shows only a few intensity oscillations as evident

in Fig 3.5(a) & 3.5(b) (red curve). An experimental profile is fitted at two different regions separately

by using two different parameters because a single fit could not be obtained. The reflectivity profile

close to critical angle contains information regarding the topmost layer. Therefore, fit_1 which has

good agreement with experimental profile close to the critical angle is used to evaluate the thickness of

the Au layer (tAu = 10.1± 0.6 nm). It is clearly seen that the calculated thickness is much smaller than

the nominal value. The Fe layer thickness and roughness is evaluated from fit_2 which yielded values

of fit_2 are tFe = 2.62± 0.47 nm and rFe = 0.97 nm respectively. The measured smaller thickness of

Fe might partly be due to the rough interface resulting from the island like morphology of Fe film. The
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imperfect fits of XRR data also indicates the formation of different phases of Fe. To achieve perfect

XRR fits all the layers must be included in the model used for simulation but the model used for shown

fits in Fig 3.5(a) & 3.5(b) consists only Fe, Au and GaAs layers.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between experimental XRR line profile of 200◦C sample and (a) simu-

lated_fit_1 and (b) simulated_fit_2

To validate the crystallinity of Fe layers, reciprocal space maps (RSM) around (004) reflex of GaAs are

collected on both samples. The measured RSM’s are shown in Fig 3.6(a) & 3.6(b). The angular range of

the RSM is big enough to observe both the (002) and (004) reflexes of Fe and GaAs, respectively. The

(002) reflex of Fe in Rt and 200◦C samples is marked by white rectangle and white oval, respectively

in Fig 3.6(a) & 3.6(b). It is clearly evident that the Fe reflex in Rt sample is more prominent as an

elongated streak. In contrast, the (002) Fe reflex in 200◦C sample is only evident as a diffuse cloud

which is only apparent in ω−2θ line scan. We conclude that the Fe layer deposited at room-temperature

is more crystalline as the diffraction peak is more sharp. To further analyze the RSM’s, line profiles are

extracted by integrating the intensity towards qy axis to obtain line profiles along qz .

The qz line profiles of both samples are plotted in Fig 3.7. Clear Laue oscillations are observed in

Rt sample and the periodicity of these oscillations give information about the number of coherently

scattering lattice planes. Therefore thickness calculated from Laue oscillations can be used to judge the

crystalline nature of the deposited Fe layer. On the other hand the diffuse Fe diffraction peak observed

in 200◦C sample shifts to lower qz values indicating a larger lattice parameter of Fe when compared to

the Rt sample. Moreover the magnitude of intensity of Fe peak in 200◦C sample is 20 times less than

the Rt sample. The diffusive nature of the peak could be due to formation of interfacial compounds

which leads to smaller thickness of Fe layer leading to lower diffraction intensity observed. It has to be

noted that the different position of GaAs Bragg peak in both RSM’s is due to uncorrected diffractometer
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Figure 3.6: (004) Reciprocal space maps obtained on (a) the Rt sample, (b) the 200◦C sample. The

white rectangle and oval highlights the sharp and diffuse (002) Fe layer reflex observed in Rt and 200◦C

samples, respectively. The different position of GaAs Bragg peak in both RSM’s is due to uncorrected

diffractometer offset.

offset and is corrected during evaluation of data. In addition, the Fe peaks are further analyzed by using

RCRefSimW program in which the measured diffraction profiles are fitted using a semi-kinematical

algorithm95 to obtain the lattice parameter and the thickness of the Fe layer. The simulated profiles are

also plotted in Fig 3.7 as solid lines and the obtained out-of-plane lattice parameters and thicknesses of

Fe layers from the simulation are tabulated in Tab 3.1.

From Table 3.1, it is evident that the thicknesses calculated from XRR are larger than the values ob-

tained from XRD measurements. This observation is expected because layer thickness values obtained

from Laue oscillations reflect the thickness of ordered crystalline volume while the Kiessig fringes in

XRR measurements reflects the total film thickness. This difference in thickness obtained from two

techniques indicates that both samples might have interfacial compounds at the Fe and GaAs interface.

But the intermixing is much more prominent in 200◦C sample. The formation of interfacial compounds

is well reported in Fe/GaAs system and the observed larger lattice parameters which is close to reported

Fe3GaAs tertiary compound. So we believe that the observed diffuse Fe Bragg peaks in 200◦C sample

is due the existence of these compounds. But there is no clear independent evidence of occurrence of

these compounds in Rt sample. The out-of-plane HRXRD and XRR techniques employed to the study

the Rt sample cannot confirm the existence of these compounds but the observed structural parameters

indicate the presence of these compounds.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between XRD line profiles of Rt (red dots) and 200◦C (blue dots) samples.

The solid lines represent the simulated diffraction fit obtain from RCRefSimW program for correspond-

ing samples.

sample thickness from XRD(nm) thickness from XRD(nm) a (Å)

Rt 4.25± 0.56 4.7± 0.06 2.901

200◦C 3.51± 1.93 2.62± 0.47 2.974

bulk Fe 5 (nominal thickness) - 2.866

Table 3.1: measured out-of-plane lattice parameters and thickness of Rt and 200◦C samples.

So we conclude that the samples grown at elevated temperatures (200◦C) have rough interfaces due to

formation of interfacial compounds at the Fe/GaAs interface. The sample grown at room-temperature

shows well ordered crystalline layers of Fe with sharp interfaces. The combined analysis of XRR

and HRXRD of Rt sample also suggests presence of interfacial compounds but could not be validated

with the used techniques. Further investigation were performed to study the existence of interfacial

compounds using different X-ray scattering geometries, and these results are discussed in following

sections.

3.2.2 Effect of post-growth annealing on Fe layer crystallinity

Spin injection measurements are performed on the Fe/GaAs system as a part of this thesis in collabo-

ration with Dr. Lennart Liefeith. The details of these measurements are discussed later in this chapter.

Interestingly we observed spin-injection across the Fe/GaAs interface only after post growth-annealing
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the fabricated non-local devices at 200◦C under inert atmosphere.85 Similar observations are made

by other groups which reported a spin-injection enhancement due to post-growth annealing of Fe/Al-

GaAs15, 32, 87 and Fe/GaAs material systems.16, 19, 86 In correspondence, the works of Fleet et al86 and

Zega et al15 reported that the annealing results in more abrupt interfaces which is also reflected in an

increase in contact resistance.86

In addition, several other studies attempted to correlate post growth annealing and spin-injection ef-

ficiency by analyzing the atomic structure of the Fe/GaAs interface.86, 88 The nature of interfaces

discussed in these studies will indeed influence the strain state of the epitaxial layers. Therefore, by

studying structural and strain properties of the Fe layer before and after annealing, it might be possible

to reveal mechanisms controlling spin-injection efficiency. The existing reports on annealing studies in

Fe/GaAs heterojunctions using diffraction techniques are conducted either on very thick or ultra-thin Fe

films.96–99 Here we consider the accumulated stress present in a Fe layer is influenced by the thickness

of the film.100, 101 So we focused on studying annealing dependent structural changes in Fe film with

thicknesses which are typically used for spin injection experiments in non-local geometry.

In this study a sample with an Fe layer deposited at room-temperature is structurally investigated first

by using AFM and X-ray diffraction mapping. Later the same sample was soft annealed at 200◦C for

10 min under nitrogen atmosphere. The sample before annealing will be referred to in the further text

as “as-deposited ”and the sample after annealing as “annealed”. After annealing, we applied the same

techniques as mentioned before to study the structural properties. It has to noted that we used the same

room-temperature sample (C21N541) described in previous section to study the effect of post-growth

annealing. But all the measurements like AFM, XRR and HRXRD are performed again to maintain

consistency and allow comparison with annealed sample.

First the surface morphology of the as-deposited sample is probed to reveal the uniformity of the top

Au protective layer which is critical for preventing the Fe layer from oxidation. 2× 2µm2 topographic

images obtained in tapping mode are shown in Fig 3.8, which reveals the presence of small island-like

features on the surface in both samples. The total volume of these islands in the as-deposited sample

corresponds to an equivalent Au layer thickness of 2.2 nm. This equivalent thickness is significantly

smaller than the nominally deposited layer of 15 nm. This implies that the Au layer is a combination of

small islands on a thick continuous layer. An AFM image of the annealed sample as seen in Fig 3.8.(b)

reveals that in the annealing process the islands transform into smaller features with sharper edges. The

equivalent thickness of these islands decreases to 0.7 nm which indicates that these islands partially

merge into the continuous Au layer during annealing.

To further analyze the surface morphology changes height distribution functions (HDF) are obtained

from AFM images of both samples which are shown in Fig 3.9. A logarithmic scale is used to enhance

details of the distribution. The peak at 0 nm is assigned to the surface of the continuous Au Layer.

The shape of the HDFs also supports the suggestion that the surface is a combination of islands and a

continuous Au layer. Sharp decrease in the counts below −1 nm indicates absence of pinholes which
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Figure 3.8: 2× 2µm2 AFM images of a) as-deposited and b) annealed samples.

would expose the ferromagnetic material. The broad tail on the right is attributed to the islands with a

statistical height distribution on the surface of Au layer. Comparison of the HDF plots before and after

annealing reveals a decrease in the height and volume of the islands after annealing. These observed

changes in Au layer topography are later used to explain changes in the XRR curves discussed in the

following text.
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Figure 3.9: Hight distribution function of both as-deposited and annealed sample.

Information about the interfaces before and after annealing is obtained from X-ray reflectivity measure-

ments. In this study XRR profiles are directly measured instead of measuring XRR RSM’s. The X-ray

reflectivity profiles of both, as-deposited and annealed samples are shown in Fig 3.10. The inset shows

a comparison between an experimental pattern of the as-deposited sample and simulated reflectivity

pattern indicating good agreement. The thicknesses parameters of this fit are: tFe = 4.7± 0.06 nm and

tAu = 14.3± 0.04 nm for the Fe and Au layers, respectively. The roughness parameters of Fe layer and
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substrate are: rFe = 0.32± 0.04 nm, rsubstrate = 0.12± 0.02 nm.

Surprisingly, the best fit for the annealed sample does not indicate a change in either thickness or

roughness of the Fe layer. The layer seems to remain unaltered after annealing. Clearly, there is

only little contrast between the reflectivity profiles of both samples and the difference is mainly due

to the change in the surface roughness of the Au layer (as-deposited: rAu = 0.13± 0.01 nm, annealed:

rAu = 0.10±0.01 nm). This difference can be qualitatively correlated to the change in root mean square

roughness (rms) of the continuous Au layer (rmsas−deposited: 0.56 nm, rmsannealed: 0.33 nm) mea-

sured with AFM. We note that one may not expect the roughness values derived from XRR and AFM

to coincide. The difference arises from many factors like different ranges of lateral spatial frequencies

covered by the two techniques102 and also, due to the fact that, in the XRR simulation algorithm diffuse

scattering from rough surface is not considered.

In the previous subsection 3.2.1, we concluded that interface compounds might exist by considering

the fact that, different values of thickness are obtained from XRR and XRD techniques. This interpre-

tation is also based on previous studies which reported the presence of few monolayers of binary and

ternary Fe-Ga-As compounds at the interface either immediately after deposition92, 103 or, their forma-

tion after annealing.87, 96, 97 Although we cannot completely exclude the existence of these compounds

in our samples, we can conclude from our XRR data that there exists no continuous layer of these com-

pounds in the studied heterojunctions. We arrive at this conclusion because incorporation of even few

monolayers of such compounds into our reflectivity model resulted in significant disagreement between

experimental and simulated profiles. Therefore, within the resolution of the X-ray reflectivity measure-

ments we observe no formation of new compounds at the Fe/GaAs interface. But we note that isolated

islands of new compounds may still exist at the interface.

The techniques like AFM and XRR shed light on the morphological characteristics of layers while

techniques like HRXRD reveal information about the crystallinity of the layers. So we collected RSM’s

around different reflexes of the Fe layer and GaAs substrate which reveal information about the crys-

talline nature, orientation, and strain of the epitaxial layers. RSM’s are collected in two different geome-

tries called symmetric and asymmetric scans. In the former geometry, the diffraction vector is normal

to the surface allowing measurement of the out-of plane lattice parameter a and layer inclination with

respect to [001] crystal direction of the GaAs substrate. In the latter geometry, the diffraction vector of

the measured reflex is tilted by an angle with respect to the surface normal allowing evaluation of lateral

distortions. We studied reflexes that reveal information on the lateral distortions along [110] and [−110]

crystal directions.

To observe changes in lattice parameters in both out-of-plane and lateral direction, we have extensively

studied reciprocal space maps around the (004)(shown in Fig 3.11(a)), (224)(shown in Fig 3.11(b)),

and (−224) reflexes of the GaAs substrate. The scans are large enough so that the corresponding

(002), (112), and (−112) reflexes of the Fe film are also observed in the same map. By analyzing

both symmetric (004) and asymmetric scans ((224),(−224)), we obtain the deformation of elementary
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Figure 3.10: X-ray reflectivity profiles of as-deposited(red line) and annealed sample(blue line). Inset:

comparison between experimental and simulated profile of the as-deposited sample. Thickness obtained

from best fit is same for both samples: tFe = 4.7± 0.06 nm tAu = 14.3± 0.04 nm. Roughness of Au:

as-deposited: rAu = 0.13± 0.01 nm, annealed: rAu = 0.10± 0.01 nm.

cells in the crystalline layers. This approach complements previous studies101, 104 which use only the

out-of-plane lattice constant to evaluate strain in thicker Fe films.

The obtained RSM’s are shown as color maps of diffraction intensity plotted as a function of reciprocal

space coordinates (qz , qy). In both maps the most intense and sharp peak belongs to GaAs, while

the elongated streak highlighted by a black rectangle arises from the Fe layer. The reflexes of Fe are

elongated because of the small layer thickness. The intensity tails highlighted by a white rectangle

around the GaAs peak in the asymmetrical scan is a typical analyzer streak.

Symmetric maps are projected towards qz axis to obtain line profiles along qz . On the other hand,

the (224) and (−224) maps are projected towards along qy axis to obtain line profiles along [100] and

[−110] crystal directions of GaAs respectively. These line profiles are not shown here as they resemble

the already discussed lone profiles in Fig 3.7. Additionally an HRXRD measurement was performed on

the annealed sample at the P08 beamline of Petra III at DESY using a photon energy of 8319 eV. Fig 3.12

shows the comparison between line profiles of the annealed sample extracted from a symmetric map

and line scan obtained using synchrotron radiation. Peaks from the line profiles are fitted with pseudo-

Voigt functions to obtain the exact qz and qy values which are later used to calculate out-of-plane lattice

parameters and inter-planar spacings, respectively by using the well known relations for cubic crystal:
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Figure 3.11: Reciprocal space maps measured on the as-deposited sample at the (a) 004 Bragg reflex

of GaAs, (b) 224 Bragg reflex of GaAs. qz and qy are along the [110] and [−110] crystal directions

respectively. The color scale represents diffraction intensity in arbitrary units. The regions in black

rectangles highlight Fe reflexes. The white rectangle in (b) represents the analyzer streak.

dhkl = 2π/|~q| = a√
h2 + k2 + l2

(3.1)

The results of fitting are summarized in tables 3.2 & 3.3. From table 3.2 it can be seen that, the inter-

planar spacing d for the as-deposited sample is less than the expected bulk value of Fe. Such an in-plane

contraction is expected for the epitaxial structure105 due to lattice mismatch. It has been observed before

using polarization-dependent X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy.106 As a result of annealing

d shrinks further towards the bulk value of GaAs (1.998Å). To allow this compression, the out-of-

plane lattice should expand, and that is exactly what we observe in table 3.3 where the out-of-plane

lattice constant is found to be greater than the bulk Fe value and increases further after annealing. In

other words, the Fe film is inherently strained in the as-deposited sample and this compressive strain

increases after annealing. The increase might be caused by improved atomic level ordering at the

interface after post-growth annealing.15, 86 Compressive strain resulting from the mis-matching between

in-plane lattice spacing of substrate and Fe layer also supports our inference that, there is no continuous

intermediate layer of Fe-Ga-As compounds at the interface because their existence would result in

tensile strain of the Fe layer as observed by Filipe et al.92

It can be further noted that the inter-planar spacing for the as-deposited sample differs in both [110] and

[−110] directions which indicates anisotropy in the strain distribution which is also expected from first

principle calculations.105 Similar behavior was already observed in the size of Fe coherent domains on
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sample qy (Å−1) d (Å)

bulk Fe 110 3.1004 2.026

as-deposited 110 3.1276 2.008± 0.001

as-deposited −110 3.1398 2.001± 0.001

Annealed 110 3.1488 1.995± 0.002

Annealed −110 3.1468 1.996± 0.002

Table 3.2: Spacing of 110 lattice planes in the as-deposited and the annealed sample with respect to

bulk Fe.

sample qz (Å−1) a (Å)

bulk Fe 004 4.384 2.866

as-deposited 004 4.333 2.900± 0.001

Annealed 004 4.319 2.909± 0.001

Annealed (beamline) 004 4.318 2.910± 0.003

Table 3.3: Out-of-plane lattice parameters of as-deposited and annealed sample with respect to bulk

Fe.

GaAs99 and also in strain relaxation of Fe film on InAs107 and was attributed to preferential bonding

of Fe to As dimers present on the reconstructed surface.64 We believe the anisotropy observed in our

sample also stems from the same effect. Structural anisotropy of the interface is expected to influence

the magnetic anisotropy of the Fe film.99 Recently Tivakornsasithorn et al. proposed that the struc-

tural anisotropy is also responsible for a widely reported magnetic uniaxial anisotropy in thin Fe/GaAs

films.108

Interestingly, after annealing, the in-plane components in both crystal directions have very similar inter-

planar spacing leading to the disappearance of the lateral strain anisotropy. However, the compressive

strain of the Fe layers is still preserved after annealing. As evident from Fig 3.12 and table 3.3, we

got very consistent data from the lab diffractometer and synchrotron measurements which validates the

resolution and accuracy of our measurements.

In an ideal Fe/GaAs heterojunction four Fe unit cells are epitaxially connected to one GaAs unit cell.

A fully relaxed iron layer would show lattice mismatch of 1.4%, i.e the side lenght of 2 fe unit cells is

1.4% larger than the conventional GaAs unit-cell. In our as-deposited sample the difference between

the lateral components of the Fe and GaAs unit cells calculated from the inter-planar spacing d110 was

found to be 0.5% and becomes more isotropic after annealing decreasing to the value of 0.12%. This in-
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between diffraction profiles of annealed sample obtained using lab source

and synchrotron source.

plane compression is pictorially depicted in Fig 3.13 where brown dashed lines and pink box represents

the bulk and measured Fe unit cells respectively. The Fe unit cells lateral lengths are shown with respect

to half of GaAs unit cell and the black line is drawn as guide to the eye.

GaAs

Fe

GaAs

Fe

as-grown annealed

0.5% 0.1%

a) b)

Figure 3.13: Schematic showing in-plane compression of Fe unit-cell due to annealing with respect to

half of GaAs unit-cell. (a): as-grown sample. (b): annealed sample. brown dashed lines: bulk unit-cell

of Fe. black-line: guide to the eye. arrow indicating the compression. The extent of compression is not

to scale.

In summary, we studied the effect of post growth annealing on epitaxial Fe layers deposited on GaAs

(001). We did not observe any significant change in morphology of the Fe layer. From our XRR results
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we exclude the formation of a continuous interface layer. On the other hand, post growth annealing

is found to result in a significant variation in the strain of the Fe layer. The as-deposited sample was

found to be compressively strained. This strain was observed to increase further after annealing and

to become isotropic. So we speculate that the observed reduction in the structural anisotropy will also

cause a reduction of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of Fe film. Similar behavior was reported in

previous studies where the interplay between uniaxial and cubic magnetic anisotropy of Fe layer is

found to be affected by structural anisotropy resulting from Ge109 and ZnSe108 buffer layers deposited

between the GaAs substrate and Fe layer.

The observed strain variation also makes us believe that the inter-planar spacing of Fe unit cell shrinks

to match that of the GaAs unit cell. So the perfectly coordinated interfaces assumed in some simula-

tions105, 110–112 may be extended to include the annealing induced change in the inter-planar spacing of

Fe unit cell. We speculate that enhancement in the matching of inter-planar spacing of Fe and GaAs at

the interface after annealing might contribute to enhanced spin injection efficiency. This might be due

to a change in the Fe-As local hybridization configuration resulting from the strain variation.86, 111

3.2.3 Effect of post-growth annealing on Fe layer studied by GID

In addition to the symmetrical and asymmetrical diffraction experiments, Grazing Incidence Diffraction

(GID) measurements are also performed on Fe/GaAs samples to further understand the changes at the

interface due to influence of annealing. GID technique is adopted because it is a surface sensitive

method which allows probing of thin layers close to the sample surface. GID measurements are also

performed to confirm the observed in-plane compressive stain and also to validate the existence of

inter-facial compounds at the interface if any. For this purpose, a new sample (C21N587) is prepared

as the C21N541 sample was completely used for other measurements. Both the XRR and HRXRD

measurements are performed on this sample to verify thickness and crystallinity of the Fe films. The

XRR experimental and simulated profile obtained on the sample named C21N587 is shown in Fig 3.14.

The obtained thickness of the Fe layer is close to the previously mentioned Fe/GaAs samples. But the

thickness of the Au layer is intentionally reduced to 5 nm for the purpose of indentation experiments

which will be discussed in the Sec 4.3. The HRXRD measurements are performed to obtain RSM

around (002) reflex of Fe which revealed a streak-like Fe Bragg peak similar to the one discussed

in Sec 3.2.2. The obtained RSM is not shown here, but the lattice parameters evaluated form this

RSM are close to the values represented in Sec 3.2.2. From the combined analysis of both XRR and

HRXRD we conclude that the sample C21N587 is structurally similar to the C21N541 sample discussed

in the previous section. After completing HRXRD measurements, the C21N587 wafer is cleaved into

two 3×3 mm2 pieces. One of these pieces is soft annealed at 200◦C for 10 minutes under nitrogen

atmosphere and will be referred to as annealed sample in further text while the other un-annealed piece

will be referred to as as-deposited sample.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between experimental (red line) and simulated XRR line profile (black line)

of C21N587 sample. Thicknesses obtained from best fit: tFe = 4.05± 0.15 nm tAu = 3.98± 0.24 nm.

Roughness: rFe = 0.12± 0.06 nm, rAu = 0.16± 0.05 nm.

GID measurements were performed on the same sample at two synchrotron facilities, P10, Petra III and

ID13, ESRF. The principle of GID geometry is mentioned in subsection 2.3.5. Initial GID measurements

were performed on the as-deposited sample at P10,Petra III facility using a six-circle diffractometer with

a unfocused beam at an energy of 9 keV. The diffractometer is aligned to the (220) in-plane reflex of

GaAs at corresponding Bragg angle of θ = 20.1585◦. The diffraction signal is measured by using an

2-dimensional PILATUS 300k detector (486×619 pixcel area, 172 µm pixel size) mounted on the 2θ

arm. To enhance resolution, the sample and detector have large separation distance of 2454 mm. A

vacuum flight tube is used between the sample and detector to avoid background from air-scattering.

An GID RSM is obtained by rotating the sample around the surface normal in the range of 2◦ with 100

steps. Individual detector frames at each step is integrated along angular direction and stored as series

of one dimensional arrays using an in-house developed python code. Later, a two dimensional map is

created from obtained one-dimensional arrays and plotted as 2D reciprocal space map which is shown

in Fig 3.15.(b).

Surprisingly, three distinct peaks are observed in the obtained RSM which are associated to GaAs (220),

Fe (110) and Fe3GaAs (110) Bragg peaks. The intense, sharp feature of GaAs and a lower intensity

feature of Fe next to GaAs are expected but, the presence of broad intense feature of Fe3GaAs is a

unexpected finding. This broad feature is assigned to Fe3GaAs after calculating the inter-planar spacing

from the line profile of RSM, which will be discussed later in this section. Fe3GaAs is reported to be a

thermodynamically stable compound existing as pseudo-cubic unit cell on GaAs substrates.92, 113 How-

ever, the presence of Fe3GaAs contradicts our previous results from the combined study of asymmetric
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Figure 3.15: a)Schematic showing GID geometry and the corresponding diffraction vector qrad which

is perpendicular to the diffraction planes. b) RSM obtained around (220) in-plane reflex of GaAs. The

Bragg peaks are marked correspondingly.

and symmetric reflexes in Sec 3.2.2, which concluded the absence of continuous layer of interface com-

pounds. We believe that this conclusion is still valid because we infer that the broad intensity feature

arises from isolated islands of Fe3GaAs at the Fe/GaAs interface. We conclude that Fe3GaAs exists as

isolated islands because incorporation of even few monolayers of Fe3GaAs into our reflectivity model

led to significant disagreement between experimental and simulated profiles. The disagreement ob-

served in XRR simulation with Fe3GaAs as third layer is because the adopted Parratt model71 only

considers continuous layer during fitting. Therefore, we believe that Fe3GaAs is present as isolated

islands.
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Figure 3.16: Reciprocal space maps obtained close to the (220) in-plane GaAs reflex on (a) the as-

deposited and (b) the annealed sample

Unfortunately, the annealed sample could not be studied at P10,PETRA III because of the limited
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beam-time. So, we have performed the GID measurements on both as-deposited and annealed sam-

ples at ID13, ESRF. A micron sized X-ray beam of 14.33 keV was used with an EIGER 4M detector

at 1850 mm distance from the sample. A RSM around (220) reflex GaAs was obtained by rotating the

sample around the surface normal in the range of 4◦ with 400 steps around Bragg angle of θ=12.49◦

for both as-deposited and annealed samples. The RSM’s are constructed using the same procedure as

described before and both maps are shown in Fig 3.16. The RSM’s obtained at ESRF resemble the map

measured at PETRA III, but to aid appropriate comparison, line profiles of all three RSM’s are obtained.

Line profiles along qradial direction corresponding to [110] crystal direction are obtained from RSM’s.

The obtained line profiles from all three RSM’s (as-depositedpetra, ESRF , annealedESRF ) are shown in

Fig 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of lines profiles obtained from as-deposited and annealed samples at both

PETRA III and ESRF facilities. The difference between the PETRA III and ESRF line intensity is due

to different X-ray optics and incidence angles.

The most striking difference between the RSM’s of as-deposited sample obtained at PETRA-III and

ESRF is the change in intensity of the Bragg peaks. This intensity difference is due to different flux

and beam size of the beam used at the two separate beamlines. On the other hand, the peak positions

of the Bragg peaks almost remains same. The most interesting difference is observed in measurements

performed at ESRF where the change in intensity of both Fe and Fe3GaAs peaks is noticed due to

post-growth annealing. The change in intensity of Fe and Fe3GaAs peaks in as-deposited (red line)

and annealed (black line) sample is clearly evident in Fig 3.17 where the Fe peak intensity decrease

while the intensity of Fe3GaAs increases after annealing. This change in intensity is much more clearly

illustrated in Fig 3.18 (a) & (b) which shows the individual peak fits obtained on the as-deposited and
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annealed sample, respectively. The line profiles are fitted with pseudo-Voigt functions to obtain the

exact peak positions. The individual fit of GaAs peaks are not shown to emphasize the fits from Fe and

Fe3GaAs peaks. Later, the inter-planar spacings d110 of the Fe and Fe3GaAs layers are calculated from

the obtained peak positions using the Eq 3.1 and are tabulated in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.18: Gaussian fitting of line profiles a) as-deposited and b) annealed sample. The individual

fit of GaAs is not shown to highlight the Fe and Fe3GaAs fits.

From the calculated in-plane lattice spacings, it is evident that the Fe layer is compressively strained and

the strain further increases after annealing which coincides with our previous findings. Also, the values

of the in-plane d-spacings of the Fe layer calculated from GID and asymmetric reflexes measurements

are found to be consistent, which validates the precision and repeatability of both our sample preparation

and measurements. In correspondence, the in-plane d-spacing of Fe3GaAs is observed to increase

after post-growth annealing. Additionally, the FWHM of Fe3GaAs peak is observed to become sharp

after annealing. The sharpness of the peak indicates that Fe3GaAs islands become more ordered and

crystalline after annealing. The overall strain state of Fe layers and Fe3GaAs islands before and after

annealing are schematically represented in Fig 3.19.

The obvious assumption in any epitaxial multilayer system is that the expansion of any intermediate
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sample qrad (Å−1) a (Å)

bulk GaAs220 3.1442 1.9983

bulk Fe 110 3.0999 2.0268

bulk Fe3GaAs 110 3.0789 2.0407

as-deposited Fe 110 PETRA III 3.1281 2.0086

as-deposited Fe 110 ESRF 3.1221 2.0124

annealed Fe 110 ESRF 3.1340 2.0048

as-deposited Fe3GaAs 110 PETRA III 3.0902 2.0332

as-deposited Fe3GaAs 110 ESRF 3.0909 2.0327

annealed Fe3GaAs 110 ESRF 3.0785 2.0409

Table 3.4: Calculated in-plane lattice spacing’s (d) of Fe and Fe3GaAs and the corresponding qrad
obtained from the fitting of line profiles. The bulk d-spacing values of GaAs, Fe and Fe3GaAs are also

shown to enable comparison.
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Figure 3.19: Schematic showing in-plane compression of Fe unit-cell due to annealing with respect

to half of GaAs unit-cell. brown dashed lines: bulk unit-cell of Fe. black-line: guide to eye. arrow

indicating the compression. The extent of compression is not to scale.

layer (like Fe3GaAs) will definitely lead to tensile strain on the top layers. Therefore, the increase of

inter-planar spacing of Fe3GaAs should lead to tensile strain in Fe layers after annealing. But our results

contradict that assumption as Fe layers become more compressively strained even though the Fe3GaAs

d-spacing expands. This behavior could be understood by considering that the Fe3GaAs phase is present

as islands but not as continuous layer. Therefore, the tensile strain due to expansion of Fe3GaAs islands

d-spacing does not influence the Fe layer. Our results agree with the TEM studies performed by Fleet et

al which report the presence of about 20% of intermixed interface86 in the presumed sharp interfaces.
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In summary, the GID measurements enabled direct measurement of in-plane lattice spacings of Fe layers

and the obtained values agree with the values calculated from asymmetric reflexes. GID investigations

establish the existence of Fe3GaAs tertiary phase at the Fe/GaAs interface. We believe that our results

contribute to understanding the role of the interface in spin-injection mechanisms as the density of

electron states at the interface are suggested to be responsible for the bias dependence of spin injection

observed at Fe/GaAs interfaces.12, 20, 87, 114, 115 We assume that by considering the presence of another

phase at the Fe/GaAs interface in the First-principle calculations of spin currents, new mechanisms

responsible for asymmetry of spin-injection as a function of applied bias voltage could be uncovered.

In the latest round of beamtime at ESRF, the mentioned samples are studied again in GID geometry.

However, during this beamtime, the GID measurements are performed at different inclination angles of

the incident beam to probe different parts of the Fe film and interface. Also, the samples are subjected

to an additional cycle of annealing to identify the structural changes during the second cycle which

incidentally also led to the decrease in spin-injection efficiency (discussed in next section). The analysis

of this beamtime data is still in process and the corresponding results are not mentioned in this thesis.

3.3 Spin injection through Fe/GaAs interface

The main aim of studying Fe/GaAs material system is to achieve spin injection from ferromagnetic Fe

layer into moderately doped GaAs. Fe/GaAs is widely studied as a test system for spin injection studies

using electrical and optical techniques11, 76, 77 and a large pool of data is available on this system. There-

fore, this material system is studied first in this PhD project to establish and standardize the protocols

and techniques required for spin injection studies. The spin injection measurements on the Fe/GaAs

material system have been performed hand in hand with the previously described structural measure-

ments (3.2.2 and 3.2.3) to complement and correlate the measured structural and transport properties.

The spin injection is measured using non-local spin valve measurements, which were performed in col-

laboration with Dr. Lennart Liefeith. The details regarding fabrication of spin-valves devices and non

local measurements are discussed briefly in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Sample design and band structure of Fe/GaAs heterostructure

The design and growth conditions of the samples used for spin injection measurement are same as the

ones used for post-growth annealing studies described in subsection 3.2.2. The same sample design

is used to maintain consistency and allow correlation between observed structural properties and spin-

transport properties. The sample used for spin-injection measurements is named C21N516 and its layout

with nominal thicknesses is shown in Fig 3.20.a).

Our sample design is a modified version of the layout proposed by Lou et al13 for all-electrical lateral

spin-valve measurements. The selected channel doping concentration (n+) is above metal-insulation
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Figure 3.20: a) Sample layout of the Fe/GaAs heterostructure. b) Corresponding conduction band

profile of the sample

transition of GaAs which enables electrical conduction in GaAs at liquid helium temperatures. The

chosen n+ values also enables longer spin-lifetime, which is negatively affected by the Dyakonov-

Perel scattering.116 The highly doped layer n++ is used to obtain narrow schottky barrier and smaller

depletion zone.

The conduction band profile corresponding to the sample design is calculated using a self-consistent

Schrödinger and Poisson equation solver developed by Gregory Snider.117 For these calculations, nom-

inal doping concentration and Schottky barrier height of Fe/GaAs interface are used as input parameters.

The doping concentrations are calibrated beforehand by using magento-transport and capacity -voltage

measurements. A Schottky barrier height value of 0.6 eV is used, which is taken from literature.118 The

obtained conduction band-structure and carrier concentration as a function of distance from the Fe/-

GaAs interface is shown in Fig 3.20.b). A close-up of band-diagram close to the highly doped layer at

the Fe/GaAs interface is shown in the inset to highlight the depletion zone. It can be seen in Fig 3.20.b)

that the free carriers are located inside n+ layer forming effective channel.

3.3.2 Non-local measurement on Fe/GaAs spin valve

The spin valves device are designed by considering a number of material properties like the magnetic

easy axis orientation of the Fe layer and typical spin diffusion lengths of GaAs. These properties and

boundary conditions which are essential for all electrical spin-injection experiments are discussed in

detail in sec 2.2 & 2.1. The entire fabrication processes are performed with cleanroom facilities by

using photo-lithography and wet etching techniques and are briefly described here. The protocols of

wet chemical etching and parameters of photo-lithography are discussed in detail in the thesis work of

Dr. Lennart Liefeith.59
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One of the fabricated spin-valve device is shown in Fig 3.21, which shows two Au/Fe electrodes and

two outer Au reference electrodes which are marked as 2&3 and 1&4 respectively. The metal electrodes

are etched first so that the Fe layer is present only in the Au/Fe electrode parts of the device. Later, the

highly doped (n++) layers are etched away to define the channel and reference electrodes parts of the

device which is devoid of n++ layers. Finally, a channel with 50 µm width is defined by etching the

GaAs layer down to 400 nm to electrically isolate n+ doped layers from the substrate and subsequent

metal contacts. After these steps, Au supply lines of 390 nm in thickness are deposited in a evaporation

chamber by using thermal evaporation technique. A SiO2 based isolator is deposited to prevent supply

lines of the electrodes from getting in contact with edges of channel.

Unl

Au/Fe 
electrodes

W= 5 & 7 µm

Au
Supply lines

Au Reference 
electrode

Au Reference 
electrode

[110]

[1-10]

1 2 3 4

 GaAs
Channel
50 µm
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Figure 3.21: a) Microscopic image obtained on the fabricated spin valve device. Current-source and

voltmeter are indicated inside the image to depict the non-local measurement configuration.

During the fabrication process, precautions are taken to ensure that the channel is oriented in [110]

direction. On the other hand, the elongated axis of the Fe electrodes (2&3) are oriented in [1-10]

crystal direction of GaAs. This orientation of the channel and Fe electrodes was chosen to ensure

that the easy axis of magnetization is oriented along the long side of the electrode. The easy axis of

magnetization at the adopted Fe film thicknesses is along [1-10] crystal direction of GaAs and is well

established by many reports in literature and was also studied in our group.64, 119, 120 The separation

between the Au/Fe electrodes and outer reference electrodes is maintained at 50 µm. The center to center

separation between the electrodes 2&3 is varied between 1&7 µm in different devices to study the effect

of electrodes separation on the measured spin-injection efficiency. Also, careful measures are taken

to keep the widths of electrodes at different dimensions (electrode 2= 5 µm & electrode 3= 7 µm) to

ensure that the electrodes switch magnetic orientations at different magnetic fields due to the underlying

magnetic shape anisotropy.

Spin injection is measured on the fabricated device by using the four-terminal non-local setup as de-
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scribed in Sec 2.1. The measurement are performed at liquid helium temperatures using a 300mK

cryostat. The electrodes 1&2 are used to the measure the non-local voltage while the contact 3&4 are

used to drive the current. The measurement configuration is shown as a schematic in inset of Fig 3.22. In

our setup convention, the reverse bias direction corresponds to electron injection from FM into SC while

the forward bias corresponds to electron extraction. The magnetic field (B̄) is applied along the long

axis and swept in-plane in [1-10] direction from -100 to 100 mT with a step size of 0.1 mT at a rate of

2.4 mT/min. Non-local voltage jumps, which are characteristic of spin injection and extraction,52, 121, 122

have not been observed when the non-local measurements were performed on as-prepared sample. The

nonlocal voltage jumps as seen in Fig 3.22 are observed only, when the device is soft annealed at 200◦

under nitrogen atmosphere for 10 minutes.
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Figure 3.22: Non-local voltage measured as function of magnetic field (B̄) which is swept in both

forward and backward direction after first annealing cycle. The data were taken at liquid helium tem-

perature. Data taken in forward (backward) sweep direction is marked with red (blue) dots. The lines

are just a guide to the eye. The data were obtained with a current of 500 µA driven in reverse bias. The

inset shows the configuration of the non-local setup where the numbering of electrodes is consistent

with the one depicted in Fig 3.21

The non-local jumps shown in Fig 3.22 are obtained, when a current of 500µA is driven in reverse

bias direction in a spin valve device with Fe electrodes separation distance (2&3) of 2 µm. The double

arrows on the jumps indicate the relative magnetic orientation of electrodes 2&3 with respect to each

other. When the magnetic field is below -20 mT, both electrodes are oriented in the same direction as

indicated by the parallel double arrow. But as the field is ramped up, the magnetic orientation of the

7 µm electrode changes at +18 mT causing a anti-parallel magnetic orientation state with respect to the

other electrode. This anti-parallel state causes an imbalance of spin-carriers below the detector electrode
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(electrode 2) leading to a jump in the non-local voltage. As the field is further ramped up, the magnetic

orientation of the 5 µm electrode changes at 20 mT establishing a parallel magnetic configuration with

respect to the other electrode. This magnetization switching of the 5 µm electrode also leads to a jump

in the non-local voltage but with an opposite sign. So one magnetic sweep in direction from -100 to

+100 mT (forward direction) leads to a two jump of non-local voltage with opposite directions. The

magnetic sweep is also performed in the opposite direction (backward) which results in two more jumps

in non-local voltage as shown in Fig 3.22.

In addition, a Hanle measurement was also performed on the same device to corroborate the above

assignment and to measure the spin diffusion length. In Hanle experiments, an out-of-plane magnetic

field is swept across the electrodes that are already magnetized in-plane while simultaneously measuring

the non-local voltage. A peak in non local voltage is observed when the out-of-plane magnetic field is

at zero. This peak is characteristic of spin dephasing which is effected by the out-of-plane magnetic

field due to rotation of spin. The shape of this peak is fitted with equation relating non-local voltage

and out of plane magnetic field as discussed in thesis of Dr. Lennart Liefeith.59 The resultant fit yields

three parameters, the spin-relaxation time (τs), the spin-diffusion constant (D) and importantly the spin-

diffusion length (λdiff ) which are used for the calculation of spin-injection efficiency η. For more

details on the Hanle measurements the reader is referred to the thesis work of Dr. Lennart Liefeith.59

The measured spin-diffusion length (λdiff =3.9 µm) and the non-local jumps (∆Unl) are used to cal-

culate the spin-injection efficiency (η) by using the equation 2.14. Additionally, the spin-injection

efficiencies are also measured as a function of applied bias by measuring non-local signals at differ-

ent applied bias. The behavior of the calculated spin injection efficiencies after annealing processes is

discussed in next section.

3.3.3 Effect of post-growth annealing on spin injection

The fabricated non-local device is subjected to two cycles of post-growth annealing to study the effect

of interface on the spin-injection efficiency. As mentioned earlier, the non-local jumps are observed

only after annealing the as-prepared spin-valve devices and the reason behind this observation could be

due to change in the contact resistance of the Fe/GaAs interface. So we studied the contact resistance

of the device separately before and after each step of annealing by using a three-terminal setup. So

we obtained three sets of data on the same device as a function of annealing steps (as-prepared, fist

annealing and second annealing).

The calculated differential contact resistivity (Rc,diff = ∂U3T
∂I ) at each step of annealing is shown in

Fig 3.23. The inset in Fig 3.23 shows the experimental configuration used for the contact resistance

measurement as a function of applied bias. The observed resistivity curves are non-linear which is

an expected characteristic of the Schottky barrier formed at the Fe/GaAs interface. The shape of the

resistivity curves of all three annealing steps looks almost symmetric with respect to the zero-bias
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resistance (ZBR). The change in the symmetry of the resistivity curves corresponds to the change in

Schottky barrier depletion width. The obtained ZBR values of all three steps are highlighted in Fig 3.23,

and these values are observed to increase at every annealing step. The first annealing step leads to

increase in ZBR value by a factor two and the second annealing step leads to a slight but definite increase

in the ZBR value. This rise of ZBR was correlated to an improvement of abruptness of the Fe/GaAs

interface in previous reports15, 16, 21, 88 which in turn results in an increase of the Schottky barrier.21
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Figure 3.23: The figures bias dependence of differential contact resistivity at three subsequent anneal-

ing steps. The inset shows the three-terminal configuration used for measuring the contact resistance.

While a different trend is observed in the behavior of the spin-injection efficiency due to annealing steps.

As described before, spin-injection has been not observed at all in the as-prepared device. In addition,

the magnitude of non-local jumps (∆Rnl) observed after first cycle of annealing are found to be strongly

asymmetric with respect to zero-bias. From the measured jumps, we obtained a maximum value of

η=5.5% spin injection efficiency at low reverse bias while a maximal value of 0.9% is observed in

forward bias. After the second annealing cycle, the magnitude of the non-local jumps(∆Rnl) decreased

reflecting a reduction of spin-injection efficiency. After the second annealing cycle, η is decreased to

value of 2.6% in reverse bias direction while, no non-local jumps are observed in forward bias direction.

In addition to the observed spin-injection efficiencies, our experimental results revealed two distinct

anomalies which cannot be explained from the conventional model of spin-injection mentioned in

Sec 2.1. First, the orientation of the non-local voltage jumps ∆Unl is observed to remain always posi-

tive irrespective of the applied bias direction. However, this positive orientation of non-local jumps was

already observed in few reports regarding spin-injection across Fe/GaAs interface.55, 123 Second, the

non-local resistance (∆Rnl) is observed to be asymmetric with respect to zero bias. For more details

concerning this behavior, the readers are referred to thesis of Dr.Lennart Liefeith.59 The change in ∆Rnl
does not correlate to the change in contact resistance due to annealing cycles. These two anomalies in-
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dicate that spin-injection mechanisms are not entirely driven by the 3D bulk electronic states of Fe and

GaAs and we propose the existence of spin-polarized interface states (IS) at Fe/GaAs interface. These

IS’s were first proposed by Demchenko et.al111 to explain the bias dependence of the spin-injection ef-

ficiency observed by optical techniques.124 Interface states were also used in previous studies to explain

the observed always positive sign of ∆Unl as calculated by Honda et.al.112

A lot of information regarding the density of state near the Fe/GaAs interface can be obtained from

studying the magnitude of ∆Rnl as a function of applied bias. For example, from the values of ∆Rnl
obtained after first annealing cycle, we observe that the maximum density of interface states are located

closely below the Fermi level. Thereby, the position of these states close to Fermi level is crucial as the

spin-polarized carriers are detected by the unbiased electrode in the adopted non-local configuration.

So even a slight modification of the energetic position of these states could lead to a profound change in

the measured spin-injection efficiencies. We believe this change in interface states positions is caused

by the structural changes happening at the interface due to annealing which might be driven ba a change

in local Fe-GaAs hybridization. For example, the increase of compressive strain and tensile strain in Fe

layers and Fe3GaAs islands, respectively as function of annealing might indirectly influence the position

of spin-polarized interface states. However the exact mechanisms leading to this change could not be

established during this thesis. But we believe that the structural variations observed at the beginning of

this chapter definitely play a important role in behavior of spin-injection as a function of annealing.

3.4 Chapter Summary

Comprehensive structural and spin-transport measurements are performed on MBE deposited Fe/GaAs

heterojunctions to study the spin-injection across the interface and to identify the structural state of the

Fe layer at the Fe/GaAs interface. First, the crystalline state of the deposited Fe layers as a function

of growth temperature is investigated to establish the ideal deposition temperature for obtaining single

crystalline Fe layers and sharp Fe/GaAs interfaces. Later, Fe/GaAs spin-valve devices are fabricated to

measure spin-injection efficiencies by using an all-electrical non-local configuration. The spin-injection

efficiencies and the corresponding structural changes due to post-growth annealing cycles are studied.

The Fe/GaAs samples where Fe grown at 200◦C resulted in formation of amorphous Fe layer. Also, the

combined analysis of both XRR data and HRXRD reciprocal mapping indicated the formation of tertiary

Fe-GaAs interfacial compounds at the interface of these samples. In contrast, the Fe layer deposited at

room-temperature resulted in a crystalline Fe layer with sharp interfaces. Therefore, we studied spin-

injection exclusively in Fe/GaAs samples where Fe layers were deposited at room temperature.

The spin-injection efficiency measured in non-local configuration showed a strong dependence on the

post-growth annealing cycles. The first annealing cycle led to an increase of the spin-injection efficiency

(η) from 0% to a maximum value of 5.5% and a second annealing cycle lead to decrease of η to 2%.

In addition, we also found that the non-local jumps ∆Unl are always positive irrespective of applied
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bias direction between the reference and injector electrode. In addition, the spin-injection efficiency is

found to be asymmetric with respect to zero bias. Also, the spin-injection measurements as a function

of annealing cycles indicate that the interfaces resistances are not responsible for the observed behavior

of η. These observations indicate the presence of spin-polarized interface states (IS) at the interface

proposed by Demchenko.111 These IS’s were first introduced to explain the bias dependence of spin-

injection and their presence can also explain our observation of an asymmetric behavior of η with respect

to zero bias. The presence of these IS’s is also used to explain the positive sign of ∆Unl irrespective of

the bias direction as indicated by the work of Honda et al.112 So the assumption that IS’s are present

in our sample system leads to a consistent evaluation of our non-local results. In addition, the assumed

position of the IS’s derived from the ∆Rnl values as function of applied bias are observed to be very

close to the Fermi level. Therefore, any small change in the energetic position of these states can hugely

influence the spin detection since the detector electrode is unbiased in our non-local configuration. This

change could probably result from structural variation due to annealing.

This post-annealing effect is structurally addressed by measuring both the out-of-plane and in-plane

Bragg reflexes of the Fe layer by utilizing both lab and synchrotron sources. The diffraction data analysis

is also complemented by high resolution XRR data to evaluate the changes in the interface. We obtained

consistent data from both synchrotron and laboratory source based measurements which revealed that

the Fe films are inherently in-plane compressed and the first cycle of annealing leads to increase in

the compressive strain. We noticed that the in-plane d-spacing mismatch between the GaAs unit-cell

and corresponding two Fe unit cell is reduced from 0.5% to 0.12% during first cycle of annealing.

The observed trend in lattice mismatch implies that the Fe layers at this particular thickness tend to

epitaxially almost match with the underlaying GaAs with annealing.

GID measurements performed on the same system also showed the same trend in strain evolution as

function of annealing. However, GID measurements also revealed the presence of the Fe3GaAs phase

at the interface in form of islands. The occurrence of these islands is agreeable with the work of Fleet et

al. which reported presence of intermixed regions86 in a presumably sharp Fe/GaAs interface. The work

of Fleet et al. also suggests a decrease in the amount of intermixing region as a function of annealing.

In contrast, we observed that Fe3GaAs islands become more crystalline after annealing but we cannot

evaluate the change in amount of intermixing region with the applied technique. We believe that the

structural changes observed at the interface might directly or indirectly influences the behavior of spin-

injection efficiency. However, we could not establish the direct mechanisms that are responsible for the

observed spin-injection behavior as a function of annealing.
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4.1 Introduction

In the previous section, the intrinsic strain developed in the Fe layers due to various growth and post-

growth conditions are studied. But the aim of this thesis also encompasses structural investigation of

Metal-Semiconductor epitaxial layers under both intrinsic and extrinsic strain. The spin-valve devices

fabricated in the previous section have Fe electrodes of size of a few microns. The strain at these

reduced dimensions has to be addressed to establish the effect of fabrication induced external strain on

the spin-transport. This aspect of strain behavior at reduced dimensions is one of the neglected aspect

of investigation in Fe/GaAs system. Therefore, an in-situ technique is developed during this thesis to

study the strain at reduced dimensions and also to study the structural changes in Fe layer due to external

stress.

As mentioned earlier, the Fe/GaAs heterostructures are fabricated into non-local spin-valve devices

which are few microns in dimensions. But generally, as the dimensions of any device is reduced,

process-induced strain increases due to accumulation of deformations and defects as a result of extra

steps needed to achieve precise alignment of masks.125 In some scenarios, strain can be used to enhance

device properties as evident in widely established strained silicon technology126, 127 where, engineered

strain in the active layers is used to enhance carrier mobility. Similarly, understanding the strain state

of ferromagnetic layers at reduced dimensions is necessary to establish any strain dependent changes to

the transport properties. For this purpose microstructures are fabricated from the Fe/GaAs samples and

we intend to study strain of the microstructures by using grazing incidence diffraction. We also aim to

resolve the external stress-induced changes in strain state of Fe layers.

For the intended studies, we need a measurement technique which can simultaneously image nanostruc-

tures and measure structural changes under the induced stress. This is usually achieved by combining

real-space imaging techniques like surface probe microscopy and reciprocal space mapping methods

like X-ray diffraction techniques.128–130 Since the strain revealed by X-ray diffraction methods repre-

sents an average value over the illuminated surface area, the strain in sub-micron structures is generally

probed by a micron sized beam. These type of investigations involving combination of scanning probe

and micro-beam X-ray scattering have previously been performed by few research groups.131–134 How-
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ever, as the dimensions of sample and probing beam approach the micron range, complexity of the

surface scanning probe increases demanding a dedicated and custom designed setup on the beamline.

We propose and demonstrate integration of a commercially available Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

which involves minimal modification of the AFM setup reducing the need of dedicated setups and al-

lowing easier installation at beamline facilities. In addition the integrated AFM also offers additional

features like Scanning Spreading Resistance microscopy (SSRM) allowing to obtain information about

the local conductivity of the microstructures under investigation.

4.2 Integration at P10 beamline of PETRA III

A portable and off the selves available AFM supplied by Anfatec Instruments, Germany, is integrated

onto two separate micro-beam synchrotron end-stations (P10, PETRA III and ID13, ESRF) to achieve

the simultaneous imaging and probing the strain state of microstructures. Our setup design offers a AFM

scanning probe operating at ambient conditions in combination with a micro-focused X-ray beam. The

AFM installation at beam-lines is similar to any table-top installation procedure which enables quick

and easy integration within allocated beam-time at a synchrotron. The initial integration of the setup

including standardization and testing is done at P10 coherence beamline of PETRA III synchrotron

facility at DESY in collaboration with beamline scientists Dr Michael Sprung and Dr Alexey Zozulya.

The measurements at P10 are performed on Fe/MgO/GaAs microstructures (≈4 µm in diameter) and

these results are discussed first in this section. Later, nano-indentation measurements are performed

on smaller Fe/GaAs microstructures (≈2 µm in diameter) atthe Microfocus Beamline ID13 of ESRF

synchrotron facility and the corresponding results are discussed in the section 4.3.

4.2.1 AFM-X-ray scattering geometry

The Anfatec Level AFM is a room-temperature setup operating in all standard AFM techniques like,

contact, non-contact and dynamic modes. In addition to the standard AFM scanning modes, our AFM

setup is also designed to perform SSRM mode of scanning which is commonly referred as Conductive

Atomic Force Microscopy (CAFM). Some features of CAFM mode is also used to assist alignment of

the microstructures in the X-ray beam which is discussed in detail in Sec 4.3.2.

Our AFM setup consists of two main parts namely a body and a head as shown in Fig 4.1.(a). The head

consists of a small camera used for initial sample alignment and a red laser which is used to observe

the deflection of the cantilever during the scan. A standard 4-segment photo-diode is used to observe

top-minus-bottom (T-B) and left-minus-right (L-R) signals, which are produced due to horizontal and

lateral movements of the tip respectively. The head part is customized by the manufacturer to suit

our experimental need where two conical grooves with opening angle of 40◦ are added as highlighted

in the Fig 4.1.(b). These grooves are needed for X-ray experiments as discussed later in the section.
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While the entire head rests on three motor driven shafts present on the body part of AFM. These shafts

are used for initial approach of the tip to the sample and also for easier removal of the head during

sample change. The experimental setup and modifications to the AFM setup are designed by as a part

of PIER DIMAP (PIF-2013-14) project.

In our setup, the sample is mounted on a piezo-driven stage in the body part of AFM. These piezo

crystals are used to move the sample in all three translation directions (x,y and z) during the topographic

scans. In laboratory conditions, the external vibrations are suppressed by hanging the body of AFM on

three rubber strips. But this arrangement is not possible on a diffractometer as precise alignment of

AFM tip and X-ray beam is essential for the experiment. Therefore the entire AFM is mounted on three

adjustable pivots (highlighted in Fig 4.1.(a)) that are fixed to a horizontal diffractometer present in the

second hutch of P10 beamline. In addition, thick porous rubber pads are place between the pivots and

the AFM body to reduce external vibrations. In recent reports, where AFM’s were used in combination

with X-rays, the movement of the beam was synchronized with the movement of the tip leading to an

complicated setup conditions. Whereas in our setup, the position of tip and beam are kept constant

while the sample and the entire AFM are moved independently.

By considering the above setup of the AFM, we have identified two major design requirements that

are essential for the task of simultaneous X-ray and AFM measurements of individual microstructures.

First, the X-ray beam should be perpendicular to the cantilever to allow free propagation of beam.

Second, the beam should probe the microstructure that is directly under the AFM tip. By considering

these two requirements, a basic working design of the setup is devised which is shown in Fig 4.2. By

examining the design, few geometrical constrains of the setup are identified. It is clearly evident that,

at low inclination angles of X-rays, the experiment can be carried out efficiently as the cantilever of

the AFM does not impede the X-ray beam. Therefore our AFM setup is perfectly suited for applying

grazing incidence geometry such as Grazing Incidence Small angle Scattering (GISAXS) and Grazing

Incidence Diffraction (GID) to study the strain of microstructures, while the sample is being probed by

the AFM tip.

However, at higher inclination angles the beam will be hindered by both cantilever and the equipment

holding the tip-cantilever system. These higher inclination angles are needed to perform the X-ray

diffraction measurements in symmetrical geometry (ω = 2θ) that give information about the out-of-

plane Bragg peaks. Therefore to access the symmetrical geometry measurements, conical grooves are

machined on the head part of the head (highlighted in Fig 4.1.(b)). However, only about 70◦ out of

sample plain could be used X-ray scattering as the opening angle of the conical groove is 40◦. However,

the width of cantilever and height of AFM tip must be considered to calculate the accessible incident and

exit angles in the direction perpendicular to the cantilever. By assuming a typical cantilever width (w) of

30 µm and tip height (h) of 15 µm, the accessible angles are calculated by Q = arctan2h
w . The resulting

maximal opening angle available for diffraction experiments is therefore 45◦.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Image showing the portable AFM fixed on the diffractometer table P10, PETRA. The

red and green arrows highlight the direction of X-rays and adjustable pivots respectively. (b) Side view

of the modified head of the Anfatec AFM showing the conical grooves and also highlighting the sample

and cantilever. Black arrows indicate the motorized shafts on which the head rests.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing the combination of AFM cantilever and X-ray scattering geometries.
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4.2.2 Sample design of microstructures

The microstructures that were used for integration testing experiments are fabricated from Fe/MgO/-

GaAs heterostructures. The sample layout with nominal layer thicknesses is shown in the upper inset of

Fig 4.3.(a). These samples were fabricated by Dr.Boris Landgraf as a part of his doctoral project.119 The

sample layout is same as the design described in Chapter 6 except that the MgO layers are deposited in

the presence of an additional oxygen background pressure and are annealed at 250◦ before deposition of

the metal layers. Later the samples are fabricated into microstructures shaped as rings by using standard

lithographic techniques and wet-chemical etching. The rings are systematically distributed as rhombus

shaped clusters connected by a single line of rings as shown Fig 4.3.(a). The schematic of the mask

design used for fabricating rings is shown as lower inset in Fig 4.3.(a). The rhombus shaped clusters are

used as visual markers for alignment as they are visible to the naked eye.

a) b)

c)
d)
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Figure 4.3: (a) Microscopic image showing the Fe/MgO/GaAs ring patterned into a single line and

rhombus shaped clusters. The lower inset in blue color is the larger view schematic of the mask used

for obtaining the microstructures while the upper inset shows the sample design. (b) AFM topographic

image obtained on the microstructures. (c) 3D AFM image showing the height of the ring pattern . (d)

SSRM image obtained showing the local conductivity of the microstructures
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The individual rings have an inner and an outer radius of 700 nm and 1900 nm respectively. The

height of the rings is observed to be around 52 nm and this height and diameter are estimated from the

topography images measured after the AFM is installed in the diffractometer. At this height, the surface

of ring is the Au layer while the bare surface of the sample is the doped region of GaAs. The obtained

16× 16µm2 topography scan and 3-dimensional image of individual ring are shown in Fig 4.3.(a)& (b)

respectively.

The AFM scans are performed by using a conductive AFM tip in contact mode to enable simultaneous

measurement of topography and SSRM images. For this purpose, an electrical contact is established

between the bare surface and the AFM tip and the obtained SSRM image is shown in Fig 4.3.(d).

The data shown in Fig 4.3.(d) represents a processed image, where a parasitic frequency of 50 Hz is

subtracted from data to remove the noise. The obtained SSRM image is a representation of resistance

measured by AFM tip at every point of contact with the sample. In another words, it is an image

showing lateral distribution of sample conductivity. We observed a homogeneous conductivity on the

bare surface which is expected as it a highly doped semiconductor. This homogeneous distribution of

conductivity is due to constant current flowing between the tip and sample. In contrast, the rings shows

lower conductivity when compared to the bare GaAs surface due to higher resistivity of MgO barrier

leading to domination of total resistance by the tunneling barrier. The tunnel barrier reduces the current

flowing in the tip-sample system leading to the observed contrast in the SSRM image.

Both topography and SSRM images obtained when the AFM was mounted in the diffractometer resem-

ble the images when the AFM is suspended on the vibration stabilizing elastic bands. This similarity

of the AFM images validates the vibrational stability of the integrated AFM setup. Moreover, we did

not observe any significant jumps in the T-B signal when the entire AFM is translated during reciprocal

space map measurements which are discussed later. In essence, the vibrational stability of the AFM is

not compromised by integrating it in the diffractometer.

4.2.3 Alignment of microstructures

A major bottleneck in studying microstructures simultaneously with micro X-ray beam and scanning

probe microscopy is the alignment of both components with respect to each other. In addition, these

two probing components should be aligned on the microstructure of interest. Previous works have used

various strategies like scanning mirrors135 and moving AFM tip136 to align all three components of tip-

beam-microstructures system. Whereas our alignment strategy is based on translating the entire AFM

setup with respect to the fixed X-ray beam. The alignment of the micro-beam and the microstructures

in our setup is achieved by following a series of carefully executed steps described below.

For the purpose of alignment, the AFM head is dismounted and the sample is placed on the AFM body.

Later, the sample is aligned to a specific GID Bragg angle that is chosen for further investigations and

this step is schematically depicted in Fig 4.4.a). After this step, the sample surface is brought parallel to
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a) b)

c) d)

Horizontal scan

Vertical scan

Figure 4.4: (a-d) Sequential alignment steps adopted in P10 coherent beamline for aligning mi-

crostructures, tip and beam with respect to each other.

the beam propagation direction and the AFM head is mounted back on the AFM body. In the next step,

the tip is approached to the sample and the entire AFM setup is scanned in horizontal direction with

respect to stationary X-ray beam. This step is performed to ensure that the X-ray beam illuminates the

AFM tip. When the beam hits the AFM tip, an increase in small angle scattering signal is observed due

to interaction of the beam with the tip. This step is shown in Fig 4.4.b). In the next step, the beam must

be aligned to the tip apex so that the beam probes the microstructure which is directly under the tip. The

apex of the tip is found by vertically translating the AFM and fixing its position where the horizon of

the sample is observed in the 2D-detector. The steps b & c involving horizontal and vertical translations

of AFM ensures that the beam is at apex of the tip so that the beam probes the structures under the tip.

After steps b & c, the diffractometer position are noted down to ensure the constant relative position

between the beam and AFM tip. Later, the tip is moved to the microstructure of interest and this

movement is compensated by moving the entire AFM in opposite direction to maintain the alignment

between the AFM tip and X-ray beam. Finally, the AFM is moved to the previously aligned diffractions

conditions to obtain high resolution GID data of individual microstructures.

4.2.4 GID measurements on the microstructures

After the alignment procedure, individual microstructures are studied using Grazing Incidence Diffrac-

tion geometry at a photon energy of 13 KeV. The X-ray beam is focused by using a set of parabolic

refractive lenses consisting of a total of 8 lenses with curvature of radius of 50 µm. The size of the
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beam at the center of the diffractometer is measured to be 1.5 × 3 µm2 (vertical × horizontal). The

2-theta arm in the horizontal diffractometer hutch of P10 can be rotated up to 30◦ in horizontal plane.

A 2D Pilatus detector is mounted on the 2-theta arm at a distance of 5 m from the rotation center of the

horizontal diffractometer. The GID reciprocal space maps (RSM’s) are obtained around (220) reflex of

GaAs at a Bragg angle of 13.8◦ .

It is worth noting that, in our experimental configuration, the X-ray beam propagation is perpendicular

to the line of rings as shown in Fig 4.3.(a). So by considering the size of the rings and beam and also the

orientation of the X-ray beam, we can address individual rings. A GID reciprocal space map obtained

on an individual ring is shown in Fig 4.5.(b). The shown GID map is obtained on the left most ring of

AFM image shown in Fig 4.3.(b).

We obtained another RSM (shown in Fig 4.5.(a) when the tip and center of the beam is moved to the

bare surface between the rings. A clear contrast is observed between the two RSM obtained at different

positions of the sample. A circular cloud of diffuse intensity is observed in the RSM obtained on the

ring microstructure and this circular cloud is highlighted by black dashed circle. However this cloud of

diffuse intensity is observed to depend on the exit angle. Similar dependence of the diffusive scattering

as a function of exit angle is observed in InAs quantum dots on GaAs system137 and it is reported to be

caused by the stress fields of InAs dots. So we associate the diffuse cloud in our system to the strain

field induced by both MgO and metal layers present in the ring structure. On contrary, the diffusive

cloud intensity is not observed around (220) reflex of GaAs when the beam is used to probe the bare

surface where the MgO and metal layers are etched away. This observation validates our inference that

the MgO and metals layers are responsible for the presence of the diffuse cloud in RSM recorded on

micro rings.

We did not observe a characteristic Fe peak close to the GaAs (220) peak, which is clearly seen in

Fe/GaAs samples as discussed in Sec 3.2.3. This non-existence of Fe diffraction peak indicates the Fe

layer deposited on MgO is not crystalline. This feature of non-existence of Fe Bragg peak is observed

in MgO containing samples and is discussed in detail in chapter 6.

4.3 Integration at Microfocus beamline, ID13,ESRF

As mentioned earlier in this section, The aim of integrating an AFM onto a beamline facility is to

serve two purposes. First, to study the effect of accumulated strain at reduced dimensions of the het-

erojunction. Second, to study the effect of externally induced stress on the strain state of Fe layers.

Unfortunately, the study of strain evolution under external pressure could not be performed in the lim-

ited time of beamtime at P10, PETRA III facility. Moreover, for these measurements, the size of the

fabricated rings would have been too big to induce any detectable changes in the strain. Therefore new

microstructures with reduced dimensions are prepared for the beamtime at ID13, ESRF facility.
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a) b)

Figure 4.5: GID RSM around (220) GaAs Bragg peak (a) obtained on bare surface in between two ring

structures (b) Obtained on a individual ring showing diffuse intensity highlighted by the black dashed

circle.

4.3.1 Specifications of beamline and samples

The same portable Anfatec AFM setup used at P10, PETRA III facility is integrated at the Microfocus

Beamline (ID13, ESRF). The optics of the ID13 beamline is specifically designed to achieve X-ray beam

in sub-micron dimensions. A simplistic layout of the AFM and beamline optics of ID13 is schematically

shown in Fig 4.6. We used a micron sized X-ray beam of 14.33 keV for these investigations. The beam

is pre-focused by Compound Refractive Lenses (CRL) which are positioned upstream to the channel-cut

monochromator(CCM). The beam is then focused on the sample using a gold Fresnel zone plate (FZP)

with the diameter of 200 µm and the outer zone width of 70 nm in combination with a order sorting

aperture (OSA). The FZP focal distance is 160 mm, which provided source demagnification factor of

612. The entrance aperture of the FZP optics is set to 200 × 200 µm2. The undulator (U) to sample

distance is 98 m and the beam size at the sample position is 1(horizontal)×0.7(vertical) µm2 with beam

flux of 3.5× 1010 photons/second.

We used a Frelon detector at 780 mm distance from the sample for alignment of the direct beam,

and a EIGER 4M detector at 1850 mm distance for GID measurements. The exposure during the

measurements is controlled by using a fast shutter. The AFM is integrated on a high precision hexapod

and the detectors are mounted on a separate arm that moves horizontally. The major modification

of the setup at ID13 as compared to the PETRA III integration experiments is the application of a

photocurrent signal for the alignment and the use of the AFM tip as an indenter for applying stress to

the microstructures. These aspects are discussed in detail in the next few sections.

As mentioned earlier we require smaller microstructures to induce considerable pressure by the AFM

tip, therefore, new masks are designed to fabricate microstructures that are smaller than the size of the X-
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Figure 4.6: Schematic presentation of main components of ID13, ESRF beamline and experimental

setup. U: undulator, CCM: channel cut monochromator, FZP: Fresnel zone plate, OSA: order sorting

aperture, D: detector.

ray beam. For these studies, a Fe/GaAs sample named C21N587 is used to fabricate the microstructures.

The sample is also used for GID measurements on uniform films and is described in detail in Sec 3.2.3.

The sample contains 4 nm of Fe layer capped with 3.5 nm of Au layer. The Fe/GaAs films are patterned

into cylindrically shaped microstructures with step height of 40 nm by standard e-beam lithography and

wet chemical etching. The diameter of the microstructures is 2 µm and the edge-to-edge separation

is 3 µm as shown in Fig 4.7.(a). The figure represents only a part of the fabricated structure. The

entire structures is shown in the inset of Fig 4.7.(a). A line of 10 single dots is enclosed between large

structures serving as markers for optical alignment of the AFM tip as shown in in Fig 4.7.(a). This

patterned sample containing the microstructures will be referred in further text as the structured sample.

20µm

500 µm

Beam direction

45 nm

a) b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Optical microscopy image showing part of structured sample. Inset: Schematic of the

full mask used for developing structured sample. The long pointed structure is a marker used for optical

positioning. (b) 3D AFM topographic image of an individual microstructure

4.3.2 Alignment using photocurrents

The process of alignment of microstructures and tip adopted at P10 beamline and described in Sec 4.2.3

is a time consuming process as it involves several iterative steps of AFM translations. This problem of

alignment is solved in several ways by other research group by implementing various strategies. One
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solution that is widely used is to increase the probability of finding any microstructures in the beam by

studying self organized and homogeneously dispersed structures.128 Another possibility demonstrated

in some studies is to use a variety of techniques like X-ray-fluorescence129 and photo-current imaging136

as alignment tools for finding the nanostructures on the sample. Alignment in such a way requires

dedicated setups, in addition to the scanning probe apparatus already used for imaging which in turns

leads to complexity of the setup. Here we demonstrate that the Conductive Force Atomic Microscopy

(CAFM) mode available in our AFM setup can be employed as a alignment tool.

In the CAFM mode, a small DC bias is applied between the conductive tip and the sample as shown

in Fig 4.8. Photoelectrons are generated when the high-energy X-ray beam interacts with the sample.

These electrons are driven towards the conductive tip by electric field present due to the applied bias.

The resultant photocurrent signal is maximal when the illuminated spot is closest to the tip, and this

signal is used as a tool for alignment.

V e-

Figure 4.8: Schematic showing CAFM components of the AFM setup on the X-ray diffractometer

along with an illustration of the microstructures on the sample and the X-ray beam geometry.

Some of the previous reports have adapted a similar approach where the tip is moved across the beam

and a lock-in technique is utilized to find the precise position of tip with respect to sample and beam.

The photocurrent signal is detected at the operating frequency of a dedicated beam chopper installed

upstream to the sample.138 In contrast, in our setup the entire AFM is moved across the beam and

the fast shutter present upstream provides a modulation of the photocurrent signal. This opening and

closing of fast shutter is coincidentally advantageous as it prevent the saturation of pre-amplifier in the

CAFM setup. We did not apply a dedicated pre-amplifier as it would require a additional integration

with the beamline operational software.

For the sake of alignment, a GID reciprocal space map around the 220 reflex of GaAs is measured on

an uniform (un-structured) sample beforehand as shown in Fig 4.9. This measurement is performed to
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adjust the grazing incidence angle and align the AFM in Bragg position for further GID measurements

on structured samples. The GID RSM obtained is similar to one shown and described in Fig 3.15 of

section 3.2.3, because the same sample was used for both experiments. After the entire setup is aligned

to the desired Bragg position, the unstructured sample is replaced with the structured sample and the

following iterative steps are performed to align tip, sample and X-ray beam with respect to each other.
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ad
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)

Figure 4.9: GID reciprocal space map obtained on unstructured Fe/GaAs sample. The indexed peaks

are highlighted by black circles and intensity values are represented in logarithmic scale.

First, the AFM tip is roughly positioned close to the structures by using optical markers and an AFM

topography scan is performed later to find the microstructures precisely. Then the AFM tip is moved

to the center of an individual microstructure and the position with respect to the tip and the sample is

fixed. In the next step, the entire AFM is scanned transversely to the beam in y and z-directions. The

alignment of the beam to the tip is controlled by the photocurrent yield as shown in Fig 4.10. In vertical

direction the AFM is placed at a position marked in Fig 4.10.(a). Above or below this position, the

beam does not hit the horizon of the sample. Afterwards, a horizontal translation scan perpendicular to

the beam propagation direction is performed to align the tip in the beam. A photocurrent scan along

y-direction is shown in Fig 4.10.(b). The AFM is positioned at the maximum yield of photocurrent

signal. The steps shown in the inset of Fig 4.10.(b) are due to the fast shutter which acts to prevent

over exposure of 2D detector. After the photo-current scans, the microstructures should be aligned to

the Bragg condition. Therefore, a GID scan is performed and presence of diffraction signal from Fe

layer validates alignment of the beam, tip and structures at the same position. These steps are repeated

iteratively to fine align all three components of the experiment.

4.3.3 Effect of indentation on Fe Interface

In our AFM setup, the sample is mounted on a piezo stage controlled by a feedback mechanism. This

stage is moved in x, y and z-direction to perform topography scans. Once the tip is placed on microstruc-
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Figure 4.10: (a) CAFM signal in z-direction and (b) CAFM signal in y- direction (The dots represent

maximum of CAFM signal at each step of translation). Inset: Continuous CAFM signal in y direction.

ture of interest, this stage is exclusively moved in z-direction to apply pressure on the microstructure.

After alignment procedure, a so called normal force versus distance curve is obtained to calculate the

force applied with respect to the cantilever deflection (T-B). The T-B signal is the movement of laser

spot in the detector due to a certain translation of piezo in z-direction. The force applied on the mi-

crostructure is calculated using the equation 4.1, where, k is spring constant of the tip (2.7 N/m) as

specified by the tip manufacturer (BRUKER), while the sensitivity is the slope obtained from force ver-

sus distance curve and reference value is the T-B value used for applying pressure. The equation 4.1

is used for force calculation because the entire displacement of piezo stage is not converted to applied

force due to the bending of cantilever. Later external stress is applied in intervals by increasing the

set-point of top-bottom (T-B) signal to a total cantilever displacement of 400 nm from initial contact

of tip and sample. At every step, the entire AFM is translated by same magnitude of displacement in

opposite direction (-z) to keep the beam at the same part of the AFM tip.
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Force =
k

Sensitivity
× reference_value(T −B) (4.1)

An initial displacement of 100 nm equivalent to the force of ≈ 269 nN is applied first and increased in

steps to 1.08 µN for the final displacement. Henceforth, we refer to the steps of displacement as loading

steps. Simultaneously, GID reciprocal space maps are collected after every loading step. The GID

technique is specifically suited in our investigation since it is sensitive to the layers close to the surface

of the sample. The GID maps recorded with AFM tip in equilibrium (no load), the first displacement

(first load) and final displacement (final load) are compared in detail to understand the changes in the

Fe layer. The T-B signal of AFM is regularly monitored during the rocking scans to ensure the stability

of the AFM.139

Indentation induced effects are investigated by studying the change in the Bragg peak features in the

RSM at every displacement step. Typically two additional diffraction peaks are observed in recipro-

cal space maps measured in the vicinity of GaAs (220) reflection. They are indexed to Fe(110) and

Fe3GaAs (110) peaks was highlighted in Fig 4.9. Fe3GaAs is reported to be a thermodynamically sta-

ble compound existing as pseudocubic unit cell on GaAs substrates.92, 113 The detailed analysis of these

peak positions and features are discussed in Sec 3.2.3; nevertheless, the most relevant results are sum-

marized here. The diffraction peak of Fe3GaAs is broad since the Fe3GaAs is distributed as isolated

islands at the interface. The existence of the islands is inferred by a combination of XRR and GID

analysis.
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Figure 4.11: a) GID maps of structured Fe/GaAs sample with no load and b) with maximum load.

To illustrate the change in diffraction peak features due to indentation, GID maps obtained on the

structured sample under no load and final load conditions are shown in Fig 4.11.a) and 4.11.b) re-

spectively. The intensity of Bragg peaks appears as separate streaks as highlighted by dashed lines in
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both Fig 4.11.(a) & (b). These intensity streaks named as intensity fringes might occur be due to the

attenuation of the incident or exit beams with surface bound dust particles on the sample. Another

noticeable difference that was observed is the intensity distribution around Bragg peaks between the

RSMs obtained on the unstructured (Fig 4.9) and structured sample(Fig 4.11.(a). This is due to the

lower scattering volume of Fe layer available in the latter. The rest of the signal seems to be identical.

GID maps corresponding to all loads are shown in Appendix 8.
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Figure 4.12: a) Comparison of lines profiles obtained from RSM measured at different loading steps.

Fitting showing individual fits performed on line profile obtained from RSM measured at no loading

step
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However, to draw comparisons between all loading steps, line profiles are obtained from GID RSMs.

The GID maps are integrated in qang direction to obtain line profiles along qrad direction which are

then used to reveal the inter-plane lattice spacing (d). The line profiles are obtained by choosing a small

region (range) in RSM to integrate intensity along qang. This range is chosen so that the fringe features

do not affect the obtained line profiles. Fig 4.12(a) shows three line profiles which correspond to GID

maps measured with no load, first and final load. The obtained line profiles are fitted with pseudo-Voight

functions, and an example of fitting is shown in Fig 4.12(b). The resultant magnitudes of ~q vectors are

used to calculate the inter-planar lattice spacing (d) using the Eq 3.1.

The calculated d-values along with uncertainties for Fe3GaAs, Fe and GaAs at different loads are plot-

ted in Fig 4.13. The inter-planar lattice constant of the Fe layer with no applied load indicates that

the Fe layer is compressively strained and this observation agrees with our previous report140 and the

observations discussed in Sec 3.2.3. As the load is systematically increased the Fe inter-planar spacing

decreases further with a total change of 0.1%. The in-plane lattice constant of Fe3GaAs also decreases

with increasing load. The bulk d-spacing values of GaAs (220) and Fe (110) reflexes are 1.9975 Å

and 2.026 57 Å respectively. As evident from Fig 4.13, the d-spacings values of Fe and GaAs are very

close to each other and Fe d-spacing is observed to reach towards the value of GaAs at maximum load.

The bulk GaAs d-spacing is shown in Fig 4.13 as green dashed line for comparison with respect to the

measured value which remains constant as expected.
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Figure 4.13: Measured in-plane lattice spacing as a function of force applied by AFM tip. lines con-

necting data points are only guide to eye and the green dashed line represents the bulk inter-planar

spacing of GaAs (220) lattice planes.
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From Fig 4.13 it is evident that the initial load induces a major change in the in-plane lattice constant

of Fe when compared to subsequent loading steps. This behavior could be explained by considering

both the dimension of our tip and contact mechanics of the tip and interacting surface. We have used

a sharp diamond coated tip with the radius of 40-150 nm which is far smaller than the dimensions of

the investigated structures. Therefore a sharp indentation is created on the surface in contact which in

our case is the Au layer. So we speculate that the larger initial change of lattice constant of Fe layer

is caused by this sharp indentation resulting in a small local deformation in the Fe film during the first

loading. In this case, the contact mechanism can be generally described by Sneddon model141 where

the contact is assumed as infinitely hard cone on a elastic flat surface.

Similar reports on indentation in combination with X-ray scattering are performed using a micron sized

blunt tip where the radius of the tip is close to the dimension of indented structures.128, 136 These blunt

tips are also used to facilitate homogeneous strain distribution on indented structures. Blunt tips also

lead to smaller indentation depths which results in a gradual change of inter-planar lattice spacing of the

layer under investigation. Contact mechanics of these type of systems involving blunt tips are generally

modeled by the Hertz model.142

Unfortunately, the resultant indentation depth in our system could not be measured due to beam induced

depositions observed on the investigated structures which will be discussed later in the text. However,

an indentation depth of 8 nm is measured separately by performing similar loading process on a different

microstructure in the absence of an X-ray beam. The observed 8 nm deep indention implies that the tip

has displaced the entire Fe layer at the position of the tip. However, the lateral size of indentation is far

less than the dimensions of investigated micro-structures. Therefore most of Fe layer in microstructure

remains intact.

We applied a Finite Element method (FEM) to describe the effect of indentation depth on the resultant

applied pressure and the subsequent impact on the diffraction signal. To mimic the action of the AFM

tip on the metal, a lateral strain of 0.01 was applied locally at the center to an indent depth of 8 nm. The

value of the lateral strain is chosen arbitrarily and reflects the magnitude of the indent. The resultant

strain profile from assumed lateral strain extends symmetrically from the AFM tip as shown in Fig 4.14.

In the limit of plastic deformation, any additional applied force will modify the magnitude of the signal

but the shape of the strain profile will remain the same. Fig 4.14 shows a distribution of the simulated

lateral strain at two regions of interest in the indented microstructure. The AFM tip is localized at

the center. The blue dashed line shows the strain distribution on the top of the Fe layer (4 nm below

the surface) and the green continuous line corresponds to the interface between the Fe layer and GaAs

substrate (8 nm below the surface). From the Fig 4.14 it is clear that the strain decays exponentially

from the center at both interfaces.

Since the dimensions of the X-ray beam is close to 1 µm, the measured diffraction signal is an aver-

age of cumulative changes in the entire microstructure. Therefore, most of the signal originates from

areas with small displacement of the Fe layer. To simulate the shape of the diffraction signal we have
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of lateral strain at two Fe depths indicated by dashed lines in the inset. Ex-

ponential decrease of strain profile corresponds to the straight lines in the figure. Inset: The sample

layout showing both Fe interfaces.

integrated strain contributions along the microstructure. While the nontrivial contributions from regions

underneath and in close proximity of the AFM tip are not taken into account. The integrated signal

is then fitted with Gaussian function and the shifts in the position of the fit are compared to the shifts

observed in the experiment. We observe that the broadening of the simulated signal is important to

properly describe the shift. Therefore, we have used experimental FWHM of the Fe layer diffraction

obtained at no loading condition for the Gaussian fit used for calculating the shift.

Afterwards, we compared the shift of the diffraction signal for maximum load with the results of our

simulations. We found that the strain at the tip is 7300 times bigger than the simulated value obtained

using FEM. This implies that the width of the indent at maximum load is about 37 nm which is com-

patible to specifications of our diamond tips and also to the indent width measured in the experiment

without beam. These FEM simulations are performed in collaboration with Dr. Taras Slobodskyy.

4.3.4 Local deposition on microstructures

After the indentation study, we performed another topographic scan on the investigated microstructures

to measure the depth of the indent. Surprisingly, deposits of unknown origin are observed on those

microstructures which were used for the indentation experiments with simultaneous X-ray exposure(as

seen in Fig 4.15.(a). These deposits are not observed before indentation as evident from Fig 4.7.(b).

This indicates that the deposits are formed due to prolonged exposure of structures to an intense X-

ray beam during the indentation. The CAFM scan performed on the microstructure revealed that the

observed deposits are made of an insulating material Fig 4.15.(b). The uniform conductivity observed

prior to indentation vanishes in regions of deposition. Another noticeable feature is that the deposits are
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located at regions where the AFM tip has interacted with sample. This localized feature indicates that

the AFM tip might be involved in assisting the formation of deposits.

a)

b)

Figure 4.15: (a) AFM topographic image after indentation. (b) Simultaneous CAFM obtained on the

indented structure.

A scanning electron microscopic image is obtained after the beamtime experiments to characterize the

deposited structures and the state of the tip used for indentation. The SEM image reveals dark features

at the same region where deposits were observed by AFM as seen in Fig 4.16.a). The SEM image of the

tip revealed that the most of the tip is intact, but the apex has amorphous features as seen in Fig 4.16.b).

These features might have also formed due to interaction of an ionizing beam with the tip.

a) b)

Figure 4.16: a) SEM image obtained on the indented microstructure showing local deposits. b) SEM

image obtained on tip after indentation.

To understand the chemical nature of these deposits, we have performed energy dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy (EDX) on the microstructures. A line scan along the white dashed line shown on the structures
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in Fig 4.17.(b) is performed. During the line scan, the k-shells of carbon and oxygen, the M shell of Au

and the L shell of Fe elements are monitored. The line scan is performed at a step size of 2.5 µm. As

expected, we were able to observe clear Fe and Au signals from the microstructures. moreover, the EDX

signal of C and O elements has distinctly increased on the indented structures as shown in Fig 4.17.a.

We also observe a dark streak in between microstructures which might have formed during the align-

ment of the structures. We tentatively conclude that these deposits are a result of beam interaction with

ambient air and the sample. Similar depositions are observed when photo-electrons are generated from

metal surfaces by highly ionizing beam.143 Recently, Vitorino et al144 have reported formation about

micrometric holes in the organic samples during a similar experiment involving scanning probe and

simultaneous X-ray exposure. Holes might have formed because they have used higher energy beam

(19 KeV) and also because organic samples are more susceptible to thermal absorption of X-ray beams.

This deposition could also result from a cumulative effect of ionizing beam and photo-current emission.
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Figure 4.17: (a) EDS elemental line scans along the structures obtained after beam time. (b) SEM

image. The dashed white line in the SEM figure shows the line along which the line scan is performed.

The white rectangle box highlights the indented structure shown in Fig 4.16.
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4.4 Chapter Summary

An in-situ technique is developed to study the effect of external stress on the strain state of Fe layers in

Fe/GaAs system. The purpose of this technique is to integrate a scanning probe method like AFM on

micro-beamline facilities to enable simultaneous access to the real and reciprocal space information of

Fe/GaAs microstructures. This in-situ technique is developed in two stages. First, the portable AFM

setup is integrated at the P10 beamline of PETRA III facility for the purpose of testing stability and

accessibility of the adopted setup. The testing confirmed that the developed technique can be simulta-

neously used to image, address and manipulate the microstructures under investigation. In the second

phase of the development, the same setup is installed at ID13, ESRF facility and a nano-indentation

experiment has been performed.

At P10 facility, GID measurements in vicinity of GaAs (220) Bragg peak are performed on Fe/MgO/-

GaAs microstructures which are ring shaped. The GID measurements revealed that strain in individual

microstructures induced by MgO and Fe layers can be probed separately. This strain is observed in

the form of circular diffusive cloud of intensity around the Bragg peak of GaAs in GID RSM maps

obtained on Fe/MgO/GaAs microstructures. The measurements performed at P10 established that our

setup can be easily integrated at any micro-beamline facility allowing a combination of imaging and

strain mapping of microstructures.

By using the same setup at ID13, ESRF, we have studied the stress induced changes in 2 µmFe/GaAs

microstructures. By applying the GID geometry and a micro-focused X-ray beam, the evolution in-plane

lattice planes of epitaxial Fe layer due to nano-indentation is investigated. The Fe layer in patterned

Fe/GaAs microstructures is found to be compressively strained in the direction normal to the surface

and this strain is further increased due to indentation. The variation of lateral strain of Fe layer along the

microstructure is also modeled using Finite Element method (FEM) which revealed that lateral strain

decays exponentially from the center of the tip contact. The calculated width obtained from FEM results

is found to be in agreement with measured width of indentation produced by an AFM tip. However,

the model adopted is only a simplistic representation of the experiment. Therefore, further modeling

is required to simulate the changes in the RSM in correspondence to applied pressure to validate the

obtained results.

We also observed local depositions on microstructures due to cumulative effect of intense ionizing

beam and photo-current emission. These deposits were found to be insulating carbon-oxygen based

compounds. We adapted the CAFM mode of AFM as an alignment tool for addressing the sub-micron

structures. This tool is also proposed as a reliable method for systematic alignment of nanostructures of

interest with respect to a synchrotron beam.
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5.1 Introduction

The InAs/InGaAs quantum well system is desirable for spintronic applications due to enhanced trans-

port properties of quantum wells. For example, InAs based material system offers an high spin orbit

coupling interaction and high mobilities and recent reports has provoked interest in this system.145, 146

The high mobilities observed in the system can be used to realize the ballistic transport limit which was

proposed to be highly efficient for spin injection due to inter-band coupling.24, 80 Therefore, the inser-

tion of tunneling barriers to avoid the conductivity mismatch between ferromagnet and semiconductor

becomes redundant. Previous spin-injection experiments on the InAs systems have been performed in

lattice-matched InGaAs heterostructures on InP substrates.23, 147, 148 However, there are no reports on

all electrical spin injection into InGaAs/InAs quantum wells that are grown on InAlAs metamorphic

buffers. These step-graded buffer layers are designed to form a virtual substrate that is lattice matched

to the active layers of heterostructure. The structural properties of metamorphic buffers are studied

separately using various techniques including X-ray diffraction149–151 and electron microscopy.152–154

But the combined study of both structural properties of the Fe/InAlAs heterostructure and spin-injection

measurements are not performed together on the same sample. This information about the structural

state of the sample and the corresponding spin-injection efficiency is essential as the morphology of the

quantum well (QW) interfaces is observed to affect the energetic positions of sub-bands of the QW.29, 30

The local change in the quantum well morphology could also effect the effective magnetic field (Beff )

experienced due to Spin-orbit interaction by the charge carriers in the quantum well because this prop-

erty relies on the direction of the carriers.155, 156 The local structural changes are addressed by scanning

X-ray diffraction, while the spin-injection measurements are performed by spin-valves as described

in the chapter. Initially the deposition and structural properties of the metamorphic buffers the spin-

injection from an ferromagnetic Fe electrode into the quantum wells is discussed later in this chapter.
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5.2 Structural investigations of Fe/InAs heterojunctions

A detailed structural investigation is performed on Fe/InAlAs heterojunctions to understand the crys-

talline quality and morphology of the deposited layers. The structural studies such as indium com-

position calibration and local crystallinity of buffer layers are discussed in this chapter. The struc-

tural results are mentioned first as it enables drawing structure-property correlation during analysis of

magneto-transport data and spin-injection discussions.

5.2.1 Indium composition in Inverted, Modulation doped InAlAs
heterostructures

The sample design of the heterojunctions used for this thesis work is shown in Fig 5.1. In Fig 5.1

the sample is divided into the buffer layers shown in Fig 5.1(a) and the electronic active layers with

quantum well in Fig 5.1(b). A GaAs/AlAs superlattice (SL) is deposited prior to the growth of graded

buffer to prevent the propagation of impurities and threading dislocations from the substrate into active

layers.157 Compositionally graded metamorphic buffer is inserted between the substrate and active

layers to gradually relieve the strain due to lattice mismatch between GaAs and the InxAl1−xAs layers,

where the indium concentration is increased from x = 0.05 to 0.75 in 8 steps as shown in Fig 5.1(a).

The strain relaxation due to lattice mismatch of graded layers is observed relieved by the formation of

Misfit dislocations.158, 159

The adopted design of the active layers with metamorphic buffers has already been studied in our group

but were fabricated by using a Riber 32p MBE semiconductor chamber. But all the samples used for

this thesis are prepared in another chamber called Riber C21 to achieve repeatability and to compare

results from various sample designs and material systems. This required an comprehensive calibration

of In growth speed in the C21 chamber to control the content of Indium in InxAl1−xAs layers. The exact

composition of Indium in the active layers is important as it is reported to influence the mobilities of the

heterostructure.22 A composition of x = 0.75 is selected for top most layer as it was reported to yield

higher mobilities.119 For this specific sample design, RHEED oscillations cannot be used to monitor the

InAs growth speed. This is because during the growth of pure InAs on GaAs (001), RHEED intensity

oscillations are not observed due to island-like growth of InAs on GaAs substrates. Therefore, the

growth speed of InAs is calibrated by measuring the time required for the formation of InAs quantum

dots on a GaAs (001) substrate.160 The formation of InAs quantum dot is detected by the evolution of

intensity tails on RHEED spots called chevrons161 and further details of the calibration by RHEED is

reported by Heyn et al.160

This calibration procedure with RHEED cannot be used for achieving precise composition of the Indium

in the heterostructure. Therefore, the final composition is of indium is independently derived from

HRXRD reciprocal space maps. An RSM around GaAs (004) Bragg peak is measured and the details

of the observed peaks are discussed in the following sections 5.2.3. A line scan along qz direction
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Figure 5.1: Sample layout of Fe/InAlAs heterojunction in (a) Layout illustrating the In compositions

in the layers of metamorphic buffer, (b) The layer design of the topmost layer in (a) is shown in detail

in (b) containing InAs channel and metal layers.

is obtained from the RSM in a similar way as described in chapter 3. The obtained line scan is then

fitted with pseudo-Voight functions and the individual peak fits are shown in Fig 5.2(a)). Previous

investigations on our sample design reported that the individual buffer layers are completely relaxed due

to the large thicknesses of each layer.119 Therefore, the lattice parameter calculated from fit reflects the

composition of the layer. The indium composition in individual buffer layers is obtained by comparing

the calculated lattice parameters against the ones obtained from Vegard’s law. The comparison between

the expected and calculated lattice parameters from Vegard law is shown in Fig 5.2(b). The composition

marked in red labels in Fig 5.2(b) is the desired nominal composition, whereas the black labels are the

real indium composition values obtained by comparison. In the next iteration of sample growth, the

temperature of the Indium cell is corrected to yield the nominal composition.

In addition, the obtained qz line profile is also fitted using the RCRefSimW program which uses an

semi-kinematical algorithm95 for simulating the diffraction profile. The simulated diffraction profile

is shown in Fig 5.3(a)) where the layers are assumed as completely relaxed. The peak positions of

the simulated profile matches precisely with the obtained line scan which confirms that the individual

buffer layers are completely relaxed. Moreover, an additional RSM is obtained around GaAs (224)

reflex which is shown in Fig 5.3(b). This figure reveals that the Bragg peaks of layers are present along

the line joining the origin of reciprocal space which confirms that layers are completely relaxed in our

sample. The composition of indium obtained from simulation differs by 2% from the desired nominal

indium content.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Individual fits and sum of fits obtained on the qz line scan. (b) Comparison of lattice

parameter obtained from Vegard’s law and calculated from fitting the qz line profile. The composition

marked in red labels is the desired nominal composition, whereas the black labels are the real indium

composition values obtained by comparison. Blue and green dashed lines represent the bulk lattice

constants of GaAs and In0.75Al0.25As.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Comparison between qz experimental line scan obtained crystal truncation rod of

GaAs (004) reflex and a simulated profile obtained using the RCRefSimW program. (b) 224 RSM

obtained on InAs HEMT showing buffer Bragg peaks lying on a line connecting to origin of reciprocal

space (dashed black line).
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5.2.2 Morphology of Inverted, Modulation doped InAs heterostructures

After the exact Indium content in each layer of the metamorphic buffer has been adjusted to the de-

sired value, new samples are fabricated. One of the samples is structurally investigated and labeled as

C21N600 and the same sample is also used for spin-injection experiments described later in Sec 5.3.

In the following morphological features of the sample surface are discussed. Strain relaxation mecha-

nisms during the growth of metamorphic buffer results in a undulating surface morphology commonly

called cross-hatches. The resultant surface morphology of the heterostructure is studied by using No-

marski microscopy. This technique is used to study larger view fields of the surface morphology which

is not possible to achieve by the time consuming scanning probe techniques. This technique is also

used as a quality control approach as it enables quick observation of cross hatches on the entire wafer.

Cross hatches are generally identified as stripes running in either [1 − 10] or [110] direction as seen in

Fig 5.4. Same morphology is observed on both bare semiconductor surface and on parts covered with

metal deposited subsequently.

40 µm

[-110]

[110]

Figure 5.4: Nomarskii microscopic image showing a large-view field of cross-hatches on sample

C21N600.

The surface profile is also studied by using AFM topography scans as displayed in Fig 5.5.a which

clearly displays a cross-hatch pattern with periodic undulations running along both [110] and [1 − 10]

crystal directions. The height variation is observed to be anisotropic with pronounced grooves along

[110] with maximum height of 22 nm and with a average distance of separation of about 200-300 nm.

The less pronounced grooves along [1-10] direction have varying heights between 5 − 10 nm with

periodicity varying around 1.5 µm. This anisotropy is correlated to different densities of α -misfit dislo-

cations (running along [1-10]) and β -dislocations (along [110]) at the buffer layer interfaces.162 In other

words, the surface morphology observed on metamorphic InAlAs heterostructure can be described as

superposition of two sets of lateral patterns running perpendicular to each other. These two lateral pat-

terns can be clearly distinguished by using 2-dimensional Fast Fourier Transformation (2D FFT). This

is done by using surface analysis free-source software called Gwddion. The 2D FFT of the topographic
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image reveal periodicities in both horizontal and vertical direction. Frequency in both directions are

filtered separately and the reconstructed image obtained after filtering are shown in Fig 5.5(c) & (d).

These images clearly show vertical and horizontal patterns with varying heights which combine to form

the final cross-hatch pattern. The line profiles obtained from FFT filtered images reveal that the grooves

observed along [110] have larger height variations as compared to the other crystal direction which

correlates to the height profiles as shown in Fig 5.5.(b).
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Figure 5.5: (a) 40 µm ×40 µm topographic scan, Inset: 10 µm ×10 µm 3d image of the same image

illustrating the valleys and ridges. (b) AFM line scans along [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. The

line scans are shifted by an offset to prevent overlap. (c) 2D FFT filtered images showing vertical lines

along [1-10] crystal direction. (d) 2D FFT filtered image showing horizontal periodic pattern along

[110] crystal direction.

We also applied XRR mapping technique to study layer thickness and layer properties of the fabricated

InAlAs samples. The XRR reciprocal space map obtained on the sample is shown in Fig 5.6(a) where

a cloud of diffuse scattering is predominantly evident. This XRR map is obtained where the plane of

incidence is along the [110] crystal direction of GaAs. The map is integrated towards qz direction and
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Figure 5.6: a) Reflectivity map obtained on sample C21N600; the red dashed line marks specular

direction while the black dashed line represents off-specular direction. b) integrated profile obtained

by projecting map towards qz direction. c) integrated profile obtained by projecting map towards qy
direction.

the obtained ω−2θ scan is shown in Fig 5.6(b). The reflected intensity is observed to drop rapidly in the

specular direction (indicated as red dashed line) in Fig 5.6(b).The Kiessig fringes arising from flat and

sharp epitaxial layers are not observed. This is assigned to the considerable roughness at the surface

caused by the cross-hatch pattern. The surface roughness redistributes the intensity away from the

specular reflection into diffuse scattering, therefore, preventing constructive interference of reflected

X-rays to form Kiessig fringes. In addition, the RSM also shows flare like diffusive features in off-

specular direction (indicated as black dashed line) Fig 5.6(b). To analyze these diffuse features, the

map is projected to the qy axis to obtain a line profile along qy, which is basically equivalent to the

ω scan and is shown in Fig 5.6(c). On the shoulder of the sharp specular peak at qy = 0, two broad

peak like features are observed in Fig 5.6(c) and are highlighted as Yoneda wings.163 Typically, these

Yoneda wings appear when the incident (ω) or exit X-ray beam (2θ) forms an angle with the sample’s
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surface equal to the critical angle ic. In principle, Yoneda peaks are a result of diffuse scattering.

The intensity enhancement in the diffuse scattering at critical angle is observed due to increase of

transmission coefficient at this angle. Therefore Yoneda peaks are observed to become broad if the

sample surface has large roughness due to modification of transmitted field amplitude. These broad

features of Yoneda wings also corroborate the fact that final sample surface has considerable roughness

due to cross-hatch morphology.

5.2.3 Tilt analysis of buffer layers

The cross-hatch morphology is a result of considerable lattice mismatch between the layers resulting

in textured films and layers mis-oriented with respect to the substrate, which is generally characterized

as tilt. Where tilt is defined as the misorientation of the [001] direction of the individual buffer layers

as compared to the [001] direction in the substrate. In other words tilt is a slight misorientation from

parallelism of the crystallographic planes of neighboring layers.

The tilt in In(Al,Ga)As metamorphic buffers deposited on GaAs (001) substrates has already been ex-

tensively studied and the characteristics of this tilt is also widely reported.158, 164, 165 But the Indium

composition and the number of buffer layer steps used in the previous studies is less when compared

to our sample. Also, the reported investigations are performed on samples without superlattice (SL).

Structural studies on our sample design were previously conducted by Boris Landgraf, where the tex-

ture of metamorphic buffers is investigated by measuring pole figures.119 The texture is also defined

as crystallographic orientation distribution and is measured to investigate the effect of the SL on the

strain relaxation and twist in metamorphic buffers. The texture of the substrate, SL, In0.05Al0.95As and

In0.75Al0.25As layers have been individually studied by measuring pole figures at the corresponding

Bragg peaks.166 In this thesis, the tilt of each layer is analyzed by using two reciprocal space maps

obtained at different sample azimuths (φ).

The tilt is pictorially depicted in Fig.5.7(a) where Ki and Ks represent the incident and exit wave vectors,

respectively. The schematic representations of tilt in both sub-figures is inspired from the pictorial

description used in the works of Lee et al165 and Zhylik et al.164 The vectors h and m represent the

substrate and layer scattering vectors in (001) direction, respectively. η is the angle between substrate

and layer Bragg peaks. The lattice tilt causes the diffraction peaks to shift away from vector h and

this shift can be used to determine the value of tilt. The tilt is defined with two parameters: φo, which

represents the inclination of the tilt with respect to [110] direction and the maximum tilt angle ηmax
with respect to the surface plane. By using these two parameters, the projection of lattice tilt onto an

arbitrary diffraction plane at azimuthal angle φ can be calculated by using equation 5.1.

η(φ) = ηmax cos(φ− φo) (5.1)

Where φ o is given by Eq 5.2
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φ o = arctan

(
η 2 cos(φ 1)− η 1 cos(φ 2)

η1 sin(φ 2)− η 2 sin(φ 1)

)
(5.2)

Where, η1, η2 are tilt values calculated using equation 5.3 from RSM obtained at two sample azimuths

φ1 = 0 and φ2 = 90 respectively. In our analysis the inclination of the tilt is defined against the [110]

diffraction plane, therefore φ = 0.

η = arctan

(
qy
qz

)
(5.3)

Where, qy and qz are obtained peak positions along the both reciprocal space coordinates.
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Figure 5.7: a) Schematic depiction of tilt. The orange highlighted region represents the scattering

plane with incident, exit and X-ray scattering vectors of substrate and layers. The rectangular box

indicating the orientation of the substrate planes while the blue planes represent the tilted layers. b)

Schematic highlighting the components of tilt. The red and blue quadrangles represent the substrate

and tilted planes.

The tilt is characterized in the same sample (C21N600) on which spin injection is demonstrated (dis-

cussed in Sec 5.3). To access the tilt, RSM around (004) reflex are obtained at two different sample

azimuths (φ) and the measured maps are shown in Fig.5.8.a) & b). The measured maps show well

separated isointensity Bragg peaks which correspond to individual layers of different Indium composi-

tion. The RSM obtained at sample azimuth φ1 = 0 (φ2 = 90) means that the scattering plane is along

[110] ([1-10]). The white dashed line represents the GaAs (004) crystal truncation rod while black dots

point out the peak position of individual buffer layers. The tilt in epilayers can be visually recognized

by the misalignment of peak positions of different composition layers with the crystal truncation axis

(qy=0) of GaAs (004) as evident in Fig.5.8.a). The magnitude of the qy deviation from the crystal
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truncation rod of the GaAs substrate is smaller in the RSM measured at Φ = 90 orientation. This ob-

servation is consistent with other studies165 where the displacement of peak with respect to truncation

axis is found to vary as a function of sample azimuth (φ).

a) b) ϕ2=90°ϕ1=0°

L2

L8

GaAs GaAs

Figure 5.8: a) RSM obtained around (004) reflex of GaAs at sample azimuth φ1 where the plane of

incidence is along [110]. b) RSM obtained around (004) reflex of GaAs at sample azimuth φ = 90

where the plane of incidence is along [1-10]. The black dots show the peak positions of the layers

obtained from fitting. The white dashed line is a guide to the eye indicating peak shifts of individual

layer peaks from the qy = 0 position, corresponding to the GaAs substrate peak. The less intense peak

marked in black circle arises from superlattice.

To calculate the tilt, the peak positions (qy) in [110] direction is measured qy for each layer. This

is done by using a python program developed to plot individual peak profile along qy direction. The

intensity in small region corresponding to each buffer layer is integrated along qz direction to obtain the

peak profiles shown in Fig 5.9. The dashed line in Fig 5.9 represents the position of the GaAs (004)

peak. These profiles are fitted with pseudo-voight functions to obtain the exact peak positions. The

metamorphic buffer in our sample design contain eight different composition layers but only seven peak

positions are clearly visible. This is due to close proximity of first composition layer (In0.05Al0.95As)

to the GaAs peak, therefore, its position in qy direction could not be resolved. Hence the peaks are

labeled from L2 to L8 in Fig 5.2(a)).

The tilt (η) of each composition layer is separately calculated by using the equation 5.3 for both sample

azimuths(φ = 0(φ 1) and φ = 90 (φ2)). Later, η1 and η2 are used to obtain the inclination of the

tilt(φ o) with respect to [110] crystal direction. The parameter ηmax for each metamorphic buffer layer

is calculated from equation 5.1 and shown in Fig 5.9. Other studies on similar sample structures reported

higher values of tilt. For example, Lee et al reported a tilt of 1.06 ◦ in InxAl1−xAs buffer layer with
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maximum indium content of x=0.52.165 Our measurement with x=0.75 have shown much lower tilt

value of ηmax = 0.352 ◦. Also, the tilt of layers in our sample seems to decrease after first few buffer

layers before increasing again for the final thickest layer. But this decrease might be also be due to

error of fitting. In addition, the in-plane inclination of tilted planes is also observed to be smaller than

the literature values. It changes from 1.07◦ in the first composition layer to 12.76◦ in the final layer

(x=0.75). The lower values of ηmax and φo observed in our sample might be due to the use of super-

lattice in our sample design which was not used by previous similar investigations. The comparison of

the tilt components between our data and the reported literature is tabulated in the table 5.1
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sample InxAl1−xAs ηmax φo

Lee et al165 x=0.52 1.06◦ -25.86◦

our data x=0.55 0.258 ◦ 12.31◦

our data x=0.75 0.352◦ 12.763◦

Table 5.1: Comparison of tilt parameters reported on different composition layers and our data.

5.2.4 Diffraction mapping of InAlAs buffer layers

Scanning diffraction mapping or also called as K-mapping is performed on metamorphic buffers of

sample C21N600 to study the local variation of crystallinity in individual metamorphic buffers. The

experiment is performed on part of the sample where the Au and Fe metal layers are not deposited. The

tilt and lattice parameters measured using the lab diffractometer represents an averaged value over a

large area due to the large size of X-ray beam. Whereas, the K-mapping technique provides local infor-

mation in micron dimensions. As discussed in the previous section, the cross-hatch morphology arising

from different densities of misfit dislocations formed along the mismatched interfaces will imperatively

lead to local variation of structural properties like crystallinity, composition and tilt of the grown lay-

ers. The local variation of these properties in metamorphic SiGe buffers deposited on Si substrates are

widely studied.167–169 These studies are performed with the aid of the K-mapping technique developed

at ID01, and we have used the same method to study our InAlAs buffer layers. In short, K-mapping

enables measurement of diffraction mapping on a sample in micron dimension by scanning the sam-

ple in lateral direction while simultaneously measuring diffraction. The basic experimental details of

K-mapping setup and beam line specifications are described in detail in the literature.167, 168 A simple

schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 5.11 and a few basic details of the experiment are

briefly mentioned here.

The X-ray beam used for this particular experiment is focused to a size of 200 × 600 nm (Vertical

× horizontal) at an energy of 8 keV. The flux of the incident beam is measured to be around 1011

photons/second. A 2D photon counting Maxipix detector170 (4 chips, 516×516 pixels) with a pixel

size of 55 µm2 is used to monitor the diffraction signal. The diffractometer is initially aligned to the

GaAs (004) Bragg angle (ω = 33.25, θ = 66.5). The foot print of the beam at this incidence angle is

calculated to be 365 nm. After roughly aligning the diffractometer to the substrate and buffer layers,

a reciprocal space map is obtained and the diffractometer is precisely aligned so that the maximum of

(In0.75Al0.25As) Bragg peak is on the detector plane. After alignment, the Bragg peak of In0.75Al0.25As

layer is observed as the most intense peak (as seen in Fig 5.12) on the detector frame due to the large

thickness of this layer (530 nm) and also because this maxima of this peak is aligned in the detector

plane. Later the detector is shifted away to prevent the over exposure of the detector from the substrate

peak. Later, the sample is scanned in real space in (110) and (1-10) directions corresponding to a

scanning area of 40× 60 µm2. The step size in (110) and (1-10) direction is set to 0.33 µm and 0.5 µm
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Figure 5.11: Experimental setup of K mapping: 1) 8 keV monochromatic beam, 2) Fresnal zone plate

(FZP), 3) order sorting aperture and 4) Maxipix detector. The setup is aligned close to the out-of-plane

(004) GaAs reflex.

respectively with acquisition time of 250 ms/frame. A total of 14000 frames were obtained which

correspond to 120×120 points in the real space image. Henceforth, the K-mapping will be referred as

diffractive imaging in further text.

In a typical diffractive imaging experiment, the sample is rocked (ω-scan) in small angular range at

every spatial point of the scanning area which leads to measurement of 5-dimensional data (qx, qy,

qz , x and y).168, 169 The obtained 5-dimensional data correspond to three directions in reciprocal space

qz , qx, qy and two real space scanning directions x and y. The obtained 3-dimensional reciprocal

space information at every point of scanning area is used to analyze the Bragg peak movement due

to local variation of crystalline properties. This analysis is generally done by using the XSOCS (X-

ray strain orientation calculation software) program167 developed at the ID01 beamline, ESRF. The

program performs a Gaussian peak fitting to find the Bragg peak movement and corresponding peak

positions (qx, qy, qz) in the reciprocal space. These peak positions are later used to obtain 2-dimensional

maps containing quantitative information about the local crystallinity, tilt and composition variation as

a function of x and y directions in real space.

It is worth pointing out that our sample is not rocked during the scan leading to acquisition of 4-

dimensional data. Instead the x-y scan is repeated three times at different inclination angles ω of the

sample. The obtained 4D data corresponds to two directions in reciprocal space (qz , qy) and 2 scanning

directions (x,y). We did not perform ω-scans at every spatial point because of the limited beam-time.

Nonetheless we repeated the scan at three different inclination angles (ω) with respect to angle of the

In0.75Al0.25As Bragg peak.
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Figure 5.12: The diffraction signal observed on one of the frames of the scan. The intensity in the

region marked by red and black dashed ellipses belongs to In0.15Al0.85As and In0.75Al0.25As Bragg

peaks, respectively. The faint signal in the white dashed region arises from the 4 nm thick InAs quantum

well.

The three scans at different inclination angles (δω = −0.15◦, δω = 0◦ and δω = 0.15◦) with respect

to the In0.75Al0.25As Bragg peak correspond to three data sets. These three datasets will be referred in

further text as: dataset-1 (obtained at higher inclination w.r.t to In0.75Al0.25As Bragg peak, δω = 0.15◦),

dataset-2 (obtained at In0.75Al0.25As peak, δω = 0◦) and dataset-3 (obtained at lower inclination w.r.t

to In0.75Al0.25As Bragg peak, δω = −0.15◦). The inclination step size and number of steps used are

not discrete enough to construct a continuous 3-dimensional reciprocal space map. So these three scans

at different inclination angles are treated as three datasets of 2-dimensional space maps at every spatial

point of scanning area.

For a complete quantitative analysis of the local crystallinity, composition and tilt with the XSOCS

package, a complete 3-dimensional reciprocal space information at every scanned location is necessary.

As our data is devoid of this essential feature, we have adopted an qualitative approach to analyze our

data. We have used our own developed python code to analyze all three datasets. In the following

discussions, the treatment of the data is discussed first followed by results and conclusions obtained

from data.

Our entire analysis of diffractive imaging is based on tracking the displacement of Bragg peaks in recip-

rocal space. In principle, the displacement of peak in a certain direction in reciprocal space corresponds

variation of a different crystalline property of the layer. This displacement-property relation of Bragg

peaks is pictorially depicted in Fig 5.13. The blue shaded region in Fig 5.13 represents plane of detector

cutting through the reciprocal space containing the Bragg peaks of the InxAl1−xAs buffer layers. The
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GaAs substrate peak is outside the detector plane as shown in Fig 5.13 to prevent overexposure. The de-

tector is positioned such that the signal from the first metamorphic layer is still in the frame of detector.

The peaks from first and last buffer layer are shown as orange shaded regions. The black dots represent

the other Bragg peaks from the metamorphic buffer.

The local variation of the composition leads to a change in the lattice parameter of the layer which

results in displacement of peak along qz direction. The displacement in qz could also result from

local change in the strain. But as mentioned in subsection5.2.1, buffer layers in our sample design are

completely relaxed. Therefore we assume that the movement of peaks along qz direction mainly occurs

due to change in composition. A slight deviation from parallelism of the crystallographic planes called

lattice tilt often happens locally in metamorphic buffers which leads to displacement of Bragg peaks

along qy direction. Hence the local composition and lattice tilt variation can be tracked by monitoring

the displacement of Bragg peaks along qz and qy directions respectively.

Composition

Tilt

qz

qy

GaAs (004)
Slice _1

Figure 5.13: Schematic representation of single detector frame and the Bragg peaks (orange shaded

and black dots) of metamorphic buffers. The slices in the frame are separated by black lines. The

blue and red arrows indicate the shift of Bragg peaks due to local variation of composition and tilt

respectively.

The peaks from individual layers of the metamorphic buffer are closely spaced to each other at the

employed X-ray beam energy (8 KeV). To individually analyze the Bragg peaks of different buffer

layers, each detector frame obtained at scanned spatial points is vertically divided into 25 (0-24) equally

separated parts called “slices”. The Fig 5.14 shows the vertically divided 25 slices. In addition, the
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intensity in each detector frame is averaged into 25× 25 pixels as shown in Fig 5.14.The reduction

of data enables faster handling of large set of data and also allows individual analysis of different

Bragg peaks. The qualitative analysis adopted enabled us to measure local change of intensity, tilt and

composition in the scanned area for any particular Bragg peak of interest.
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Figure 5.14: The averaged diffraction signal observed on one of the frames of the scan. The slices are

separated by black lines and some of the slice numbers are indicated.

Monitoring local change in intensity

The local change of intensity is monitored separately in slices of interest. The intensity is integrated

in both qz , qy directions from a particular slice of interest and the obtained integral intensities from

every frame in the dataset are plotted as a map. The obtained map corresponds to intensity variation in

the particular slice which is equivalent to a particular layer. This process is repeated for all 25 slices

in each frame resulting in 25 spatial maps of intensity variation across the 60×40 µm2 region. The

method to extract the local intensity change of the diffracted beam is pictorially shown in Fig 5.15.

First, the frame recorded at certain (x,y) position is divided into slices. The intensity integrated within

one slice is color coded and mapped at the corresponding xy position where the corresponding frame is

recorded. For example, the red and blue shaded regions in 2D map in Fig 5.15 represent the integrated

intensity belonging to same slice number of two detector frames obtained subsequently. The obtained

2-dimensional maps correspond to local crystallinity of the respective layers and will be referred as

“intensity maps” in further text.
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Figure 5.15: Schematic representation of data extraction for intensity variation. The blue rectangle on

left represent frame recorded at adjacent positions. The shaded regions under the peak represent the

integrated intensity of a particular slice of interest. The 60×40 µm2 grid is the 2-dimensional intensity

map.

Monitoring local change in composition

The local change of composition is analyzed by monitoring the displacement of Bragg peaks in qz
direction. The displacement is measured by tracking the change in intensity of two adjacent slices as

the Bragg peak moves along qz direction due to composition variation. The way the local change of

composition is extracted is pictorially shown in Fig 5.16. The intensity in the slice of interest and the

slice above it are integrated in both directions and the ratio between them is plotted for every frame

in the scan in a map. The pink shaded region in Fig 5.16 is shown as an example to illustrate the

difference between the two slices. The color encoded in the data of the map is ratio of integrated

intensity calculated by using the following equation.

composition_variation =
[slice(n+1) − slice(n)]

[slice(n+1) + slice(n)]
(5.4)

This procedure is repeated for all 25 slices in the frame for the entire dataset to obtain 25 spatial maps

of composition variation and will be referred as “composition maps” in further text.

It is worth mentioning that the composition variation is monitored by tracking the displacement of

Bragg peak in qz direction, but the displacement in qz could also result from change in the strain of

layers. But as mentioned earlier, the metamorphic buffer layers in our sample are completely relaxed.

However, there still could exist a local strain variation in layers. In principle, to quantitatively separate

the strain and composition variation, a K-mapping scan around asymmetrical Bragg peak is necessary.
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Figure 5.16: Schematic representation of data extraction for composition variation. The blue rectangle

on left represents a single frame with two neighboring slices. The areas of the red and blue shaded

regions corresponding to the integrated intensity of corresponding slices. The yellow shaded regions

shows the intensity difference between two adjacent slices. The ratio of difference (pink square) is

plotted as a point in map. The graph on extreme right end shows the 60×40 µm2 grid of 2-dimensional

composition map.

The asymmetrical K-mapping scan can be used to obtain information about the in-plane lattice constant

of individual layers which can later used to calculate strain. But this scan in asymmetric geometry is

not measured in our experiment. Therefore, the obtained composition analysis results represent super-

position of strain and composition variation. Therefore the obtained results represent only a qualitative

picture of composition variation.

Monitoring local change in tilt

In typical epitaxial structures with surface cross hatches, the lattice tilt locally changes due to stress

relaxation mechanisms leading to a shift of Bragg peaks along qy direction. The local change of tilt

is analyzed by monitoring the displacement of the Bragg peaks in qy direction. For this purpose, the

intensity in each slice is divided into two parts. As each slice has 25 (0-24) pixels; the intensity observed

in 0-12 pixels is treated as one part (left) and the intensity in 12-24 pixels (right) as another part. The

Bragg peak shifts along the qy direction due to local tilt causing the intensity in both parts of the slice

to differ. The intensity is integrated separately in both parts and the difference in both parts is measured

as a ratio of integrated intensity using:

tilt_variation =
[(right)− (left)]

[(right) + (left)]
(5.5)
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Figure 5.17: Schematic representation of data extraction for tilt variation. The blue rectangles on left

represents two frames obtained consequently. The blue and red shaded region shows the integrated

intensities of right and left parts of same slice. The ratio of difference is plotted as a point in a map.

The color encoded in tilt map displays the difference of the left-side and ride-side integrals of the

intensity in one of the slices. If the Bragg peak is fully located in the left side of the crystal truncation

road, the tilt is large. If it is symmetrical to the crystal truncation rod, no tilt exists.

The data extraction for local change of tilt for two different points in spatial map is pictorially shown in

Fig 5.17. The ratio obtained from integrated intensities using Eq 5.5 is plotted as a point in spatial map.

This process is repeated for all 25 slices in the frame for the entire dataset to obtain 25 spatial maps of

tilt variation. They will be referred as “tilt maps” in the further text. The color scale obtained from tilt

maps does not represent the magnitude of tilt but rather the qualitative local tilt. Therefore, any region

in the tilt map with high value in color scale(red color) is analogous to a region with higher or lower

magnitude of tilt with respect to the surrounding area.

One of the of the main advantages of diffractive imaging is that it enables correlation of the surface

morphology to the underlying strain pattern and defects. Our interest also lies in the studying the

network of defects that are formed due to different strain relaxation mechanisms. The information

particularly regarding the periodicity of defect is essential for fabrication of spin injection devices where

separation between the electrical contact plays an important role in efficiency of the working devices.

Ideally, the typical separation of defects must be larger than the separation of electrical contacts for

efficient working of devices. More details regarding transport properties are discussed in Sec 5.3.

Simultaneously to the scan in the diffractive imaging experiment ( spanning across a area of 40 ×
60 µm2), an AFM topography scan of the same dimensions is measured to enable correlation of surface

cross-hatches to structural features like local tilt, composition variations. The topography scan is shown
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in Fig 5.18, where, the surface morphology is presented in two color scales (a: gray scale, b: green

scale) for better visualization of cross-hatches.

a)

[110]

[1-10]

9 µm

6 µm

b)

[110]

[1-10]

Figure 5.18: 60×40 µm2 AFM scan shown in (a) gray scale and (b) color scale. The white vertical

lines highlight the cross-hatch lines with small magnitude of height. The red lines indicate the lines

with higher magnitude of height. The horizontal white lines highlight the horizontal cross hatch lines.

The surface features observed in AFM micrographs and the dislocation mechanisms responsible for

cross-hatches are discussed first as this information is necessary for understanding the results of the

diffractive imaging. AFM micrographs reveal surface features that occur along different crystal di-

rections as shown in Fig 5.18. The insets in Fig 5.18.(a) are 3-dimensional surface topography scans

showing two types of features separated by 1 µm and 6 µm.The lines running along [1-10] crystallo-

graphic direction have different heights and they are seen at different periodicities. For example, the

lines with small height are observed more frequently at periodicity of 1 µm and are highlighted as white

vertical line in Fig. 5.18.(b). The lines with larger height are observed less frequently with separation of

either≈ 6 µm or 9 µm. These lines with larger height are highlighted as red vertical lines in Fig 5.18.(b).

In addition, surface features in form of lines are also observed to be running in [110] direction. The

horizontal lines along [110] do not extend from end to end like the vertical lines which can also be seen

in FFT Filtered image Fig 5.5.(d) as discussed in previous sections 5.2.2. Interestingly, the horizontal

lines tend to disappear when they meet vertical lines of larger height. Such an instant is highlighted by

a white circle in Fig 5.18.(b).

The origin and behavior of the dislocations in semiconductors heterostructures with graded layers are

widely studied171 and strategies to reduce the density of dislocations are proposed.172, 173 The strain

relaxation in zinc-blend material systems occurs mainly through the formation 60◦a/2 <110>{111}
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misfit dislocations (MDs). They glide to the interface on inclined {111} planes with their Burger vector

(b= a/2 <110>, a is the lattice parameter) making a 60◦angle with the <110> crystal directions.174, 175

The prevailing assumption is that these dislocations nucleate at the interfaces and expand in the form of

half loops consisting of two arms of treading segments and a misfit segment as depicted in Fig 5.19.(a),

where the isolated blue dot represents a nucleation of a dislocation and the blue loops represents the

expansion of half loops to form outward segments. These two outward segments are called threading

dislocations (TDs) which largely have screw character and anti parallel Burger’s vector. A transmission

electron image taken from work of Bolkhovityanov et.al176 is shown in Fig 5.19.b to show the expansion

mechanism in real layers. The dark spot highlighted by a white circle (1) is associated to the surface

nucleation of a dislocation, while the dark feature marked as (2) shows a dislocation half loop moving

inwards. Treading dislocations originating from different misfit-nucleation centers are highlighted as

(4.a) and (4.b).

The TEM image shown in Fig 5.19.(b) is obtained on a sample with single buffer layer, whereas our

structure consists of 8 buffer layers. This leads to assumption that accumulation of large density of

threading and misfit dislocations gliding on all four ({111}) slip planes in multi-buffer layer system

will lead to structural degradation of the heterostructure. But this expected deterioration is not observed

as the treading and misfit dislocations are observed to be blocked by stress fields of orthogonal misfit

dislocations leading to annihilation of perpendicularly running misfit dislocations.175, 177 This blocking

mechanism also creates pile up of dislocations which in turn leads to local multiplication of dislocations

by means of the modified Frank Reed mechanism (MFR).174 The complete MFR mechanism is not

discussed here as this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Briefly, MFR mechanism explains the interaction of two perpendicular dislocations having same Burg-

ers vector with each one having a misfit segment running in two perpendicular <110> directions and

lying in two different {111} glide planes. The half loop formed at the intersection glides to relieve the

excess stress in the layer. This process happens repeatedly forming pile-up of corner dislocations of the

same Burgers vector. The repulsion between the dislocations of same Burgers vector pushes the misfit

segments into the substrate which some times extend over few microns.178 This multiplication occurs

until sufficient strain is relaxed. The scheme depicted in Fig 5.19.(c) is the final stage of MFR mecha-

nism showing a dislocation pile-up. Fig 5.19.(d) shows the top view of annihilation of misfit segments.

The pattern observed from the top-view of annihilation resemble the cross hatch features observed on

the surface. The subsequent pileups of misfit and threading dislocations results in formation of disloca-

tion networks as shown in Fig 5.19.(d). Not all misfit dislocations end up in an annihilation process but

few lead to threading segments that reach the surface or a particular interface resulting in trenches and

valleys which is shown in the Fig 5.19.(e).

The occurrence of different type of dislocations leads to a rough surface forming cross-hatch pattern at

every interface. The final surface features observed on the heterostructure is influenced by the roughness

present at all the interfaces. We believe that the mechanisms like FMR also occur in our sample as
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Figure 5.19: (a) Schematic representation of threading and misfit dislocations gliding on the (111)

plane. Blue dot represents defect nucleation while blue line shows the half-loops of misfit disloca-

tions. Red lines are threading dislocations. (b) TEM image taken from work of Bolkhovityanov et.al176

showing dislocation half loops with threading and misfit dislocations. (c) Scheme depicting the local

multiplication of dislocations arising by the MFR mechanism. Green line: two original dislocations in

[1-10] and [110] directions gliding on two different glide planes, the (111) and the (1-11) plane. Blue

dashed lines: multiplied dislocations through formation of half-loops. (d) top-view of dislocation run-

ning perpendicular to each other and annihilating at the meeting point. (e) side-view of misfit segments

and the corresponding 60◦ threading dislocations leading to the surface roughness.

they are repeatedly observed and validated in similar metamorphic buffer samples.158, 171, 174, 175, 177–180

Previous works of diffractive imaging on metamorphic buffer layers have reported subsequent high tilt

and low tilt regions in form of lines running along certain crystal directions. The occurrence of high tilt

lines were correlated to the pile up of the dislocations.169 These reports also noted that the cross-hatches
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pattern coincides with regions of large tilt change.
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Figure 5.20: Detector frames with averaged intensity belonging to all three datasets. (a) frame from

dataset-1 (δω = 0.15◦), (b) frame from dataset-2 ( δω = 0◦) and (c) dataset-3 (δω = −0.15◦). The

mentioned slices sub-figures are the slices of interest where the maximum intensity from In0.75Al0.25As

peak is present.

As mentioned before, the inclination angle is changed for obtaining three different datasets. As a result,

the position of the top layer Bragg peak (In0.75Al0.25As) on the detector frame is different in three

datasets. The shift of the peak results in change in slice number of interest in different datasets which

are marked in Fig 5.20. The figures shown in Fig 5.20 are the detector frames where the intensity is

averaged into 25×25 pixels.

In our work, the emphasis of the analysis is concentrated on the dataset-2 where the detector is aligned

to Bragg peak of the top layer of the metamorphic buffer (In0.75Al0.25As). This layer is most interesting

since the electronically active layers are deposited on top of it. We expect that the structural quality

of this layer strongly influences the functional aspects of the active layers. The information of other

Bragg peaks corresponding to other layers in the metamorphic buffer is also extracted and analyzed

from dataset-2. Whereas the datasets of 1 and 3 are only partially analyzed because the information of
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the In0.75Al0.25As layer is considered to be more important.

The slices 12 and 13 in dataset-2 are examined in detail as the maxima of the In0.75Al0.25As Bragg

peak is present in these two slices. Due to composition and strain variation the maxima of the Bragg

peak shifts in these two slices but the movement is contained in only these two slices. The other slices

of interest that are studied in detail are slice number 0 and and 24, where the Bragg peak from first

metamorphic layer and the InAs layer are present respectively. In the following results are discussed in

the order of slices starting from the first layer in metamorphic buffer which corresponds to slice #0.

The Figure 5.21) shows the maps obtained from slice #0. The AFM topography scan is shown in

Fig 5.21.(a) to assist comparison between features observed from diffractive imaging technique and

surface morphology. The features observed in this slice are discussed in detail so that the other slices

of interest can be explained easily. The intensity map shown in Fig 5.21.(b) reveals that intensity varies

in the form of lines. These lines are either parallel or inclined with respect to the x and y axis of the

maps and they are observed to have different range of intensity values. Some of the observed lines

where intensity value are high (low) are highlighted by black dashed lines (solid lines). The lines with

low intensity are separated by ≈ 5 − 6 µm, while the two higher intensity lines are separated by ≈ 25

µm. These lines are inclined by about ≈ 12◦ with respect to the [1-10] crystal direction. They will be

referred as inclined intensity lines or “inclined network” in the further text.

In addition to these pronounced high intensity inclined lines, faint features running perfectly parallel

to [1-10] are also observed. These faint lines are separated by ≈ 1 − 1.2 µm and are indicated by

black arrow marks. They will be referred as parallel intensity lines or “parallel network” in the further

text. We also observe very faint horizontal lines which are inclined with respect [110] direction. The

horizontal lines are observed to be terminated when they meet with vertical inclined lines which results

in local increase in intensity highlighted by black circles. As a result of termination of horizontal lines

at certain points they do not extend from one end to the other end of the scan.

The intensity in the map changes due to local variation of the crystallinity of the layer which is in turn

influenced by several factors like defects and local strain. To understand the origin of the observed

intensity lines and the corresponding crystalline property of the layer, the magnitude of tilt change at

the same area should be considered. To compare the tilt and intensity maps, the solid and dashed black

lines of Fig 5.21.(b) are overlaid on the tilt map. Surprisingly, the position of lines representing high

tilt change are observed to coincide with the positions of the high intensity lines. This behavior can

be explained by considering the alignment of the diffraction setup. Because the detector is not aligned

to the Bragg peak present in slice#0, the maxima of this peak is outside the plane of detector. So we

assume that at the regions of higher tilt change (blue lines), the maxima of the Bragg peak present in

slice#0 moves towards the plane of the detector resulting in an increase of the total intensity observed.

This is due to displacement of Bragg peaks in qy and qx directions due to the tilt of sample. Similar to

the intensity map, faint lines parallel to [1-10] are also observed in tilt map which are indicated by blue

arrow marks.
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Figure 5.21: (a) 60 × 60 µm2 AFM topography scan. b-d) 2D maps obtained from slice#0 using

dataset-2. (b) Intensity map: solid and dashed black lines indicate low and high intensity inclined inten-

sity lines respectively. (c) tilt map: solid and dashed blue lines indicate low and high intensity inclined

tilt lines respectively. (d) composition map: green dashed lines represent composition variation lines,

while the dashed trapezoidal shape highlights the inclined composition lines. Arrow in both intensity

and tilt maps point to the faint network of intensity and tilt lines. The areas highlighted by circles

represent the intersecting point of inclined horizontal and vertical lines resulting in higher intensity.
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Because the areas with higher tilt change coincides with prominent intensity lines and considering the

fact that the detector is not aligned to Bragg peak present in slice#0, we conclude that these tilt and

intensity lines represent regions of high dislocation density and plastic relaxation. In other words, the

red regions in both intensity and tilt maps represents areas with less structural integrity and high tilt.

While the blue areas in both maps represents regions where the film is more crystalline with very little

or no local variation of tilt. This observation is consistent with available literature on other material

systems where regions of high tilt in heterostructure are correlated to pile-up of misfit dislocations

formed during the growth.175, 181 It is worth mentioning that the highlighted lines of intensity and tilt

lines do not represent an individual dislocation but may belong to pile up of many dislocations resulting

in local decrease in crystalline nature of films. As both intensity and tilt lines overlap and result in less

crystalline areas in the form of inclined lines and as they occur frequently in most of the slices, they will

be referred as “dislocation lines” in further text.

The composition map shown in Fig 5.21.(d) provides a strikingly different picture. Here the inclined

dislocation lines observed in tilt maps are not prominent any more. We observe vertical lines with

alternating magnitude of composition variation that are parallel to the y axis. A few of them are high-

lighted with green dashed lines. These compositions lines with larger magnitude of intensity denote

regions with stronger change in composition. These features are observed at a periodicity of ≈ 5 − 6

µm, similar to the periodicity of the cross-hatches in the morphology of surface. As mentioned earlier,

cross-hatch patterns are present at the surface of every graded layer. We observe that the composition

varies along these trenches and valleys of the cross-hatch pattern because a local decrease of growth

rate is expected at the cross-hatches due to pile up of dislocations.175 Similar composition modulations

are also reported by Chauveau et.al,149 who analyzed TEM data on metamorphic buffers. The majority

of observed lines are parallel to [1-10] axis with few minor inclined lines, which coincide with the high

tilt and lower crystalline areas observed in tilt and intensity maps. Even though the composition change

is seen in the form of linear lines, separated regions of fairly similar composition (highlighted by red

boxes) seem to exist.

After discussing the individual features observed in intensity, tilt and composition maps of slice#0,

the structural state of the corresponding metamorphic layer can be obtained. The layer is observed to

contain dislocation networks in the form of periodic lines of dislocations. A network of dislocation

lines which are inclined with respect to both <110> crystal directions are observed to be more dominant

than the network of faint features which are parallel to <110> crystal direction in both intensity and

tilt maps. The periodicity of lines in less pronounced parallel network observed in tilt and composition

maps resemble the periodicities observed in surface cross-hatch pattern. This makes us believe that the

local strain pattern that has developed during the early stages of buffer growth has a influence on the final

morphology observed in the cross-hatch pattern. The highly tilted areas represented by dashed lines in

both tilt and intensity maps indicate that the layer is a homogeneous distribution of tilted crystallites

surrounded and separated by defects. The existence of this type of crystallite separation has also been
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suggested from studies of X-ray pole figures of metamorphic buffers.166
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Figure 5.22: (a) 60 × 60 µm2 AFM topography scan. b-d) 2D maps obtained from slice#12 using

dataset-2. (b) Intensity map: black dashed line highlighting the area with less intensity similar to

features seen in slice#0 . (c) Tilt map. The black contour line drawn at the same position in intensity

and tilt maps highlight the area with homogeneous structural quality. (d) composition map showing no

periodic features in composition variation.
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Fig 5.22 shows the maps obtained from the slice#12 which contains maximum of the Bragg peak of the

top most layer in the metamorphic buffer (In0.75Al0.25As). The crystalline state of this layer is of utmost

interest as it has a major influence on the morphology of the active layers deposited subsequently. As in

Fig 5.21, the same AFM topography scan is shown in Fig 5.22.(a) to assist comparison of morphology

features of surface cross-hatches to the diffraction features. Since the detector is aligned to the 004

Bragg peak of (In0.75Al0.25As), the red colored high intensity region in the intensity map shown in

Fig 5.22.(b) represents a homogeneous area of layer with constant lattice parameter. The green-blue

color represents an area with loss of intensity and are assumed as dislocation lines because the position

of these lines coincides with ones observed in slice#0 intensity maps. The tilt map (Fig 5.22.(c) also

shows a similar structural picture, where red color regions represent areas with high tilt change and blue

regions with minimum tilt change.

The combined analysis of both tilt and intensity map reveals that the high tilt regions lead to low crys-

tallinity of the layer. A rough contour line is shown in Fig 5.22.(b) to highlight the area with homo-

geneous intensity. This highlighted area represents crystalline part of the layer with low dislocation

density. The same contour line is overlaid in the tilt map demonstrating that it matches with low tilt

variation region. We also did not observe the parallel network of highly frequent dislocations lines that

are observed in the slice #0. But we observed only few prominent regions of reduced intensity which

are represented by black dashed lines. These lines of reduced crystallinity are noticed in every slice at

the same location and may correspond to areas with plastic deformation and henceforth will be referred

as major defect lines. The position of these lines are at exact same point as observed in slice#0. Unlike

slice#0, the composition map shown in Fig 5.22 does not indicate a periodic variation of composition.

The layer seems to have a fairly homogeneous composition distribution.

Combined analysis of intensity, tilt and composition maps reveals that the top layer of the metamorphic

buffer is structurally more homogeneous when compared to the bottom graded layers. The layer seems

to be made up of crystallites of dimensions ≈ 20 µm separated from each another by a network of

dislocation lines. However, only fewer dislocation lines are observed when compared to the slices from

the bottom layers. Similar kind of behavior is observed in InGaAs layers studied by TEM, where the

upper graded layers are found to contain a smaller density of dislocations.182

More information regarding the strain state and dislocation lines can be obtained by analyzing the

slices recorded with different inclination angles of the sample. The intensity maps obtained on the

In0.75Al0.25As layer at three inclination angles (δω = −0.15◦, δω = 0◦ and δω = 0.15◦) is shown in

Fig 5.23.(a),(b) and (c), respectively. The maps represent the total intensity change as the incidence

angle is moved away from the Bragg condition. Intensity at lower inclination angles δω = −0.15◦

corresponds to increase in degree of relaxation with less strain and vice versa. So by studying the

intensity variation in maps obtained at different inclination angles, a qualitative picture of the strain can

be built up.

Similar approach has been adopted by Mondiali et al. for qualitative analysis of the strain state in
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Figure 5.23: Intensity maps of In0.75Al0.25As peak belonging to datasets 1-3. (a) from dataset-1 (δω =

0.15◦) and slice #14, (b) from dataset-2 (δω = 0◦) and slice #12 (c) dataset-3 (δω = −0.15◦) and slice

#10. The change in slice number between different datasets is due to shift of bragg peak due to different

inclination. The slightly inclined vertical (red) and horizontal lines were placed at the same position in

all four maps as guide to the eye and also to highlight the regions with less intensity. A rough contour

line is drawn around regions of same intensity in all three maps. (d) The overlapped map of areas in

the contour lines from δω = 0.15◦ (green area), δω = 0◦ (red area) and δω = −0.15◦ (blue area). The

shown maps are obtained at the same region where maps represented in Fig 5.21 and 5.22
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patterned SiGe layers using diffractive imaging.183 Rough contour lines are drawn from all three maps

covering high intensity regions indicating the probable crystallites of the layer surrounded by defect

lines. It is clearly seen that the intensity loss is observed at places where the major defect lines are

present. The areas covered by the contour lines are merged in the Fig 5.23.(d), which reveals the areas

of different strain state. The area of constant intensity obtained for δω = 0◦ (red area) is a combination

of areas obtained at low and high inclination angles. This observation is consistent with the assumption

that areas of different strain are mapped at different inclination angles. We also consistently noticed

that there is lower intensity at the presumed locations of defect lines which validates our assumption

that these regions are less crystalline areas of the layer and act as a separation between crystallites. We

conclude that these regions of the layer are highly tilted with high density of dislocation pile-ups.

The Figure 5.24 shows the maps obtained from slice #24 which contains the Bragg peak from the InAs

quantum well. Again, the AFM topography is shown in Fig 5.24.(a) to assist comparison between

diffractive imaging technique and surface morphology. The intensity map shown in Fig 5.24.(b) reveals

that the intensity variation is observed in the form of vertical lines parallel to [1-10] direction of GaAs.

Few of these lines are highlighted by black dashed lines separated by ≈ 1 µm. Similar lines are also

observed in the tilt maps, where the regions with higher intensity corresponds to higher tilt. Considering

the fact that the setup is not aligned to the Bragg peak observed in this slice and following the same

analysis approach used for slice#0, we can assume that the large tilt change leads to local increase of

total intensity. The periodicity of both tilt and intensity modulation is observed to be around ≈ 1− 1.2

µm which is close to the frequency of the lines observed on surface cross-hatches. Surprisingly, we

did not observe any tilted defect lines which are prevalent in other slices. Instead, we observed isolated

locations of high tilt change and total higher intensity regions which do not have a periodic distribution.

These isolated areas might have resulted due to high density of dislocations in the layers underneath

leading to non homogeneous growth locally. Similar to the slice#12, no major composition variation in

the form of inclined lines are observed. We observed faint modulation in composition similar to tilt and

intensity maps. The isolated features of composition variation were observed in the same location as

seen in tilt and intensity maps and are highlighted with blue circles.

The combined analysis of all three maps obtained from slice#24 leads to the conclusion that the inclined

network of defect lines are absent in the InAs layer. The network of tilt and intensity lines modulation

seen in slice#24 corresponds to the faint parallel network observed in bottom graded layers. The period-

icity of modulation is very important information as it leads to a non-planar 2-dimensional electron gas

(2-DEG). The electric field built up in [001] direction due to asymmetric profile of layers in combination

with the electron momentum transforms into an effective magnetic field due to spin-orbit (SO) interac-

tion. This phenomenon is called Rasbha spin-orbit coupling184 and is affected by non-planar 2-DEG.27

Lohr et al.27 reported direct observation of non-planar 2DEG in the similar sample structure that were

used for our measurements. This report also noted that curvature induced SO interaction may arise

and in metamorphic buffer based heterostructures and must be considered while discussing the Rasbha
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Figure 5.24: (a) 60 × 60 µm2 AFM topography scan. b-d) 2D maps obtained from slice #0 using

dataset-2. (b) Intensity map: black dashed line highlighting the area with increase of total intensity.

(c) tilt map: blue dashed line showing lower intensity line of tilt drawn at the same position as inten-

sity lines. (d) composition map showing very little composition variation with faint parallel network

(highlighted by black arrows) similar to the one seen in tilt and intensity maps.

SO coupling. Thus, the magnitude of the periodicity of modulation is also important influencing factor

when the working principle of fabricated devices heavily relies on the property of spin-orbit coupling.

As mentioned earlier, results from each slice gives additional information regarding the metamorphic

buffers. After analysis of slices of interest, we obtain an overall picture about the structural quality
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Figure 5.25: a-d) Intensity maps obtained from slice slice#24 (InAs peak), #12 (In0.75Al0.25As peak),

#4 (In0.25Al0.75As peak) and #0 (In0.05Al0.95As peak) respectively.

of metamorphic buffer layers and how it influences the morphology of surface cross-hatches and the

properties of the active layers. To better explain the evolution of varying defect density and strain state

in graded layers from substrate to top layer, maps of different slices belonging to dataset-2 are presented

together. For example, the intensity maps obtained from slice#24 (InAs peak), #12 (In0.75Al0.25As

peak), #4 (In0.25Al0.75As peak) and #0 (In0.05Al0.95As peak) are shown in Fig 5.25.a-d respectively.

We first analyze the slice belonging to bottom most layer (Fig 5.25.(d)). The inclined network of defect
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lines are clearly visible in this slice which makes us believe that this network is formed at early stages

of the metamorphic buffer. In addition, a faint parallel network is also observed in this slice. The defect

lines are not highlighted in this figure so that the lines can be clearly resolved. Next, we consider the

slice#4 which belongs to Bragg peak of the In0.25Al0.75As layer and its intensity map is depicted in

Fig 5.25.(d). Here we can still see the network of inclined lines and they appear to be much more sharp

and clear. Also, bright red spots are clearly visible at regions where horizontal and vertical inclined

lines intersect. We tentatively conclude that the sharpness of the features is due to an increase in the

dislocation density. Surprisingly, the sharp defect lines are not clearly visible in the top-most buffer

layer (slice#12) showin Fig 5.25.(b). Instead the layer seems to contain large crystallites separated by

defects. The horizontal slightly inclined lines, which are clearly visible in previously discussed two

slices are hardly visible in slice#12. Also, the parallel network of defects is not observed because it

might be obscured by the dominant high-intensity crystallites. The most notable feature of the slice#24

(InAs layer) is shown in Fig 5.25.(a), where the observed parallel network in this layer resembles the

cross-hatch morphology, but the inclined network of defects is barely present. This analysis shows that

the behavior and evolution of different dislocation network with respect to increasing indium content.

We obtain the same picture of defect evolution when the tilt maps are analyzed.

The analysis of composition maps sheds a slightly different picture on the properties of different layers,

where the change in composition across various layers does not follow the same trend as observed

in intensity maps. Composition maps obtained from slice#24 (InAs peak), #12 (In0.75Al0.25As peak),

#4 (In0.25Al0.75As peak) and #0 (In0.05Al0.95As peak) are shown in Fig 5.25.a-d, respectively. The

composition modulation in the bottom layer seems to occur hand in hand with respect to the parallel

network where the modulation is observed to be more prominent along the parallel network. While,

the composition modulation in slice#4 is observed to be more prominent along the inclined network of

defect lines. However, there are no prominent periodic features of composition modulation in slice#12

indicating presence of large crystallites. The composition map of slice #24 resembles the intensity and

tilt maps obtained from the same slice. The combined analysis of composition maps suggests that the

variation of composition is dependent on the presence of defects and modulates along the prominent

network of defect lines observed in that particular slice of interest.

In summary, we observed two dislocation networks in our heterostructure. The first network consists of

dislocations that are running in perpendicular crystal directions (<110>) resembling the surface cross-

hatch pattern. This network is referred as parallel network. The second dislocation network is one

consisting of features in form of inclined vertical lines ≈ 12◦ w.r.t to [1-10] direction. This network

might have formed due to predominant screw nature of both the threading dislocations in two <110>

directions and 60◦MDs.173, 179 However the screw nature of 60◦dislocations are known to deteriorate

the structural quality of film not only near the interface, but also in the film volume. The presence of

screw component from the already existing dislocation network might have lead to formation of lines

of reduced crystallinity and high tilt variation that are tilted with respect to <110> crystal directions.
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Figure 5.26: a-d) Composition maps obtained from slice slice#24 (InAs peak), #12 (In0.75Al0.25As

peak), #4 (In0.25Al0.75As peak) and #0 (In0.05Al0.95As peak) respectively.

5.3 Spin injection through 2D InAs quantum wells

Spin injection experiments are carried out on the same sample (C21N600) that is studied by diffraction

imaging. These experiments are conducted in collaboration with Dr. Lennart Liefeith and a more

detailed account of these experiments and fabrication protocols are reported in his thesis.59 The main

aim of these experiments is to achieve spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal layer into InGaAs/InAs
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quantum wells. The devices operating in the ballistic transport regime have received large interest due

to reported large spin injection efficiencies.14, 23, 145 The design of our heterostructure is designed to

obtain high mobility of the active carriers22, 27, 185 which allows the device to work in ballistic limit.

5.3.1 Sample design and band structure of modulation-doped InAs
heterostructure

The heterojunction is designed in a such a way that the active layers form a quantum well containing

2-Dimensional Electron Gas (2-DEG) as shown in Fig 5.27.(a). The quantum well consisting of 4 nm

InAs is buried under a 10 nm In0.75Al0.25As layer which acts a tunneling barrier. The channel is asym-

metrically sandwiched by two In0.75Ga0.25As layers which reduce the amount of strain in channel and

also enhance the Rasbha SOI in the InAs channel. The quantum is separated from the doping region by

10 nm In0.75Al0.25As layer acting as a spacer to enhance the electron mobility in the 2DEG. We used

silicon doping concentration of 1.6×1018 cm−3. The doping concentration is calibrated in advance by

magneto-transport measurements using the AlGaAs HEMT structures.

After deposition of all active layers the sample is transferred into a metal MBE chamber in vacuo. A

4 nm Fe layer is deposited at a rate of 0.4 nm/min followed by a 7 nm Au capping layer at the rate of

0.2 nm/min. Both the metal layers are deposited at room temperature. The sample layout highlighting

the active layers with nominal thicknesses and the corresponding conduction band diagram is shown

in Fig 5.27.a&b respectively. The gray color is used to represent the quantum well in both sub-figures.

The conduction band profile shown in Fig. 5.27.(b) is calculated by using the 1D self-consistent Poisson

and Schrödinger equation solver nextnanomat.186 The conduction band (Ec) and electron density ns
profiles in the growth direction are plotted against the left and right axes, respectively. The Schottky

barrier height φo of Fe/InAlAs used in the calculations is adjusted so that the resultant calculated carrier

densities match the experimentally determined values. The measurement and the obtained value of the

carrier density is discussed in the next subsection. It is clearly seen that the conduction band is pulled

below the Fermi level (Ef ) at the InAs channel forming a 2DEG. The calculation is also used to obtain

the band edges of ground state subband (-25 meV), as well as the first subband (66 meV) and second

subband (163 meV) which are highlighted in Fig. 5.27.(b). It is also observed that there exists only

one maximum of carrier density which is located inside the InAs channel indicating absence of other

parallel conducting channels.

5.3.2 Magneto-transport and contact properties

Hall bars are fabricated prior to the fabrication of the non-local devices to obtain electron mobility (µ)

and 2D carrier concentration (Ns) in the InGaAs/InAs quantum wells from magneto-transport measure-

ments. Both of these parameters are obtained from the quantum Hall effect187, 188 and Schubnikov-de

oscillations.189 Details of the corresponding analysis are explained elsewhere.190 The geometry and
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Figure 5.27: (a) The sample layout highlighting the active layers deposited on top of the metamorphic

buffer. (b) The calculated conduction band and electron density profiles obtained from the sample

layout.

the dimensions of the fabricated Hall bars are depicted in the Fig. 5.28.(a). The long axis of the hall

bars are oriented in [1-10] direction which is the orientation of the channel used in non local devices.

The measurements are performed with out-of-plane magnetic field at liquid helium temperatures using

a 300 mK setup. Two different voltages called longitudinal (Uxx) and Hall voltage (Uxy) are measured

as a function of magnetic field with a driving current of 100 nA. The measurements are performed with

a lock-in technique at a working frequency of 76 Hz. The carrier concentration is evaluated using two

separate methods.

First, the obtained longitudinal ρxx = w
l
Uxx

I and hall ρxy =
Uxy

I resistivity are plotted as function of

applied magnetic field as shown in Fig 5.28.(b). Where, w&l are the width and longitudinal contact

distance of hall bars. Due to Lorentz force, a hall voltage (Uxy) is built up perpendicular to the direction

of current and magnetic field. In the limit of 2D quantization, the Hall voltage shows plateaus in

dependence on perpendicular magnetic field. These plateaus in the hall resistivity ρxy (black line) is

shown in Fig 5.28.(b). The carrier concentration (Ns,Hall) is then calculated from the hall voltage is

given by:

Ns,Hall =
1

e.
dρxy
dB

= 4.81× 1011 1

cm2
(5.6)

The resistance oscillations which are called Shubnikov-de oscillations (SdH), arise from Landau quan-

tization of the 2DEG in presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. These oscillations are periodic

in 1
BThe carrier concentration (Ns,SdH ) can be calculated from the periodicity of the oscillations as a

function of 1
B by using:
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Ns,SdH =
gsgv.e

h∆( 1
Bmin

)
= 4.98× 1011 1

cm2
(5.7)

Here, gs and gv represent spin degeneracy and valley degeneracy gr = 2 and gr = 1 in InAs, respec-

tively. Where e is the elementary charge and h is the planks constant. Usually the period in Eq 5.7

is determined from magnetic fields Bmin at the minima of the longitudinal resistance. The calculated

values of (Ns,Hall) and (Ns,SdH ) are both in agreement within the experimental precision indicating that

the entire carrier concentration is located in the quantum well and no parallel conductance channel exist

in correspondence with the simulation. From the obtained carrier concentrations, both mobilities and

the resultant electron mean-free-path λmfp of the carriers in the quantum well are calculated by using

the following equations.

µ =
1

e.ns.ρxx(B = 0)
= 107 000

cm2

Vs
(5.8)

λmfp =
µ

e
~.
√

2πNs = 1.2 µ m (5.9)
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Figure 5.28: (a) measurement setup of Hall resistance and SdH oscillations. B is the applied per-

pendicular magnetic field while w and l are the width and length of the hall bar. (b)The measured

longitudinal (ρxy) and transverse (ρxx) resistivity plotted as function of magnetic field.

The mobility µ is four times larger in magnitude when compared to reported values on InAs contain-

ing structures used for previous spin injection experiments.147, 148 The obtained electron mean-free-

path (λmfp) parameter describes the average distance a carrier travels between two in-elastic scattering
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events. The fabricated devices work in ballistic regime if the contact separation L < λmfp. The ob-

tained above parameters are used for evaluation of the non-local signal. The measurement performed

on Hall bars with long axis parallel to [110] resulted in lower mobilities which is consistent with previ-

ous works.27, 185 This mobility anisotropy is believed to be correlated to the observed anisotropy of the

cross-hatch modulation observed from the AFM analysis and diffractive mapping.

As mentioned before, the top layer of 10 nm In0.75Al0.25As acts as a tunneling barrier between the metal

and the quantum well. The contact properties of the resultant tunnel junction between one of the iron

electrodes and the active layers of the semiconductor are measured using a 3-terminal setup. The 3-

terminal measurement were performed on fabricated spin-valve devices. The measured current-voltage

characteristics are plotted as both conductance (G = j
U3T

) and differential conductance (Gdiff =
∂j

∂U3T
) as a function of U3T (Fig 5.29). As the measurement are performed on the spin-valve device,

both conductance and differential conductance are normalized to electrode contact area of 50 µm2.

The negative and positive bias are indicated as injection and extraction respectively. Where, injection

(extraction) means tunneling of carriers from Fe electrode into the 2DEG (vice-versa).

It can be seen from Fig 5.29 that, in injection polarity, the conductance (G) increases in step-wise

fashion. The derivative of conductance (Gdiff ) clearly depicts these steps as maxima which correspond

to values of 80 meV and 200 meV. These peaks corresponds to the energetic positions of first and

second subbands when the negative bias pulls them below Fermi level and the carriers from Fe electrode

tunnel into these 2d sub-bands. The energetic positions of the sub-bands are about 1.2 times larger

than the values of the simulation in Fig 5.27.(b). The conductance in extraction polarity increases

exponentially which is attributed to the carriers tunneling from an rectangular shaped barrier tunneling

into metal which in our case is the carriers tunneling from 2DEG into Fe electrode. The current-voltage

characteristics reveal that the conductance is non-linearly dependent on the applied bias which includes

observation of steps in negative polarity. The two observations strongly suggests that the transport

occurs by tunneling mechanism as carrier tunnel into subbands indicating existence of 2DEG in the

active layers of our structure.

5.3.3 Non-local measurement on spin valve

Unlike spin-valve devices fabricated on Fe/GaAs heterostructures as discussed in chapter 3, the fabri-

cation of spin-valve devices on Fe/InAlAs heterostructures requires a careful design. The strategy of

spin-valve design is based on four different properties of the Fe/InAlAs system. The first property is the

observed anisotropy of mobilities in two crystal direction as mentioned earlier in Sec 5.3.2. The second

important material property of Fe/InAlAs system is the magnetic anisotropy of Fe films on InAlAs. Fe

films on InP were reported to have an in-plane magneto-crystalline uniaxial anisotropy with easy axis

along [110] direction.191 Same easy axis orientation of magnetic anisotropy is observed on our samples

grown on InAlAs buffer layers by Boris Landgraf during his Ph.D119 using MOKE technique. So the
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Figure 5.29: The red and blue lines represent the conductance and differential conductance as a func-

tion of U3T . The energetic position of the first and second subbands are marked by arrows.

electrodes are oriented along [110] direction to match the easy axis orientation of magnetic anisotropy.

The third property that has been taken into consideration while designing the spin valve is the crystallo-

graphic anisotropy of the SOI. In the adapted configuration of spin valve with carriers propagating in [1-

10] direction, an effective magnetic field (Beff ) is experienced by the carriers in [110] direction due to

SOI. In this case the injected carrier spins are parallel to the Beff which leads to longer spin-dephasing

lengths and increased spin-halftimes.146, 147, 155, 156 To enable longer spin-dephasing lenghts the orien-

tation of the Fe electrodes is kept perpendicular to the [1-10] direction. The effect of spin-dephasing

lenghts and spin-lifetimes on spin injection efficiency are discussed later in the same subsection.

The second and third material properties and their experimental methods for their determination are

not discussed as they are out of scope of this thesis. But the main results from the measurements are

briefly presented and readers are referred to the thesis work of Dr.Lennart Liefeith59 for more details.

The last parameter that is considered while fabricating spin valves is the spacing between the injector

and detector electrode with respect to the measured mean-free-path. To investigate the spin injection

and spin transport phenomenon within the ballistic limit, the electrode edge to edge separation should

be smaller than the measured mean-free-path. By combining all four properties discussed above, a spin

valve is fabricated which is shown in Fig 5.30.

The Fe/InAlAs spin-valves are fabricated using electro-beam lithography and photo-lithography steps.

The use of electron-beam lithography step is essential to define the smaller dimension electrodes (widths

of 2& 3 µm) and the supply lines to these electrodes. The etching of the layers is performed by standard

wet-chemical etching and the parts of the device without Au layer protection were covered by a insulator

to prevent supply lines from shortcutting the quantum well. The width of the channel is 30 µm. For

every device four Fe electrodes were defined with different dimensions marked as 2,3,4,&5 in Fig 5.31.
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Figure 5.30: Microscopic image of the fabricated spin-valve device highlighting the important com-

ponents. The channel is oriented along [1-10] while the electrodes are aligned along [110] crystal direc-

tions. The non-local voltage (Unl) circuit and current source used in the experiment are also indicated.

The width of the electrodes of 2&4 is 2 µm while for 1&3 it is 3 µm. The separation between the

electrodes 2&3 is 0.5 µm, 4&5 is 1 µm, and for 3&4 it is 2 µm. The larger reference electrodes are

marked as 1&6, while the Au/Fe electrodes are highlighted by dashed lines.The calculated mean-free-

path in our sample is 1.2 µm but, considering both the width of the Fe electrodes and the shortest

separation distance (500 nm between 2&3), we arrive at a situation where the entire electrodes are

not under ballistic conduction. This leads to the different regions between injector and detector where

conduction occurs through ballistic regime while some areas with diffusive regime. The devices that

work completely in ballistic regime could not be prepared due to small λmfp observed in the samples

which makes the device fabrication at these dimensions challenging.

The measurement configuration resembles the already discussed non-local setup in the Sec 2.1. The

non-local voltage jumps (∆Unl) measured with 1.4 µA driving current are shown in Fig 5.31. The

1&2 Fe electrodes are used to measure the non-local voltage while the contact 3&6 are used to drive the

current. The measurement configuration is depicted schematically in the inset in Fig 5.31. The magnetic

field (B) is swept in-plane from -60 to 60 mT with step size of 0.1 mT at a rate of 2.4 mT/min. The

sweeping is done both in forward and in backward direction. At the used current polarity the observed

jumps correspond to spin injection from the iron electrode into quantum well which is characteristic to

spin injection experiments on different systems.52, 121, 122 The baseline in the measurement corresponds

to the parallel magnetic orientation of the electrodes. The jumps in the non-local voltage reflect the

state of the electrodes when they have opposite magnetic orientation. The orientations of the electrodes
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Figure 5.31: non-local signal observed in both forward and backward sweep of in-plane magnetic

field. The inset shows the electrodes used for the measurements and the numbering is consistent with

Fig 5.30. The black arrows represent the magnetic orientation of the two electrodes corresponding to

the signal on top of them. The electrode separation between 2 and 3 is 500 nm.

are marked as arrows beneath the corresponding signal in Fig 5.31. The experiment is also performed

using 1 and 2 µm electrode separation distances, but non-local jumps are not observed at these electrode

separations.

The non-local signal is also measured at different applied biases and discussed in Dr.Lennart Liefeith

thesis.59 The bias dependence is not clearly understood but the data is important as non-local voltage

behavior data as a function of applied bias so far is scarcely available on Fe/InAlAs system. The

observed behavior of non-local jumps (∆Unl) and the corresponding non-local resistance (∆Rnl =
∆Unl
I ) as a function of bias are briefly described here. In the forward bias direction the heights of

jumps (∆Unl) decreases with increasing bias while it is observed to increase in negative bias regions. A

maximum value of ∆Unl is observed in reverse bias which corresponds to electrons tunneling into the

first sub-band of the quantum well. In correspondence, an increase in ∆Rnl is not observed for electrons

tunneling into the first sub-band. The behavior of both ∆Unl and ∆Rnl is asymmetric with respect to

the applied bias and current. The maximum non-local resistance is observed in reverse bias region with

a value ∆Rnl = 0.47 Ω close to zero bias. This value is used to calculate a spin-injection efficiency η

from either a diffusive or a ballistic transport model.

Initially the spin-injection efficiency (η) is calculated by using the diffusive model also used for the

Fe/GaAs system discussed in chapter 3. The equation is modified to include the sheet resistance of the
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2DEG. By using the calculated value of ∆Rnl = 0.47Ω, we obtain η = 77% which is very large when

compared to the previously reported values, which barely exceed η = 8%.23, 147, 148 Unrealistic values

of spin-injection efficiency (η = 650%) have also been observed by Oltscher et.al14 when the diffusive

model has been used for their ballistic 2D AlGaAs/GaAs system. This system used by Oltscher et.al14

has longer λmfp and larger contact separation than compared to our Fe/AlGaAs system and are easier

to fabricate. We assume that high value of η observed in our system is attributed to the partly ballistic

character of our system as it was previously reported by Oltscher et.al14 in ballistic 2D AlGaAs/GaAs

system.

Recently Chen et.al proposed a new model to calculate spin-injection efficiency to account for the

ballistic contributions25 and the spin-orbit interactions of the system. They have introduced a new

parameter called spin-dephasing length which is a measure for the distance in which the spin-orientation

is randomized in the ballistic limit. In their model the spin-dephasing length has inverse relation to

the spin-orbit coupling parameter(α) which is calculated separately on our sample by using a SDH

beating pattern measured at 250 mK. By combining the spin orbit parameter and the literature value of

reduced mass (m∗ = 0.036me), we obtained spin-dephasing length of 0.35 µm. By using the mentioned

parameters the spin-injection efficiency for electrode separation of 0.5 µm is calculated to by around

30%. However, unphysical values beyond 100% were obtained if larger electrode separations of L=1

and 3 µm) are used to model the spin-injection efficiencies. These unphysical values are observed

to return below 100% if larger values of spin-dephasing length are used (λ = 0.5 µmfor L=1 µm &

λ = 1.5 µmfor L=3 µm). This could be explained by taking into fact that in our configuration, the SOI

leads to longer spin-dephasing lengths due to crystallographic orientation and of electron momentum

and spin polarization direction.146, 147, 155, 156 Hence, we assume that the spin-orbit interaction is not

appropriately modeled in the ballistic limit by model proposed by Chen et.al25 and the crystallographic

orientation of electron momentum and spin-polarization must be taken into account in the ballistic limit.
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5.4 Chapter summary

The Fe/InAlAs heterostructures containing InGaAs/InAs quantum well deposited on metamorphic

buffer has been designed. The indium content has been carefully calibrated using ex-situ High Resolu-

tion X-ray diffraction. The growth conditions and growth speed are modified after calibration to achieve

high quality heterostructures that precisely resemble the nominal designed structure in both composition

and thickness. The surface morphology of the fabricated heterostructure is studied with AFM and No-

marski microscopy which revealed the presence of a rough surface in the form of cross-hatches. Further

analysis of the surface features revealed the anisotropy in both periodicity and magnitude of roughness

in [110] and [1-10] directions. This anisotropy is tentatively correlated to at different density of misfit

dislocations in both [110] and [1-10] directions.

The strain relaxation due to lattice mismatch is studied by reciprocal space mapping measured at differ-

ent sample azimuths which revealed presence of crystallographic tilt in the metamorphic buffers. The

tilt in individual layers of metamorphic buffer is studied which revealed that the magnitude of tilt (ηmax)

with respect to (001) increases with increase of Indium content. It is observed to increase from 0.14◦

in the first composition layer to 0.352◦ in the final layer (x=0.75). The inclination of tilted layers φo
with respect to [110] also follows the same trend where it increases from 1.07◦ to 12.76◦. Interestingly,

the measured two parameters of tilt are considerably less when compared to the values reported on pre-

viously studied InAlAs metamorphic buffers. We believe that this is due to deposition of AlAs/GaAs

super-lattice prior to growth of metamorphic layers. Tilt results in lattice relaxation and the smaller

magnitude of tilt indicate better relaxation of the mis-matched layers. This observation is also corrobo-

rated in samples of similar design with TEM studies, where very little plastic relaxation is observed in

samples with super-lattice.

The lattice tilt results obtained with a laboratory diffractometer inevitably reveals averaged values of

lattice tilt due to large X-ray beam size. But this information is not adequate enough to understand

the local change of tilt which is important for understanding non-planar nature of the active layers and

especially the curvature of the quantum well. The local crystalline properties of individual metamorphic

buffer layer are probed with the help of Scanning diffractive mapping. The qualitative analysis of local

crystallinity, tilt variation and composition variation led to understanding the evolution of the defect

density in each buffer layer. The diffractive maps revealed variation of tilt and local crystallinity in

the form of two networks of defect lines that are either parallel or tilted with respect to [1-10] crystal

direction. These defect lines in these two networks are related to regions with dislocation accumulation.

The density of these lines is observed to decrease from bottom to top. In bottom layers the network

of defect lines that are slightly rotated with respect to [1-10] are found to be predominant. A faint

network of lines parallel to [1-10] direction is also observed. Interestingly, the top and thickest buffer

layer In0.05Al0.95As is observed to have large crystallites separated by high tilted regions and defects.

Surprisingly, the composition was observed to vary along the parallel network in bottom most layers.
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In addition to the structural information of metamorphic buffers, we also extracted qualitative structural

information regarding the InAs layer. The variation of crystallinity, tilt and composition is observed

to be predominant along the parallel network contrary to the observed pattern in individual layer of

buffer, where the modulation is mostly along the inclined network. Also the periodicity of defect lines

observed in this layer is about ≈ 1 − 1.2 µm and is similar to the periodicity observed in the surface

cross-hatches.

So we conclude that both the inclined and parallel network appear very early during the growth of the

metamorphic buffers. But the inclined network becomes predominant close to In0.35Al0.65As and again

become less prominent in the last layer of the buffer (In0.75Al0.25As). Whereas, the parallel network

becomes less prominent as the indium composition increases. But the parallel network was observed to

be most predominant feature in the InAs layer.

The surface cross-hatches appear to be a result of parallel network as they both are observed to have

same periodicity. The most striking observation is that the inclined network, which is predominantly

noticeable in most of the layers does not influence the surface cross-hatch features. Another relevant

result is that the crystallite size that represents homogeneous areas in In0.75Al0.25As layer without plas-

tic deformations is found to be around 20 µmin size. These crystallites are observed to be separated

by major defect line regions which are a result of high density dislocation accumulation. We believe

that a fabricated spin-valve device might not function if the developed electrodes lie on major defect

lines as these areas have low structural integrity. This might account for the fact that a large number

of non-working devices were found even though they have been fabricated from the same sample. So

diffractive imaging can serve as a preliminary step before fabrication of devices to identify the best

regions in the wafer to fabricate the spin-valve devices.

The magneto-transport measurements are performed on the same sample studied by diffractive mapping

which revealed anisotropy in the mobilities in both <110> directions. This mobility is correlated to

different roughness observed in both crystal directions of the heterostructure. Spin-valve devices are

fabricated to study spin injection from Fe layer in InGaAs/InAs quantum well using non-local setup.

The spin injection is observed to depend on the separation between the electrodes and non-local jumps

are observed only when the separation is semi-ballistic. The calculated spin injection efficiency η

reached a large value of 77% when spin-injection is modeled by diffusive approach which is very large

when compared to literature values. The spin-injection efficiencyη is calculated also by using a recently

proposed ballistic approach in which spin-dephasing length is introduced as key parameter. But the

resultant spin-injection efficiency calculated by using experimental values of the spin-dephasing length

yield unphysical values between 29% and much above 100%. Therefore, we assume that the new

ballistic approach does not model properly the crystallographic anisotropy of the spin-orbit coupling in

our device. A more involved model is needed accounting for the anisotropy of the Spin-Orbit coupling.
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6.1 Introduction

As mentioned in previous chapters, Ferromagnet/Semiconductor heterostructures are extensively stud-

ied as potential spin based electronic devices.13, 76, 192 In particular, thin Fe layers on GaAs substrates

are widely studied as a test system for spin-injection experiments11, 85 due to small lattice mismatch

and ease of preparation. But, the nature of the interface between ferromagnet and semiconductor is

reported to influence the contact resistance and subsequent spin injection efficiency15, 32, 85, 89 as is also

observed and reported in this thesis. moreover, some structural studies performed on metal alloys de-

posited on GaAs surfaces revealed a considerable intermixing at the heterojunction,21, 87, 193 which in

some cases may even lead to formation of different magnetic phases at the interface.194 To prevent

this inter-diffusion, deposition of an MgO interlayer is proposed as one of the viable approaches.195, 196

However, Kim et al observed formation of amorphous and crystalline MgO as two separate layers197 at

an MgO/GaAs interface, while other reports have observed intermixing at the interface as a function of

MgO growth temperature.198, 199 Recently, intermixing has only been observed in samples, where the

MgO layer is below a critical thickness of 2.5 nm.33 This discrepancy of observations might be related

to the differences in the MgO barrier and metal layer preparation, and a comprehensive structural study

of such heterostructures is necessary to clearly understand the reasons of intermixing.

The information about the quality of the interface at thin thicknesses of MgO films is crucial as most

of the working spin devices use only 2-4 nm thick MgO films.192, 199, 200 The transport mechanisms

such as the ratio between the tunneling current and thermionic Schottky emission is also observed to

change around 2-4 nm range of MgO thickness201 at room-temperature. However, the intermixing

and crystallinity at the interface of very thin MgO layers (1-4 nm) are not well addressed so far as

most of the structural studies are done on thick MgO layers.34, 202–204 In addition, crystalline layers of

insulating MgO are also proposed to act as a spin filtering layer through symmetry matching of Bloch

states to the ferromagnetic electrodes.192, 205 Furthermore understanding the epitaxial orientation of the

Fe layers is also important as coherent transport is influenced by the orientation of the underlying MgO

layers.204, 206 Hence, a comprehensive structural investigation of the GaAs/MgO and MgO/Fe interfaces

at these thicknesses is essential for structure-property correlation. So the morphology and crystallinity
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of Fe/MgO on GaAs (001) interfaces are comprehensively characterized in this thesis to shed light on

the structural state of Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures.

6.2 Structural investigation of Fe/MgO/GaAs heterojunctions

In his thesis, two sample designs (Fig 6.1.(a) and (b) are studied for structural investigation of Fe/M-

gO/GaAs heterojunctions. Previously, Boris Landgraf performed structural investigations on samples

with design similar to the one shown Fig 6.1.(a). However, he used much thicker MgO (6 nm) and Fe

layers (20 nm).119 The sample layout presented in Fig 6.1.(a) is used for both structural and magnetic

investigations performed in this thesis and will be discussed later in this chapter. In addition, a different

the sample layout shown in Fig 6.1.(b) is also grown and used for MgO growth calibration studies which

will be discussed in next subsection 6.2.1.

The 2-point electrical measurements performed by Boris Landgraf119 on the Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostruc-

tures revealed that the post-growth annealing influences the electrical properties leading to an increase

in the Zero Bias Resistance (ZBR). This observation is in contrast to the expected rearrangement at in-

terface due to annealing which should lead to a lowering of the potential barrier height.207 The observed

behavior of the ZBR as a function of temperature and post-growth annealing suggests presence of in-

terfacial compounds like GaOx and MgxAsx208 at the interface. These compounds might have formed

due to a cumulative effect of growth parameters and configuration of the MgO chamber. Therefore,

our MgO chamber has been refurbished at the start of this thesis work, and all the growth parameters

are calibrated again with the aim of obtaining crystalline MgO layers. Obtaining thin (1-4 nm) and

single crystalline MgO layers is a prerequisite for the final aim of the project is to apply MgO layers as

spin-filtering layers in spin-injection experiments.51 Therefore, structural characterization is performed

on MgO layers to understand the structural quality of deposited MgO films.

Au (4 nm)

Fe (4 nm)

GaAs n++ = 3*1018 (15 nm) 

GaAs n+ = 5*1016 (300 nm) 

GaAs (001) Substrate

n+ n+ + (30 nm)

MgO (1 - 4 nm)

GaAs n++ = 3*1018 (15 nm) 

GaAs n+ = 5*1016 (300 nm) 

GaAs (001) Substrate

n+ n+ + (30 nm)

MgO (10 nm)

a) b)

Figure 6.1: Sample layout of the Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructure and the corresponding nominal thick-

ness of individual layers a) layout used for TEM and magnetic studies b) Layout used for growth opti-

mization studies.
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6.2.1 Effect of MgO growth conditions on the layer crystallinity

Recent studies of Fe/MgO heterostructures on GaAs which reported highly crystalline MgO films have

consistently deposited MgO layers above room temperatures and in the absence of additional oxygen

background pressure.33, 199, 202, 204, 209 The MgO layers previously studied in our group have always been

deposited at room temperatures and in the presence of additional oxygen background pressures. We

believe that the observed polycrystalline nature of the MgO films119 is due to presence of excess oxygen,

which leads to formation of interfacial compounds. The observed polycrystalline nature could also be

due to low surface diffusion of Mg and O atoms because of room temperature deposition. Therefore,

we have installed a new substrate heater in our MgO chamber to fabricate samples at different growth

temperatures. We also performed an additional investigation to study the effect of oxygen background

pressure on the crystallinity of MgO layers.

The entire Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures are prepared in a Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) cluster

without any exposure to ambient conditions to avoid contamination of samples. The entire growth

sequence is conducted in three separate (UHV )Ultra-High Vacuum chambers connected by a UHV

transfer module. The processes of oxygen desorption and growth of a GaAs conducting channel are

performed in a C21 semiconductor growth chamber. Growth conditions are same as the ones described

in Sec 3.2 ending with As- terminated GaAs heterostructures. Afterwards, the wafers are transferred

into a dedicated MgO chamber where MgO layers are deposited using electron beam evaporation from

a MgO pellet at a rate of 0.08 Å/Sec. Some of the samples are deposited in presence of an oxygen back-

ground pressure of 5× 10−6 mbar. The growth rate is monitored by using a quartz crystal microbalance.

For this particular study of growth optimization, 10 nm thick MgO layers are deposited on GaAs but the

samples are not terminated with Fe and Au layers as shown in Fig 6.1.(b). These metal layers are inten-

tionally not deposited to avoid overlapping of Bragg peaks of MgO and Au layers, which coincidentally

occur in the same angular range.

Two sets of three samples with layout shown in Fig 6.1.(b) are grown in which MgO is deposited at

60◦C, 100◦C and 200◦C. One set is deposited in the presence of additional background oxygen while

the other set deposited in the absence of oxygen. Both sets are studied with both XRR and HRXRD

techniques the effect of growth parameters on the MgO crystallinity of MgO layers. The X-ray based

measurements mentioned in this entire chapter are performed by using a XPert-PRO (Panalytical, The

Netherlands) four-circle diffractometer equipped with a Ge (220) 3-bounce analyzer and a homemade

incident collimator.

The Fig 6.2(a) shows the symmetrical ω − 2θ scan obtained along the crystal truncation rod of

GaAs (004) for samples grown at 60◦C with and without oxygen and an other sample deposited at

100◦C in absence of oxygen. These HRXRD measurements revealed that the samples grown without

additional oxygen pressure feature an intense MgO(002) peak. In contrast, the samples grown with

additional oxygen pressure resulted in broad and low intensity MgO peak irrespective of growth tem-
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perature. In addition, samples were also grown at 80◦C, 150◦C and 200◦C but these samples are not

discussed here as they did not show any diffraction peaks from MgO (002). In contrast, the samples

grown without additional oxygen at both 60◦C and 100◦C showed intense MgO(002) peaks. The sharp

and relatively intensive Bragg peaks suggest that better crystallinity of MgO layers is achieved when

deposition is carried out in the absence of background oxygen.
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Figure 6.2: (a) XRD scan obtained along the crystal truncation rod of GaAs (004) for 60◦C sam-

ple(with and without oxygen) and 100◦C(without oxygen) samples showing the (002) MgO reflex. (b)

XRR profiles obtained on 60◦C and 100◦C sample deposited in absence of additional oxygen pressure.

To establish the ideal deposition temperature of MgO films, we performed XRR measurements for

studying the sharpness of the interfaces. The XRR profiles obtained on samples deposited at 60◦C and
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100◦C without background oxygen are shown in Fig 6.2(b). These two samples are selected for com-

pared because they both showed well pronounced MgO Bragg peaks in HRXRD measurements. The

typical Kiessig fringes observed in reflectivity profiles are a signature of sharp interfaces and indicate

the formation of uniform layers in the sample. As seen from Fig 6.2(b), 60◦C samples reveal well

pronounced Kiessig fringes while reflectivity intensity drops rapidly in 100◦C sample indicating the

formation of a rough interface. The reflectivity profiles are fitted using RCRefSimW program and the

simulated profile (black line) of 60◦C is also shown in Fig 6.2(b) which indicates good agreement with

the experimental profile (blue line). Simulation is also performed on 100◦C sample but it is not shown

here to prevent overlapping of XRR profiles. The following roughness of individual layers are obtained

from simulation of 100◦C sample: rMgO = 0.45 ± 0.02 nm, rsubstrate = 0.52 ± 0.05 nm. The repre-

sented substrate roughness(rsubstrate) is the roughness at the interface of GaAs substrate and MgO layer.

Considerable roughness values are obtained during simulation, if interface has additional compounds

that are not considered in the simulation model. So we infer that at deposition temperature of 100◦C,

interfacial compounds can be formed leading to rough interfaces. Even if the assumed scenario of inter-

face compound formation does not take place, the resultant rough interfaces of MgO/GaAs is not ideal

for fabricating devices for electrical measurements. On the other hand, the sample deposited at 60◦C

shows relatively small roughness at the interfaces(rMgO = 0.25±0.01 nm, rsubstrate = 0.08±0.02 nm).

So we conclude that 60◦C deposition temperature is the optimum growth condition for MgO layers.

In conclusion, we are able to identify the growth temperature and the effect of background oxygen on

the crystallinity of the MgO layers. By combined study of HRXRD and XRR we determined the best

quality of MgO layers are obtained when the growth is performed at 60◦C and in absence of additional

background oxygen.

6.2.2 Effect of MgO layer thickness on interface intermixing

As mentioned earlier, the crystallinity of Fe/MgO/GaAs interface with thin MgO films is important as

most of the working spin devices use small MgO thicknesses.192, 199, 200 Also, as recently reported, the

structural properties of MgO layers are found to be influenced by the MgO thickness, where intermixing

is observed only in samples with MgO layer thickness below 2.5 nm.33 To study the dependence of the

MgO layer on its thickness, we employed a combination of X-Ray Reflectivity (XRR) and Scanning

High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM).

The sample layout of the used for this study is shown in Fig 6.1.(a). By using 60◦C substrate temperature

and no oxygen for MgO deposition as discussed in subsection 6.2.1, four samples with different MgO

layers thicknesses are prepared. The nominal thicknesses of the MgO layers in these samples are 1-4 nm

and are referred as : 1 nm for sample (I), 2 nm for sample (II), 3 nm for sample (III), and 4 nm for sample

(IV). After the MgO deposition, the wafers are transferred into a metal-MBE chamber where a 4 nm Fe

layer was deposited at a growth rate of 0.4 nm/min. Then the heterostructures are finally capped by a
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4 nm thick Au film at a rate of 0.4 nm/min to prevent oxidation of the underlying layers. Both metal

layers are deposited at room temperature. Before deposition of metal layers, the MgO surface is studied

by using the RHEED setup available in the metal chamber. Both MgO and metal layers are deposited

using a mask, so that only a part of the wafer is covered with both layers. In addition to the four samples

mentioned above, an extra sample with 15 nm nominal MgO thickness is also prepared to study the

thickness dependent surface diffraction.
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Figure 6.3: Angular dependence of the RHEED intensity for a) 1 nm and b) 15 nm MgO layers de-

posited on GaAs. The red arrows highlight the GaAs RHEED spots while the black arrows indicate the

MgO spots. The black and red squares represent the unit cell of MgO and GaAs respectively. c) magni-

fied image of the central part in (a).

The crystalline quality of the MgO layers is studied in-situ with RHEED at an electron acceleration

energy of 15 keV. To observe reflexes of the MgO layer along different azimuthal angles, the sample is

rotated while simultaneously collecting RHEED frames. The intensity from each frame is integrated in

the direction towards the shadow edge of the frame. The obtained line profiles from all the frames in one

rotation are used to construct a complete plain of reciprocal space called the RHEED polar plot which is

described in detail in sec 2.3.2. An example of a RHEED polar plot obtained on different thicknesses of

freshly deposited MgO layers is shown in Fig.6.3. The color scale in the polar plot reflects the intensity

of RHEED spots is normalized to the intensity of specular beam. The polar plot obtained on 1 nm MgO

sample (Fig.6.3.(a) resembles the polar plot obtained on bare As terminated GaAs substrate67, 68 which
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is shown in sec 2.3.2. The polar plot of 1 nm sample also reveals additional sharp peaks belonging MgO

reflexes. The GaAs spots noticed in both polar plots might be due to small glancing angle of RHEED

gun, at which the foot-print of the electron beam also probes uncovered parts of the wafer. Due to small

incidence angles of the electron beam used in the RHEED measurements the signal represents integral

characteristics of the deposited MgO surface. The RHEED frames obtained on the thick MgO layer (15

nm) are also studied for comparative analysis and the measured polar plot is shown in Fig 6.3.(b). The

RHEED spots in the polar plot obtained on the thicker sample shows broadening indicating disorder of

the surface orientations.

Both polar plots display four-fold symmetry as expected for MgO layers.210 The positions of the

RHEED maxima210 are close to those expected for a relaxed MgO crystal with the lattice constant

of 0.421 nm.211 The unit cell orientation of MgO and GaAs is marked on polar plots by placing the red

( Å−1) and black squares which represent the bulk unit cell of GaAs, q̄=1.11 Å−1 and MgO, q̄=1.49 Å−1

respectively in reciprocal space coordinates. Slight mismatch in both magnitude and orientation of these

squares (unit-cells) with the observed RHEED spots is due to unsteady rotation of the substrate holder.

Sharp diffraction spots observed in Fig 6.3.(a) indicate a good crystalline quality of the epitaxial films.

The MgO layers are rotated by 45◦ with respect to the in-plane crystallographic axis of the substrate. So

we conclude from polar plots that, as the thickness of MgO layers is increased from 1 nm to 15 nm, the

crystalline quality of MgO layers is retained but lateral disorder in surface orientations is introduced.

Another integral technique is the XRR which is applied for ex-situ characterization of the interface qual-

ity on the finished structure. The measurement setup and XRR analysis is similar to the one explained in

sections 2.3.6 and 3.2. The Fig 6.4.(a) shows the experimental and simulated XRR profiles of sample-

II indicating good agreement. The fit yields a MgO thickness of 2.23 ± 0.11 nm and a roughness of

0.34± 0.06 nm. The calculated roughness of any layer is the upper interface (surface) roughness. The

thickness of Fe layer is measured to be 4.40±0.07 nm with interface roughness of 0.13±0.03 nm. The

parameters obtained from XRR represent an average over a large probed area as compared to the very

small probing area of transmission microscopy which is used in further investigations discussed below.

The XRR data are also processed using a different approach to obtain depth-profiling of dielectric con-

stant using a theoretical method developed by Kozhevnikov et al.212, 213 The resultant depth profile

obtained from this method is compared with the results of TEM and EDS data of sample(II) and is

shown in Fig 6.4.(b) The horizontal lines in Fig 6.4.(b) correspond to the bulk values of the real part of

the dielectric constants in the layers. Our simulation indicates good agreement to the nominal design of

the structure. Moreover, the real part of the electrical permittivity depth profile (Fig 6.4.(b) represents

the behavior of the density averaged over the surface. So, the layer morphology leading to the subse-

quent morphology can be determined from the dielectric constant depth profile. The top Au layer in the

heterostructure shows a lower value of density than the bulk, and this observation is in agreement with

the density obtained with the Parratt formulation.71 The reason for lower density can be explained with

Volmer-Weber growth mode of the Au layer as observed in HRTEM images. The film density of the Fe
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Figure 6.4: X-ray reflectometry of the sample.II: (a) fit between experimental and simulated XRR

profiles, (b) reconstructed profile of the real part of the dielectric constant as a function of sample depth

compared to HRTEM and EDS results. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the bulk values of the real

part of dielectric constant of individual layers.

layer is observed to be constant. The MgO layer is so thin that the reconstruction of its density seems

to be a bit distorted. We should emphasize that the thickness of individual layers determined by XRR

technique are comparable to HRTEM results within the accuracy of the technique. The obtained fit of

XRR data shows that the calculated relative densities of Fe and Au layers are close to the values of phys-

ical density. In addition, the calculated interface roughness between Au and Fe layers indicates sharp

demarcation between the two layers. This sharpness of interface is also observed in EDS measurements

but is not reflected in HRTEM images of all four samples.

HRTEM measurements are performed to observe the intermixing and epitaxial orientation between

MgO and Fe layers. These measurements are performed in collaboration with Prof V.E. Asadchikov

group at Shubnikov Institute of Crystallography, Russia. The specimens for the scanning/TEM were

prepared by two methods. The first one was a standard method using cutting, gluing pieces "face-to-

face" followed by mechanical thinning and Ar+ ion milling and polishing in PIPS (Gatan, Pleasanton,

CA, US) ion beam thinning machine at 5 keV at the beginning and 1 keV after the perforation of the

sample. The second method consists of a Ga+ Focus Ion Beam (FIB) milling procedure performed in

a Helios (FEI, Oregon, US) scanning electron microscope (SEM)/FIB dual beam system equipped with

C and Pt gas injectors and a micro-manipulator (Omniprobe, TX, US). The TEM sample preparation

used for this study is described in detail elsewhere.214, 215

All four samples are studied in a transmission/scanning electron microscope (TEM/STEM) Titan 80-300

(FEI, Oregon, US) equipped with a spherical aberration corrector (Cs), electron probe corrector (Cc), a

high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector, an atmospheric thin-window energy dispersive X-ray
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(EDS) spectrometer (Phoenix System, EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) and post-column Gatan energy filter

(GIF), (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, US). The TEM was operated at 300 kV. Digital Micrograph (Gatan,

Pleasanton, CA, US) and TIA (FEI, Oregon, US) software was used for image analysis. Additionally,

the Osiris (FEI, Oregon, US) TEM/STEM equipped with Bruker SuperX silicon drift detectors (SDD)

were used for the EDS microanalysis including elemental mapping. Bruker ( Bruker, US) software was

used for the evaluation of EDS spectra and elemental maps.

Figure 6.5: Bright field HRTEM cross-sectional images of the samples I–IV(a–d), respectively.The

red dashed box highlights the regions with orientation relationship B between GaAs and MgO. The

crystallographic directions of individual layers are marked by white arrows in corresponding layers.

The cross-sectional bright field (BF) HRTEM images of all four samples (I-IV) are shown in Fig 6.5.(a-

d). The thickness of MgO layers measured from the HRTEM images are : (I) 0.75±0.25 nm, (II) 1.8±
0.3 nm, (III) 2.45± 0.25 nm and (IV) 3.55± 0.25 nm. The MgO layers exhibit textured polycrystalline

microstructure with the lateral grain sizes of 3-5 nm. For an comparative analysis between the samples,

first the structure with largest MgO thickness (sample IV) is described in detail and the rest of the

samples are then compared to it. The interface between GaAs and MgO is found to be atomically

flat while the Fe/MgO interface is observed to be uneven with hillocks up to 0.5 nm in height. The

(001) MgO crystal planes are mostly parallel to the GaAs surface and we observe the following two

orientation relationships between the MgO and GaAs.
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A. (001)GaAs‖ (001)MgO with the misorientation of MgO within 10◦, (11̄0)GaAs‖(010)MgO

B. (001)GaAs‖ (001)MgO with the misorientation of MgO within 10◦, (11̄0)GaAs‖(11̄0)MgO

The orientation relationship “B” is observed in only few regions of the sample and is highlighted by

dashed red box in Fig 6.5. Larger field-view of TEM images that are not shown here confirm that the

orientation relationship “B” coexists with “A” orientation but occur less often. The larger region with

orientation relation “B” shown in Fig 6.5.(c) has about the maximum length of the regions with orien-

tation relation “B”. The coexistence of different orientation is a well known phenomenon in MgO/Si

heterostructures as an effective strain relaxation mechanism203 and we believe that this coexistence

plays a similar role in the MgO/GaAs system.

The described orientation relationships are confirmed by Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) on the obtained

HRTEM images. The FFT patterns obtained from few regions having the “A” and “B” relationship

orientations are shown in Fig 6.6.(a) and (b) respectively. The HRTEM of all samples have revealed that

both the GaAs and MgO exhibit a cubic crystal structure with the unit cell constants aGaAs = 0.5653 nm,

Space Group (S.G.) F43̄m216 and for MgO aMgO = 0.4214 nm, S.G. Fm3̄m.217 As mentioned before in

the orientation relationships, (001) direction of MgO layer has 10◦ misorientation with respect to (001)

crystal direction of GaAs and this misorientation is measured by analyzing the reflexes in FFT patterns.

This misorientation is evident in Fig 6.6.(a) where the reflexes from (002) planes of MgO (green circle)

and (002) planes of GaAs (blue circle) are not aligned in the same plane.

002

Figure 6.6: (a) & (b): FFT patterns obtained in regions with orientations “A” and “B”, respectively.

The (002) reflexes of GaAs and MgO are marked with blue and green circles, respectively.

For the analysis, the regions containing “A” and “B” orientations will be referred as grain-A and grain-

B respectively. As seen in Fig 6.6, there is a visible difference between the FFT patterns of grains A&B

due to different orientations and could also be due to light misorientation of MgO grains relative to the

e−-beam. To confirm that the observed spots in the FFT patterns are correctly indexed and to prove that

MgO grains orientations are chosen correctly we performed the HRTEM image simulations.
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of MgO compound HRTEM data, showing the effect of thickness and objective

lens defocus on contrast in HRTEM images obtained at the [110] zone axis.

A series of simulated HRTEM images of MgO compound observed in [110] zone axis at different

values of MgO thicknesses (t) and objective lens defocus (∆f) values are presented in Fig 6.7. These

simulations of the HRTEM images are produced using Stadelmann’s EMS software package.218 The

lattice parameters used for the simulations were taken from literature.217 The best fit between the

experimental image of grain "A" of sample-IV and simulated image is obtained at thickness of 3-6 nm

and ∆f of 40 to 50 nm. This confirms that the assigned orientations are correctly indexed.

After confirming the relative orientations of the MgO and GaAs layers, we calculated the lattice mis-

match in both “A” and “B” orientations. In the orientation "A", the MgO unit cell is rotated by 45◦ with

respect to GaAs unit cell leading to a cube on cube-diagonal orientation. In this configuration four unit

cells of MgO are almost perfectly aligned to three unit cells of GaAs and the atomic arrangement in this

configuration is shown in Fig 6.8.(a) where the blue and black square represents the GaAs and MgO

unit-cells respectively. In this representation, four unit cells of MgO rotated by 45◦ are placed on three

unit cells of GaAs. It is clearly evident from the Fig 6.8.(a) that Mg and O atoms in 4 MgO unit-cells

are placed almost perfectly on atoms of 3 GaAs unit-cells leading to only a small 5% mismatch. This

mismatch is observed to be released mostly through the formation of misfit dislocations with projection

of Burgers vector b=1/2aGaAs[1̄10]. The formation of misfit dislocations are directly observed in the

filtered cross-section images of MgO/GaAs interface obtained from HRTEM images. The half-planes

at the center of misfit dislocations are marked by arrows in Fig 6.8.(c). Theoretically, the cores of dis-
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Figure 6.8: (a) & (b): Lattice images representing orientations “A” and “B” respectively. The blue and

black square represent the GaAs and MgO unit cells respectively. The red dashed lines highlight the

mismatch in corresponding orientation. (c) and (d): Inverted FFT filtered image at interface between

(220)GaAs and (200)MgO and between (220)GaAs and (220)MgO, respectively.

locations should occur at every third GaAs unit cell of the cross-section through the interface GaAs but

the distance between the dislocation cores are smaller than expected and that can be associated with 10◦

inclinations of MgO crystals relative to [001] of GaAs.

In the "B" orientation, the mismatch between the GaAs and the MgO layers is larger than in the previous

case. The cube on the cube relationship: d(220)GaAs = 0.1998 nm and d(220)MgO = 0.1489 nm, leads to

the very large mismatch of 26%. This mismatch is depicted in the corresponding atomic arrangement of

orientation "B" shown in Fig 6.8.(b), where the atoms in MgO unit cell and underneath atoms in GaAs

unit-cell do not align with each other. The filtered image obtained from the orientation "B" is shown

in Fig 6.8.(d) which shows much higher density of dislocation cores when compared to orientation

"A". We believe that the large mismatch is the reason for very high density of misfit dislocations in

Fig 6.8.(d). Our observation of two different types of MgO orientations coincides with previous reports

where multiple orientations of MgO layers is observed as a effective strain relaxation mechanisms.203

As mentioned earlier, the discussed orientations and structural details of the MgO layer are observed in

sample IV. The other three samples also exhibited similar microstructure, where the MgO layer showed
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polycrystalline structure with the similar lateral grain sizes and orientation relationships. In these three

samples (I-III) the MgO layer looked like continuous layer without any voids and extra amorphous seed

layer as observed in some reports.197

Figure 6.9: HAADF image obtained on sample-I (1 nm MgO) highlighting the gaps observed in the

Fe layer.

The Fe layer is observed to grow topotaxially on MgO with highly textured polycrystalline microstruc-

ture in all four samples. The HRTEM images reveal that the Fe layer consists of particles slightly

mis-oriented relative to each other with a lateral size of 2-6 nm. Close inspection of HRTEM images

including FFT patterns indicate that the Fe grains have a bcc crystal structure (S.G. Im3̄m). In addition,

the Fe layer also showed high density of defects like small-angle grain boundaries (SABG’s) and these

defects lead to the emergence of Moiré fringes and peculiar lattice images. The following orientation

relationship between GaAs and Fe layer is observed: (001)GaAs‖(010)Fe, (110)GaAs‖(001)Fe with a

small share of (001)GaAs‖(010)Fe, (110)GaAs‖(101)Fe.

Irrespective of orientation, the Fe layer in samples II-IV is observed to be a uniform film as expected

from homogeneous 2D growth. But the sample-I shows discontinuous Fe layers with voids in Fe layer

appearing at typical distances of ≈ 30 nm and above. The observed gaps are highlighted in the large-

field TEM image which is shown in Fig 6.9. The Au top layer of all samples is observed to be uneven

which is very typical because it grows in Volmer-Weber growth mode as mentioned before when dis-

cussing XRR results. The hillocks on the Au film surface reach heights up to of 10 nm.

The intermixing at the interface is also analyzed by using EDS enabled elemental mapping performed

on all four samples (I-IV). The individual elemental maps obtained across all four layers of sample-IV

are shown in Fig 6.10.(a-g). Later, these individual maps are merged to form the combined elemental

maps of the entire heterojunction for all four samples presented in Fig 6.11.(a-d) with separate color

coding (GaAs : pink; MgO : red; Fe : green and Au : blue.). The EDS maps proves that the MgO layers

exhibit relatively flat interfaces and their thickness determined from this method is in good agreement
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b)

c) d)

e) f)

g)
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Figure 6.10: a) HAADF image obtained on sample-IV. The green doted box highlights the region

selected for obtaining EDS elemental maps. (b-g) Individual EDS elemental maps of As, Ga, Mg, O,

Fe and Au respectively.

with HRTEM study. The EDS elemental maps do not reveal any interface mixing at the Fe/Au interface,

while the mixed Fe-Au contrast in the maps appear only due to the wavy interface. HRTEM images
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together with results of EDS elemental mapping, shown in Fig 6.11.(a-d) unambiguously demonstrate

the presence of four distinct layers. The Fe elemental mapping confirms that the Fe layer is almost flat

which is not obvious from HRTEM images.

Figure 6.11: The EDS elemental maps of cross-sectional samples (a-d). Each layer is associated with

a different color. GaAs represented by pink; MgO by red; Fe by green and Au by blue. The MgO layer

in all samples is highlighted by a white arrow.

The separate “oxygen” EDS map acquired on sample-IV is shown in Fig.6.10.e). This map clearly

demonstrates the absence of oxygen in the Fe layer. Within the experimental resolution, Oxygen was

detected only within MgO layer and on the top of Au grains which were covered by epoxy resin or

by Pt/C composite, which could contain small amounts of oxygen. HRTEM and EDS methods give

the information about local area of the sample while, XRR technique provides depth distribution of

dielectric constant averaged across the plane of about 1×1 cm2 size. Good agreement between HRTEM

and EDS images and XRR results indicates that the microstructure of the samples is homogeneous all

over the sample surface.

In summary, the morphology and intermixing of MgO and Fe layers with varying MgO thickness are

studied with both in-situ and ex-situ methods. We also employed techniques with different degrees

of probing resolution to determine the homogeneity of the deposited layers. We observed crystalline

MgO layers with atomically flat interface irrespective of the barrier thickness employed. The MgO

and Fe films exhibit highly texturized polycrystalline structure without any noticeable dependence on

the thickness of the MgO layer. Intermixing of Fe and O is not observed in any of the investigated

structures. RHEED, S/TEM and XRR results have consistently demonstrated excellent agreement at

the micro and macro levels. This comprehensive structural study helps to identify the morphology

of the ferromagnetic layers and MgO barriers with respect to barriers thickness. The information of

morphology is important during the fabrication of spin-devices as it influences properties like magnetic

anisotropy.
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6.3 Magnetic Investigations on the Fe/MgO/GaAs heterojunctions

Magnetic anisotropy is an important parameter in designing the Ferromagnetic/Semiconductor (FM/SC)

based lateral spin-valves for spin injection studies as discussed in Sec 3.3&5.3. The magnetic anisotropy

in Fe/GaAs and Fe/MgO/GaAs systems is found to be strongly influenced by the interface. For exam-

ple, the magnetic anisotropy in FM originates from the spin-orbit coupling which usually respects the

lattice symmetry of the magnetic material.79 Therefore, a metal with fourfold lattice symmetry like Fe

should show cubic magnetic anisotropy but thin Fe films deposited on GaAs show uniaxial magnetic

anisotropy. This surprising result is widely debated but the general consensus regarding the origin of

this result is attributed to the contribution from interface anisotropy observed at the Fe/GaAs heterojunc-

tion.108, 219–221 On the other hand, introduction of few monolayers of MgO interlayer at the Fe/GaAs

interface leads to reduction of uniaxial anisotropy contribution and enhancement of cubic anisotropy in

Fe films.211

The magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnetic layers is also observed to depend on the growth conditions

like: method of deposition,222 growth parameters209 and also on type of capping layers.223 In addition,

the strength of uniaxial and four-fold cubic anisotropy in Fe/MgO/GaAs heterojunction is found to vary

with the thickness of Fe and MgO layers.211, 224 So the resultant magnetic anisotropy in thin films of Fe

is very sensitive to the structural state of the interface. Therefore, it is important to study the magnetic

characteristics of Fe/MgO/GaAs samples as the information regarding the easy axis of magnetization is

essential for fabrication of spin-valve devices. Also, the aspect of structure-magnetism correlation is a

topic of interest as it allows us to control the magnetic anisotropy of thin Fe films which in turn is useful

in design of spintronic devices.

The magnetic properties of Fe/MgO/GaAs samples are studied using the room-temperature MOKE

technique and the setup is described in detail in Sec 2.3.8. In all the measurements that are described in

the following subsections, the external in-plane magnetic field is swept between -60 and 60 mT with a

step size of 0.1 Oe. The measurements are performed with external field oriented at different angles (Φ)

with respect to sample in steps of 5◦. The spot of the laser is positioned to the center of rotation of the

sample stage to ensure that the same area of the film is probed during measurements. As a convention,

the angle (Φ = 0) is assigned to the [1-10] crystal direction of GaAs.

The MOKE measurements and data analysis is primarily focused to understand the magnetization rever-

sal and type of magnetic anisotropy present in the sample. The polar plots are constructed which show

the reversal process of the in-plane magnetization vector ~MN (Φ) during the sweeping of the external

field. These polar plots are constructed by plotting normalized longitudinal signal (ML,N/| ~MN (Φ)|)
= cos(Φ) versus Transversal longitudinal signal (MT,N/| ~MN (Φ)|) = sin(Φ) with the in-plane rotation

angle Φ of the sample. The terms MT,N ,ML,N and ~MN are already introduced in Sec 2.3.8. The

polar plot reveals important information as it shows the rotation of magnetization vector ~MN (Φ) and

hence reveals the magnetic easy and hard axes of the Fe films. The detailed description of polar plots in
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discussed in sec 2.2.

Three sets of Fe/MgO/GaAs samples have been prepared for the purpose of magnetic investigations dif-

fering in their respective growth parameters. First magnetic investigation are performed on the samples

that are studied by HRTEM and discussed in the previous section 6.2.2. Additional two sets of samples

have the sample design as described in Sec 6.2.2 but the MgO and Fe layers are deposited at different

growth conditions. The growth parameters are varied to achieve different morphologies of the Fe and

MgO layers and to study their resulting magnetic properties. These 3-sets of samples will be discussed

in following 3 subsections.

6.3.1 Magnetic anisotropy as function of MgO thickness in Fe/MgO/GaAs
heterostructures

The same samples that have been used for characterizing interface structure with TEM and X-ray tech-

niques as described in previous subsection 6.2.2 have also been studied with MOKE. The distinctive

characteristic of these samples is that the MgO layers are deposited at substrate temperature of 60◦

without additional oxygen background pressure. In addition, the MgO layers are not subjected to an-

nealing, and the subsequent Fe layers are deposited at room-temperature. In total, 4 sample with varying

MgO thickness (1-4 nm) have been prepared and their detailed sample preparation is described in sub-

section 6.2.2. The four samples with MgO layer thickness t= 1, 2, 3, &4 nm will be referred as sample-I,

II, III, and IV, respectively. This notation is same as the one used in subsection 6.2.2. The magnetic

characteristics of sample-IV which has largest MgO thickness will be discussed first and the other three

sample will be compared with respect to sample-IV.

Fig 6.12.a shows the longitudinal Kerr signal observed in sample-IV with the external magnetic field

oriented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions of GaAs. When the magnetic field is applied along [110]

direction, the normalized longitudinal Kerr signal shows squared hysteresis loop with abrupt switching

of magnetization to its saturation value at coercive field of 0.9 mT and -0.3 mT. The corresponding

normalized transversal Kerr signal in Fig 6.12.(b) reveal a small hysteresis loop close to zero field.

In principle, the transversal signal should be close to zero if the external field is parallel to the easy

axis. However, the observed hysteresis feature is very small and could arise if the external field is

not perfectly aligned to the easy axis. The notation “up” &“down” used in Fig 6.12 represents the

forward and backward direction of external magnetic field respectively which are also marked by arrows

representing the field directions.

In contrast, when the field is parallel to[1-10], jumps are observed in hysteresis loop of normalized

longitudinal Kerr signal. These jumps are reported before on Fe/MgO system and are attributed to

nucleation and propagation of 90◦ domain walls.225, 226 This conclusion is corroborated by the presence

of peaks in the normalized transversal Kerr signal in the same field range where the longitudinal signal

shows the horizontal plateau. So we can tentatively conclude that [110] crystal direction is the magnetic
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Figure 6.12: a) Longitudinal Kerr signal observed on sample-IV with external magnetic field oriented

in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. b) Transversal Kerr signal observed on sample-IV with external

magnetic field oriented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. (c& d) reversal of normalized magne-

tization vector ~MN (Φ) deduced from normalized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals obtained

at [1-10] in [110] crystal directions, respectively. The blue and red arrows indicate the direction of

magnetic field sweep.

easy axis of the Fe layers in this sample.

The polar plots shown in Fig 6.12.(c) and (d) show the reversal of the normalized magnetization vector
~MN (Φ) deduced from normalized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals when the external magnetic

field oriented in [1-10] in [110] crystal directions respectively. It can be seen in Fig 6.12.(c) that by

sweeping the magnetic field along [1-10], the magnetization vector rotates from the [1-10] into the

opposite [-110] crystal direction by crossing the magnetic easy axis of the film. While the vector changes

its direction in a straight line along [110] crystal direction when the magnetic field is swept along [110].

This is an additional confirmation that the easy axis of magnetization lies in [110] crystal direction in

sample-IV. It should be noted that polar-plots are a way of combined representation of both longitudinal

and transversal signals.

The combined analysis of data in all four sub-figures in Fig 6.12 can only give information regarding
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the magnetic easy axis of the Fe layers. Further information about the anisotropy of the Fe layers is

obtained by studying the coercivity values (HC) of the Fe layers as a function of direction of applied

field with respect to the sample crystal directions. The value of HC at every sample azimuth is obtained

by averaging HC values in forward and backward direction of the hysteresis curves.
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Figure 6.13: Reported magnetic anisotropy configurations at different thicknesses of Fe and MgO

layers. (a) Schematic of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in Fe films (thickness<4 nm) observed by Chen et

al211 on Fe/GaAs system. (b) Scheme showing coexistence of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy in Fe films

at thicknesses>4-8 nm in Fe/GaAs system. (c) Reported coexistence of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy

observed in Fe/MgO/GaAs system at MgO coverage less than 1.2 monolayers.211 (d) Reported rotation

of cubic anisotropy easy axes in Fe/MgO/GaAs system when MgO layers thickness is more than 2.3

monolayers.211 (e) Uniaxial anisotropy configuration observed by Landgraf et al.119 on Fe/MgO/GaAs

system

Before discussing the observed anisotropy in polar plot of coercivity, an overview on the reported

anisotropy in Fe/MgO/GaAs system should be given first for better understanding of our findings. The

in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy observed by Chen et al211 on Fe/GaAs system with aid of the

MOKE technique is schematically shown in Fig 6.13.(a). The red and blue lines represent easy (UEA)

and hard axis (UHA) respectively. At low thicknesses of Fe t=≈4 nm, uniaxial anisotropy is predomi-

nant and a two-fold easy and hard axis of magnetization are generally observed. This uniaxial anisotropy

is reported to stem from the interface anisotropy at the Fe/GaAs interface.108, 227 As the thickness of

Fe layers is increased, the magneto-crystalline anisotropy contribution of Fe dominates leading to cubic
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magnetic anisotropy with two easy axis of magnetizations(CEA1 & CEA2) along [010] &[100] crystal

directions. These two easy axes are represented by orange lines in Fig 6.13.(b). At the Fe thickness in

range of 4-8 nm both uniaxial and cubic anisotropy exists together as depicted in Fig 6.13.(b) but the

cubic anisotropy dominates at thicknesses beyond t=8 nm which is also observed in the work of Boris

Landgraf.119 This anisotropy dependence as a function of thickness has also been observed by other

groups.79, 219

The magnetic anisotropy in Fe/MgO/GaAs at different thicknesses of Fe and MgO is comprehensively

studied by Chen et al.211 They observed coexistence of cubic and uniaxial anisotropy at low MgO

coverages and the observed crystal direction of easy and hard axis is shown in Fig 6.13.(c). They

also observed that the magnetic anisotropy of Fe depends on the thickness of the MgO interlayer and

a predominant uniaxial anisotropy is observed in samples with up to 1.2 monolayers (ML) of MgO

.This uniaxial anisotropy contribution is observed to decrease after 1.2 ML and is suppressed when

MgO thickness is increased to 2.3 ML leading to predominant cubic anisotropy. In addition, Chen also

observed switching of easy axis of four fold anisotropy from GaAs <100> direction to the GaAs<110>

direction in the presence of 1.2 ML of MgO interlayer and this switching is shown in Fig 6.13.(d). This

switch of easy axis is related to 45◦ in-plane rotation of the Fe unit-cell due to 45◦ rotation of underlying

MgO unit-cell with respect to GaAs. We have directly observed this rotation of the MgO unit cell in our

HRTEM investigations as discussed in subsection 6.2.2. It is worth reminding that we also observed few

regions (“B” grains) at the interface where this rotation is not observed due to a cube-on-cube growth

of MgO on GaAs.

It should be noted that the schematics in Fig 6.13.(c-d) show the scenarios where both uniaxial and cubic

magnetic anisotropies are coexisting leading to different preferred axis of magnetization depending on

the MgO and Fe thicknesses. These scenarios can be identified by considering both the structural

orientations observed from the HRTEM studies and the observed anisotropy in coercivity polar plots.

The schematics of anisotropies in Fig 6.13.(a-d)given by Chen et al.211 are measured in samples with

few monolayers of MgO. However, these scenarios were also observed to be valid in our samples where

MgO layers are few nanometers in thickness. The scenario represented in Fig 6.13.(d) where the two

easy axes of cubic anisotropy overlaps with easy and hard axis of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy leads to

a new notation. The direction, in which the UEA, CEA1 and CEA2, UHA axes coincide is now called

E-EA and H-EA axes, respectively.

However, results from the magnetic investigation performed by Boris Landgraf119 on Fe/MgO/GaAs

heterojunctions are different from the results of Chen et al.211 The first difference that is observed

from the results of Boris work is the interchange of hard and easy magnetic axis when compared to

Fe/GaAs and Fe/MgO/GaAs reports.79, 211, 219 The mechanism responsible for this interchange of easy

and hard axes in not understood. In addition, Boris observed predominantly uniaxial anisotropy in

Fe(20 nm)/MgO(6 nm)/GaAs structures with easy axis along [110] crystal direction whereas, Chen

observed the uniaxial anisotropy is completely suppressed when 2.3 ML of MgO is deposited. The
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Figure 6.14: (a) Coercivity polar plot as function of sample azimuth obtained on sample-IV with 4 nm

of MgO and 4 nm of Fe. (b & c) Assumed anisotropy scenarios showing overlap and coexistence of

cubic and uniaxial axis of magnetization that in combination are responsible for observed coercivity

anisotropy.

reason for uniaxial anisotropy at larger MgO thickness in samples of Boris might be due to non-uniform

growth of MgO layers resulting in strong coupling of Fe to GaAs at certain regions of interface. The

anisotropy and the respective easy and hard magnetic axes reported by Boris is shown in Fig 6.13.(e).

By considering the discussed literature, the obtained results on our samples can be explained. In prin-

ciple, the magnetic easy axis is characterized by a large coercivity. The polar plot of coercivity values

in sample-IV is shown in Fig 6.14.(a). which indicates that the [110] crystal axis is the easy axis of

magnetization. The shape of the plot also indicates superimposed uniaxial and cubic anisotropy as a

broad lobe is present across the sample angles of 45, 90, and 135◦. But the direction of the easy axis is

rotated by 90◦ (along [110]) when compared to the reported easy axis along [1-10]211 but the magnetic

axes observed in this samples coincides with work of Boris.119

We believe that the coexistence of uniaxial and cubic anisotropy is a result of two overlapping anisotropy

configurations shown in Fig 6.14.(b and c) which result from two structural orientations. The config-

uration shown in Fig 6.14.(b) is due to observed epitaxial orientation of Fe and MgO unit-cells which

are 45◦ in-plane rotated with respect to GaAs leading to merging of cubic and uniaxial magnetic axes.

However the structural reason for 90◦ rotation of uniaxial easy and hard axis is unknown. The second
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configuration shown in Fig 6.14.(c) arises due to high mismatch cube-on-cube growth of MgO and Fe

on GaAs leading to coexistence of cubic and uniaxial magnetic axes. The orientation of Fe and MgO

responsible for second configuration in Fig 6.14.(c) is observed during HRTEM investigations in few

regions across the heterostructure. The two structural orientations called A & B are responsible for

the two anisotropy configurations which are well discussed in subsection 6.2.2. The HRTEM analysis

reveals that the orientation "A" is prevalent in the samples and Fe layers existing in each orientation

behave differently to external magnetic field. Therefore we believe that the observed anisotropy of

sample is resultant of superimposed behavior of these two configurations. The small lobe observed at

0◦ is due to assumed overlap of hard axis (UHA) and easy axis (CEA2) leading to formation of less

energetically favorable easy magnetic axis. But this lobe is not prominent as other lobes due to presence

of high-energy landscape contribution from hard axis of uniaxial anisotropy. The presence of this small

lobe confirms the right assignment of assumed hard and easy axes in Fig 6.14.(b & c).

It should be noted that in HRTEM investigations, Fe layers are observed to exist in the form of crys-

tallites showing different orientations with respect to GaAs. Therefore we should not observe magnetic

anisotropy in our samples. But the observed anisotropy in the samples indicates that Fe layers have

preferred orientations across the heterostructure even though many orientations were observed in small

scale HRTEM images.

Moreover, the samples III & II (3 and 2 nm MgO) also showed similar magnetic behavior with few

exceptions. The magnetic hysteresis characteristics of both sample III & II are observed to be same.

Therefore, only the date of sample-II is shown in Fig 6.15.(a). It shows the longitudinal Kerr signal

observed in sample-II with external magnetic field oriented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. When

H is parallel to [1-10] direction, the normalized longitudinal Kerr signal showed squared hysteresis loop

with abrupt switching of magnetization to its saturation value at cohesive field of 2.1 mT and -1.1 mT.

While the corresponding normalized transversal Kerr signal in Fig 6.15.(b) does not show any features

indicating that the easy axis points parallel to the [1-10] crystal direction. It should be noted that the

hysteresis curves in this sample show larger coercivity than sample-IV.

Few jumps are observed in normalized longitudinal Kerr signal when H is parallel to [110]. As men-

tioned earlier, these jumps are attributed to nucleation and propagation of 90◦ domain walls.225, 226 So

we can tentatively conclude that [1-10] crystal direction is the magnetic easy axis of the Fe layers in this

sample.

The polar plots shown in Fig 6.15.(c) and (d) show the reversal of normalized magnetization vector
~MN (Φ) deduced from normalized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals when the external magnetic

field oriented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions respectively. It can be seen in Fig 6.15.(c) that by

sweeping the magnetic field along [1-10], the magnetization vector changes its direction in a straight

line along [1-10] crystal direction. In contrast the vector rotates from the [110] into the opposite [-1-10]

crystal direction by crossing the magnetic easy axis when the magnetic field is swept along [110]. This

validates our observation that [1-10] is the easy axis of magnetization in sample.
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Figure 6.15: (a) Longitudinal Kerr signal observed on sample-II with external magnetic field oriented

in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. (b) Transversal Kerr signal observed on sample-II with external

magnetic field oriented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. (c& d) reversal of normalized magne-

tization vector ~MN (Φ) deduced from normalized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals when the

magnetic fields are swept along [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. The blue and red arrows indicate

the direction of magnetic field sweep.

The polar plot of coercivity values of sample-III and II as a function of sample rotation are shown in

Fig 6.16.(a and b). Both polar plots of coercivity confirm that the [1-10] crystal direction is the magnetic

easy axis for these two samples. The shape of both plots also indicates superimposed uniaxial and cubic

anisotropy as a broad lobe is present across the sample angles of 45, 90, and 135◦ with respect to [1-10]

direction. As discussed before, the observed coexisting uniaxial and cubic anisotropy is a result of two

overlapping anisotropy configurations shown in Fig 6.16.(c and d) which in turn result from the two

structural orientations. However, the direction of uniaxial easy axis (UEA) is along [1-10] direction and

agrees with reported work of Chen et al.211 The small difference in the shape of the polar plots of both

samples is due to different step-sizes used for sample rotation.

The sample I(1 nm MgO) is also studied with MOKE technique but this sample did not show any change

in hysteresis as a function of sample rotation. Also we could not reach magnetic saturation (MS) state
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Figure 6.16: (a & b) Coercivity polar plots as function of sample azimuth obtained on sample-III and

Sample-II respectively. (c & d) Assumed anisotropy scenarios showing overlap and coexistence of

cubic and uniaxial axis of magnetization that in combination are responsible for observed coercivity

anisotropy in sample-III and II.

with the adopted MOKE setup. This behavior suggests the presence of Fe islands instead of 2D layer

of Fe.228 This magnetic behavior correlates with our observation of discontinuous Fe layer in sample I

(see Fig 6.9). The Fe islands have large saturation fields and a broad reversal of magnetization due to

distribution of island sizes which requires large magnetic field to attain saturation. Therefore no data

are not collected on sample-I.

6.3.2 Magnetic anisotropy as function of MgO annealing temperature in
Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures

As mentioned in Sec 6.2 the Fe/MgO/GaAs are not annealed before deposition of metal layers as for-

mation of interfacial compounds like GaOx and MgxAsx due to annealing was reported.208 The work

of Boris Landgraf also indicated the presence of these compounds, since annealing resulted in unusual

zero-bias resistance values.119 However, the MgO samples prepared previously in our group are de-

posited at room-temperature and in presence of additional oxygen background pressure. In contrast,

the sample used for this thesis work are deposited without additional oxygen background pressure. So
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we decided to study the effect of annealing on the magnetic properties also on the new Fe/MgO/GaAs

heterostructures.

Samples with MgO layer thickness of 1 and 2 nm are prepared using the same growth procedure that

is described in Sec 6.2.2 but with one exception. These two samples differ from the four samples

discussed in previous subsection (6.3.1) by just one additional step of in-situ annealing at 250◦C for

one hour before the depsoition of metal layers. However, the thickness and growth conditions used for

metal layer deposition are same as the one mentioned in Sec 6.2.
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Figure 6.17: (a) Longitudinal Kerr signal observed on 1 nm sample with external magnetic field ori-

ented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. (b & c) Coercivity polar plots as function of sample az-

imuth obtained on 1 nm and 2 nm samples respectively. Assumed anisotropy scenario showing coexis-

tence of predominant uniaxial anisotropy and less dominant cubic anisotropy responsible for observed

anisotropy in 1 nm and 2 nm samples. The blue and red arrows indicate the direction of magnetic field

sweep.

Both of these samples showed similar magnetic characteristics, so hysteresis curves of 1 nm sample

are discussed in detail and 2 nm sample is compared against the former. The Fig 6.17.(a) shows the

longitudinal Kerr signal observed in 1nm sample with external magnetic field oriented [1-10] and [110]

crystal directions. When the magnetic field is parallel to [1-10] direction, the normalized longitudinal

Kerr signal showed a squared hysteresis loop with abrupt switching of magnetization to its saturation

value at coercive fields of 3.4 mT and -1.7 mT. On the other hand, when the magnetic field is parallel to

[110] direction, jumps are observed in hysteresis loop of normalized longitudinal Kerr signal indicating
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that the [1-10] crystal direction is the easy axis of magnetization in these two samples. The polar plot

showing reversal of normalized magnetization vector ~MN (Φ) are not shown here as they resemble the

plots obtained on sample II & III discussed in previous subsection 6.3.1 which indicate that [1-10] is

the easy axis of magnetization.

It should be noted that this sample shows higher coercivity values than the samples discussed in sub-

section 6.3.1. The coercivity polar plots of 1 and 2 nm samples are shown in Fig 6.17.(b) and (c)

respectively and they indicate that the annealed MgO samples show pronounced uniaxial anisotropy.

The observed coercivity lobes in these two samples are less broad when compared to sample discussed

in subsection 6.3.1 and these lobes are prominently aligned along [1-10] direction. In addition, small

lobes are observed along the cubic axis directions (<010>) but they are less pronounced when compared

to samples discussed in previous subsection. The shape of both coercivity plots also indicates superim-

posed uniaxial and cubic anisotropy with dominant uniaxial contribution. However the general shape

of the coercivity polar plot of two samples differ slightly with relatively broad uniaxial lobe in 2 nm

sample and sharp lobe in 1 nm sample. We believe that this difference is due to better decoupling of

GaAs and Fe layers in 2 nm sample leading to reduced uniaxial contribution which actually stems from

the structural anisotropy GaAs interface.108

Unfortunately, the structural reason for dominant uniaxial behavior is unknown as the HRTEM char-

acterization of these samples is still underway. But we tentatively conclude that, annealing leads to

reduction of regions in MgO layers with orientation "B"(cube-on-cube growth) leading to reduction of

cubic anisotropy contribution. The scenario of the assumed anisotropy axes responsible for observed

magnetic behavior is shown in Fig 6.17.(d). The dominant uniaxial is represented by blue (UHA) and

red (UEA) arrows, whereas, the reduced cubic contribution is represented by the smaller arrows of

orange.

In conclusion, the in-situ MgO annealing has affected the resultant magnetic anisotropy of the Fe layer

resulting in a more dominant uniaxial behavior compared to samples deposited without annealing. In

addition, the coercivity is found to be stronger than in un-annealed samples and is also found to depend

on the MgO thickness. For example, the higher MgO thickness (2 nm) sample yielded an average

coercivity value of 9.32 Oe while, the 1 nm sample yielded a value of 18.46 Oe.

6.3.3 Magnetic anisotropy as function of Fe deposition temperature in
Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures

As evident form the previous subsection 6.3.2, magnetic properties are observed to be influenced by

the deposition conditions. The growth parameters are further modified with the aim of studying the

magnetic anisotropy as a function of structural state of the Fe and MgO layers. Therefore, we prepared

new set of Fe/MgO/GaAs samples that are subjected to 250◦C of annealing before metal deposition and

Fe layers are deposited at substrate temperature of 200◦C. So this sample set is unique in the sense that
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Fe layers are deposited at elevated temperatures which is not done for any other samples discussed in last

two sections. However the Au capping layers are deposited at room temperature once the substrate is

cooled from 200◦C. The mentioned 2 samples are grown at these deposition conditions with 1 and 2 nm

of MgO. The value of Fe thickness is kept constant at 4 nm which is same as the Fe thickness used in

last two subsections 6.3.1&6.3.2.

Surprisingly, both samples revealed very different magnetic characteristics. Fig 6.18.(a) shows the

longitudinal Kerr signal observed in 1 nm sample with external magnetic field oriented in [1-10] and

[110] crystal directions. When H is parallel to [1-10], the normalized longitudinal Kerr signal shows

squared hysteresis loop with abrupt switching of magnetization to its saturation value at of 20.7 mT and

-18.4 mT. The hysteresis curves observed in this sample is found to have the highest average coercivity

fields when compared to rest of the samples studied in all three subsections(6.3.1, 6.3.2& 6.3.3).
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Figure 6.18: (a) Longitudinal Kerr signal observed on 1 nm sample with external magnetic field ori-

ented in [1-10] and [110] crystal directions. (b) Reversal of normalized magnetization vector ~MN (Φ)

deduced from normalized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals when H ll [1-10]. (c) Coercivity

polar plots as function of sample azimuth obtained on 1 nm. (d) Assumed anisotropy scenario showing

dominant uniaxial anisotropy in the form of easy and hard axis of magnetization. The blue and red

arrows indicate the direction of magnetic field sweep.

In contrast, normalized longitudinal Kerr signal obtained when magnetic field is parallel to [110] re-
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vealed rounded hysteresis curves. Interestingly the hysteresis curves did not show any horizontal

plateaus but instead results in reduction of area in the hysteresis curve. This behavior is a typical

signature indicating that the applied field is along the hard axis of uniaxial anisotropy. The polar plots

shown in Fig 6.18.(b) show the reversal of normalized magnetization vector ~MN (Φ) deduced from nor-

malized longitudinal and transversal Kerr signals obtained when magnetic field is parallel to [1-10]. It

can be seen in Fig 6.15.(c) that by sweeping the magnetic field along [1-10], the magnetization vector

rotates in a straight line along [1-10] crystal direction with a slight rotation at the beginning which we

believe arises from mis-orientation of external field to easy axis.

The polar plot of coercivity of 1 nm MgO sample is shown in Fig 6.18.(c). The polar plots reveals very

sharp lobes along [1-10] crystal direction which confirms that this is the magnetic easy axis for this

samples. The shape of this plot also indicates very dominant uniaxial anisotropy as lobes are absent

across the sample angles of 45, 90, and 135◦. Unfortunately, the structural reason for exclusive uniaxial

behavior is unknown as the HRTEM characterization of these samples is still underway. But we tenta-

tively conclude that in-situ annealing and elevated temperature deposition of Fe leads to reduction of Fe

grains causing the cubic anisotropy contribution. So we assume that B grains discussed in sec 6.2.2 are

reduced due to applied growth conditions. The scenario of the assumed anisotropy axes responsible for

observed magnetic behavior is shown in Fig 6.18.(d). The dominant uniaxial anisotropy is represented

by blue (UHA) and red (UEA) arrows.

The 2 nm MgO is also studied with MOKE technique but this sample did not show any change in hys-

teresis as a function of sample rotation as shown in Fig 6.19.(a). Also we could not achieve magnetic

saturation (MS) with the adopted low-field setup. This behavior suggests presence of Fe material as

islands instead of 2D layer of Fe.228 So there is a significant change in the observed magnetic properties

with a difference of 1 nm and we note that the only difference between the two samples is the accu-

mulated strain due to different thickness of MgO layer. So probably, the accumulated strain defines the

morphology of subsequent Fe layers leading to varied magnetic anisotropies. This drastic change has

not been observed in the previous section where anisotropy of annealed MgO layers are studied as func-

tion of MgO thickness. So we see that in addition to the MgO annealing, the deposition temperature of

Fe also plays an important role in observed anisotropy by probably influencing the Fe layer morphology

in Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures.

The hysteresis curves obtained at various angles are observed to be same, but the polar plot of coercivity

revealed lobes resembling weak cubic anisotropy. But it should be noted that the magnitude of change in

coercivity values is very small and the scale of the polar plot is magnified to show these small features.

Also the hysteresis curves could not be saturated indicating a presence of out-of-plane magnetization.

So the observed anisotropy in coercivity polar plots is inconclusive.
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Figure 6.19: a) Longitudinal Kerr signal observed on 2 nm sample with external magnetic field ori-

ented at 40◦ and 110◦ with respect to [1-10] crystal direction. b) Coercivity polar plots as function of

sample azimuth obtained on 2 nm indicating small hint of cubic anisotropy.

6.4 Chapter Summary

Comprehensive structural characterization are performed on Fe/MgO/GaAs heterojunctions to study

the crystallinity and morphology of MgO layers. The structural investigations are also performed with

aim achieving single crystalline MgO layers as this is not observed in previous works performed in our

group.119 The reason for polycrystalline nature of MgO layers observed in previous works is due room-

temperature growth and probable presence of interfacial compounds at the interface of GaAs and MgO.

Therefore, the MgO chamber has been modified as a part of this thesis work and a substrate heater

is added. In addition, growth parameters like deposition temperature and the influence of additional

background oxygen pressure are calibrated extensively in order to identify the ideal conditions to obtain

single crystalline MgO layers.

With a combination of XRR and XRD techniques, we observed that crystalline MgO layers with sharp

interfaces are obtained when MgO is deposited at 60◦C and in absence of additional background pres-

sure. In addition, the morphology of MgO layers and their influence on the crystallinity of the Fe layers

is studied as function of MgO layer thickness. This investigation of MgO layers is conducted with XRR

and HRTEM in combination with EDS elemental mapping. The HRTEM investigations reveal that the

MgO layer in thickness range of 1-4 nm crystallizes as flat layer in two epitaxial orientations (“A” and

“B”) with respect to the GaAs substrate. The orientation “A” is more prevalent and results in lattice

mismatch of ≈5%. The orientation “B” which leads to lattice mismatch of ≈26% is less often seen.

The coexistence of these orientations might be a strain relieve mechanism as similar coexistence of

different epitaxial orientations has previously been observed in MgO/Si system.203 In our samples, the

strain at the MgO/GaAs interface is observed to be relived by formation of misfit dislocations.

The Fe layers in all samples showed high density of defects like small-angle grain boundaries (SABG’s)

and these defects led to the emergence of Moiré fringes in HRTEM images. The EDS elemental map-
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ping revealed that there is no considerable intermixing at any of the interfaces of heterostructure. Also

the EDS maps revealed that oxygen is not present in layers other than MgO indicating contaminant free

growth of heterostructures.

The XRR data are modeled by two different methods. Both revealed sharp interface and a thickness

close to the values obtained by HRTEM analysis. XRR results also indicated Volmer-Weber mode of

the Au layer growth, and this observation is corroborated by the elemental mapping which showed

island like growth of Au layers. But these islands occurs on top of thin homogeneous layer of Au which

still protects the underlying Fe layer from oxidation.

In addition, MOKE investigation are performed on samples studied by HRTEM to study the effect

of MgO thickness on the magnetic characteristic of the Fe layers. Moreover, additional samples are

prepared with the aim of modifying the MgO and Fe layer morphology and to study the resulting

magnetic anisotropies. All the samples studied by MOKE revealed that Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures

show a combination of uniaxial and cubic in-plane magnetic anisotropy with one showing a dominant

influence. However this anisotropy is observed to be strongly influenced by growth conditions like in-

situ annealing and Fe deposition temperature. The resulting magnetic characteristics due to thickness

of MgO and deposition conditions are tabulated in Table 6.1. The change in magnetic anisotropy due to

growth conditions allows us to control and tune the in-plane easy axes of magnetization which in-turn

enables controlled engineering of spin-device geometries.

MgO MgO Fe Observed in-plane Average

thickness annealing Temperature◦C anisotropy Easy axis coercivity Oe

4 nm no annealing 60◦C
UMA+CMA

(Dominant CMA) [110] 7.5

3 nm no annealing 60◦C
UMA+CMA

(Dominant CMA) [1-10] 12.6

3 nm no annealing 60◦C
UMA+CMA

(Dominant CMA) [1-10] 15.3

1 nm no annealing 60◦C
no visible
anisotropy - -

1 nm 250◦C 60◦C
UMA+CMA

(Dominant UMA) [1-10] 18.46

2 nm 250◦C 60◦C
UMA+CMA

(Dominant UMA) [1-10] 9.32

1 nm 250◦C 200◦C
UMA

(Dominant UMA) [1-10] 257.7

2 nm 250◦C 200◦C
no anisotropy
(Weak CMA) [010] 146.8

Table 6.1: Summary of growth parameters and magnetic characteristics measured on Fe/MgO/GaAs

samples as a part of magnetic investigations by MOKE.
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The following three Ferromagnet-Semiconductor (FM-SC) heterojunctions: Fe on modulation doped

GaAs (Fe/GaAs), Fe on InGaAs/InAs quantum wells (Fe/InAlAs) and Fe on modulation doped GaAs

with MgO as tunneling barrier (Fe/MgO/GaAs) were structurally characterized with the help of high-

resolution X-ray diffraction techniques. All three hybrid structures were grown in a ultra-high vacuum

molecular beam epitaxy cluster to achieve highly crystalline and contamination free interfaces. In ad-

dition to the structural characterization, spin injection across the Fe/GaAs and Fe/InAlAs interfaces is

also successfully demonstrated by using all-electrical non-local spin valve setup.

The crystallinity and intrinsic strain of Fe/GaAs interface as a function of Fe film thickness and depo-

sition temperature are investigated. Fe films are observed to be highly crystalline and compressively

strained when the Fe films were deposited at room-temperature. Previous investigations performed on

Fe/GaAs interfaces reported a tensile strain in the Fe films which contradicts our observation of com-

pressive strained Fe films. This contradiction might be due to very thin Fe layers deposited in our sample

design, where the intrinsic strain is dominant. In addition, the compressive strain of Fe films is observed

to increase with post growth annealing at 200◦C, leading to reduction of lattice mismatch between the

GaAs and Fe unit-cells from 0.5% to 0.12%. Further X-ray investigations using GID technique revealed

the presence of Fe3GaAs islands at the interface of Fe/GaAs. Previous investigations reported existence

of tertiary phases of Fe3GaAs at the interface by using electron microscopy.89, 92 But in our studies, we

did not only observe the existence of tertiary phases at the interface but we were also able to observe

the change in strain of these phases as function of post-growth annealing.

The spin-injection from Fe in to GaAs is also observed to be influenced by two subsequent post-growth

annealing steps at 200◦C for 10 minutes. Before annealing spin-injection was not observed. After the

first cycle of annealing, the characteristic jumps in the non-local voltage (∆Unl) were observed and

a spin-injection efficiency of 5.5% was calculated in diffusive limit. The second cycle of annealing

decreased the calculated spin-injection efficiency to 2.6%. At both annealing steps, the spin-injection

efficiency showed a bias dependent asymmetry and an unexpected positive orientation of spin-valve

signal (∆Unl).

The I-V curves of the injector electrode recorded at subsequent annealing steps showed that the contact

resistance is dependent on the applied bias and annealing steps, where the zero-bias contact resistance

increased with each step of annealing. In contrast, the non-local resistance signal ∆Rnl is not observed

without annealing and is maximal after first annealing step and decreases by factor of five after the
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second step of annealing. Therefore, the dependence of non-local resistance ∆Rnl due to annealing

could not be attributed to the corresponding change in contact resistance.

To explain our observations, we invoke the predicted spin-polarized interface states in the vicinity of the

Fermi level. The energetic position of these interface states which are close to Fermi level significantly

influences the spin detection in non-local geometry due to the unbiased detector electrode. Therefore,

any small changes in energetic position of interface states will have a strong impact on the spin detection

process which we believe is reflected in our data. However, we were unable to identify the mechanisms

that directly lead to assumed change in energetic positions of interface states. But we did observe

increase in compressive strain of Fe layer after first cycle of annealing and we believe that changes in

spin-injection efficiency and strain state of Fe/GaAs interface are correlated. To completely study the

changes in strain state of Fe layers and Fe3GaAs islands at the interface, additional GID measurements

are performed with varying incidence angles. The analysis of these experiments is still underway and

might shed additional information regarding the size of the Fe3GaAs islands and their structural changes

as a function of both annealing cycles. In addition we also propose that theses Fe3GaAs islands should

be considered while modeling spin-injection from Fe into GaAs.

Successful spin-injection from Fe into InGaAs/InAs quantum wells was demonstrated in the interme-

diate limit of ballistic and diffusive transport. However, quantifying the spin-injection efficiency in this

material system has led to new questions regarding the appropriate theory needed for approximation.

By applying the diffusive theory to calculate the spin-injection efficiencies, we obtained values up to

77% that are much larger than the reported values in diffusive limit. The origin of larger values could

be due to application of diffusive theory to a ballistic system, as proposed by Oltscher et al.14 Recently

Chen et.al proposed a new model to calculate spin-injection efficiency to account for the ballistic contri-

butions and the spin-orbit interactions of the system by introducing the ballistic spin-dephasing length

as a major parameter.25

The ballistic spin-dephasing length is inversely proportional to the spin-obit coupling parameter. There-

fore, a strong SOI necessarily yields a short-scale spin-dephasing length. Taking into account the exper-

imentally determined spin-orbit coupling parameter in the quantum wells, the estimated spin-injection

efficiencies from the observed non-local resistance ∆Rnl yield values above 100%. But spin-injection

efficiencies reached reasonable values below 100% when longer spin-dephasing lengths are used for

calculations. Therefore, we believe that the spin-orbit interaction is not appropriately modeled in the

ballistic limit and the crystallographic orientation of electron momentum and spin-polarization must be

taken into account.

So our experimental observations suggest that the spin-relaxation length in our configuration is larger

than expected, due to the spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, further investigations on spin injection in

the ballistic limit in the presence of spin-obit coupling are required. The ballistic contributions can

be enhanced by increasing the mean-free-paths in quantum wells which in turn can be controlled by

increasing the carrier concentration in the quantum wells. This enhancement can be achieved by fine
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tuning the design of the heterostructure to achieve better carrier concentration and mobilities. The

ballistic contributions can also be enhanced by fabricating spin-valve devices with reduced dimensions

to realize spin-injection in purely ballistic regime.

The InGaAs/InAs quantum well heterostructures are deposited on GaAs (001) substrates by using

InxAl1−xAs buffer layers with increasing indium composition. The buffer layers lead to surface cross-

hatched due to misfit-relaxation and the resulting roughness from cross-hatches leads to non-planar

nature of the active layers. These morphological variation in individual buffer layers are studied with

the help of Scanning diffractive mapping available at ID01, ESRF facility. The diffractive maps revealed

regions of low crystallinity and high tilt variation in the form of two superimposed network of lines that

are parallel and slightly rotated with respect to [1-10] direction. These lines are related to regions with

dislocation accumulation and are called defect lines and the composition variation is observed to occur

along these lines.

The density of defect lines are observed to decrease with increasing indium content. In bottom buffer

layers the network of slightly rotated defect lines are found to be more predominant features in both

intensity and tilt maps. Whereas, the change in local composition in bottom most layers is observed to

occur as network of parallel lines along [1-10] direction.

We also extracted qualitative structural information regarding the InAs layer. The variation of crys-

tallinity, tilt and composition in this layer is observed to be predominant along the parallel network

contrary to the observed pattern in InxAl1−xAs buffer layers, where the modulation is mostly along the

inclined network. The periodicity of defect lines observed in InAs layer is about ≈ 1 − 1.2 µm which

is similar to the surface cross-hatches periodicity observed by AFM.

It should be noted that the results obtained in our diffractive imaging experiments are only a qualitative

representation and does not give any information regarding the magnitude of tilt and composition varia-

tion. We were unable to obtain the quantitative results, because the sample is not rocked at spatial point

during the scan. This renders the obtained data to be four dimensional dataset instead of five dimensional

data which is usually obtained in standard diffractive imaging experiments. This extra dimension in re-

ciprocal space is required to measure quantitative change of local tilt and composition. Therefore, these

measurements should be performed once again in future to measure all three dimensions in reciprocal

space. The quantitative information is important to understand the influence of structural inhomogene-

ity of buffer layers on the transport properties of active layers. For example, the size of crystallites

representing homogeneous areas in In0.75Al0.25As layer without plastic deformations is measured to be

20 µm. These crystallites are separated by major defect lines which are regions with higher density of

dislocation accumulation. This quantitative information is important because the fabricated spin-valve

devices might not work if the developed electrodes lie on major defect lines as these areas have low

structural integrity. Likewise, the quantitative information of local tilt and composition variation is also

needed for understanding their effect of non-planar nature of the quantum wells deposited above them.

Fe/MgO/GaAs system constitutes the third and last FM-SC heterostructure that is structurally investi-
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gated as part of this thesis. The growth condition like deposition temperature of MgO and the additional

background oxygen pressure are calibrated extensively in order to identify the ideal conditions to obtain

single crystalline MgO layers. In addition, the morphology of MgO layers and their influence on the

crystallinity of Fe layers as function of MgO layer thickness is also studied. The HRTEM investigations

revealed that the MgO layer in thickness range of 1-4 nm crystallizes as flat layer in two epitaxial orien-

tations (“A” and “B”) with respect to GaAs substrate. The orientation “A” is a cube on cube-diagonal

epitaxial relation between GaAs and MgO with lattice mismatch of 5%. The orientation “B” is a cube on

cube epitaxial relation between GaAs and MgO with lattice mismatch of 26%. The coexistence of these

orientation is assumed to be an effective strain relieve mechanism similar to coexistence of different

oriented crystallites observed in MgO/Si system as an effective lattice strain relief mechanism.203

3-point transport measurements were also performed on Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures with MgO

thickness varying from 1-4 nm to characterize the contact characteristics arising from different tun-

neling barrier thicknesses. However, we were unable to obtain consistent I-V data from these samples

and we assume this might be due to electrically active pin-holes like excessive Mg which might be

present in MgO layers. But we did not observe any physical pin-holes or voids in HRTEM images

obtained on Fe/MgO/GaAs. Moreover, I-V curves of samples with 1 and 2 nm MgO were fitted with

Simmons model229 to obtain the barrier height and widths of MgO tunneling barrier. However these

fittings did not yield expected values of barriers heights corresponding to the MgO thickness used in

the sample. We observed that even atomically flat and structurally intact MgO layers still show in-

consistent electrical data. Therefore, further structural investigations are needed to establish a perfect

stoichiometry and avoid excess magnesium and oxygen regions in the MgO layers.

MOKE investigation performed on Fe/MgO/GaAs heterostructures deposited with different MgO thick-

nesses and growth conditions. Most of these heterostructures showed a coexisting uniaxial and cu-

bic in-plane magnetic anisotropy with one contribution showing a prominent influence. The magnetic

anisotropy is observed to be influenced by growth conditions like in-situ annealing and Fe deposition

temperature. For example, the sample with 1 nm MgO and subjected to in-situ annealing with Fe de-

posited at 200◦C showed a predominant in-plane uniaxial characteristic. However 1 nm sample that is

subjected to in-situ annealing with Fe deposited at room-temperature showed coexistence of uniaxial

and cubic in-plane anisotropy. Likewise the contributions of different anisotropies were observed to

change depending on the deposition conditions. The structural orientation of Fe and MgO layers with

respect to GaAs substrate is directly observed by HRTEM in only set of samples where Fe is deposited

at room-temperature. New TEM data has been obtained on other set of samples where the Fe depo-

sition temperature is varied and their analysis is ongoing. This understanding of correlation between

structural orientations and observed anisotropy will be of major importance while designing spintronic

devices with MgO tunneling barriers.

An in-situ beamline technique is also developed as part of this thesis to study the effect of external

stress on the strain state of Fe layers in Fe/GaAs system. For this purpose, a portable AFM is integrated
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onto two different micro-beam synchrotron end-stations. This integration study is motivated to enable

simultaneous access to the real and reciprocal space information of spintronic microstructures.

First, the integration and stability of the AFM on beamline conditions is tested at P10, PETRA-III fa-

cility. This integration study is used to identify the geometrical restrictions regarding combining the

grazing incidence diffraction (GID) geometry and scanning probe microscope. After few modification

to our AFM setup, we were able to use this in-situ technique for both alignment and imaging of individ-

ual microstructures. For example, Fe/MgO/GaAs rings of 4 µm in diameter are individually probed by

measuring GID RSM’s around GaAs(220) Bragg peak. In addition, the strain fields induced by MgO

and Fe layers on GaAs substrate in the individual microstructure is observed by the presence of diffuse

cloud around Bragg peak of GaAs.

The developed in-situ technique is then integrated on ID13, ESRF facility to study the external stress

on the strain state of Fe/GaAs microstructures. This technique is also used to study the intrinsic strain

in 2 µmFe/GaAs microstructures. GID geometry is used to study the evolution in-plane lattice plane

spacing of Fe layer in microstructure due to nano-indentation. The Fe layer is found to be compressively

strained in the direction normal to surface and this strain is further increased due to indentation.

One of the purpose of the developed technique is also to study the change in electrical properties of

spintronic heterostructures under strain. But this aspect of the project is not realized due to large pho-

tocurrent signal masking the local conductivity measured using CAFM mode. These photoelectrons

are generated due to interaction ionizing X-ray beam with sample are detected in the CAFM mode and

this signal is used as alignment tool. However, this interaction of X-ray beam with samples resulted in

formation of local deposition with composition of carbon and oxygen. These deposits are observed to

be formed by cumulative effect of force inducing tip and ionizing X-ray beam.

The observed change in the strain in Fe layers due to external pressure is observed to be very small.

Therefore, the microstructure dimensions have to be reduced with respect to the tip dimensions to induce

considerable strain. The sample fabrication could be varied in future experiments to achieve this. We

also observed few changes in the intensity distribution of reciprocal maps while applying pressure. In

further studies this change in intensity distribution around Bragg peaks in RSM should be accounted by

simulating the RSM at different applied strains.





8 Appendix

8.1 Additional material of GID measurements during indentation

GID maps obtained are shown in Fi 8.1. The sub-figure (a) is obtained with no external load. The sub-

figure (b) is obtained when tip is displaced by 100 nm inducing force equivalent to ≈ 269 nN. The load

is increased in steps up to final load of 1.08 µN (sub-figure(i)) for the final displacement of 400 nm.
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Figure 8.1: (a-i) RSM around GaAs (220) obtained at subsequent loading steps.
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